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Abstract
The Catalogue of Heroines (Odyssey 11.225-330) presents a thorough corpus of
prominent mythological women as Odysseus recounts the stories of each woman he
encounters in the Underworld. In this thesis I apply digital humanities tools and methods
to the Catalogue of Heroines in order to center ancient women in a discussion of the
Odyssey and to determine how the relationships between the heroines contribute to the
Catalogue’s overall purpose. First, I examine the history of the digital humanities with
particular attention to contributions to the field made by classicists; I identify the need for
further digital humanities projects centered around women; and then select the digital
humanities methods most applicable to my investigation of the Catalogue: close reading
through text encoding and social network analysis. I next develop my own detailed
feminist translation of the Catalogue. I then demonstrate how my close reading of the text
using Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) standards, and the prosopography I developed
through that reading, reveals complex connections, both explicit and implied, among
characters and places of the Catalogue. Using my TEI close reading and prosopography, I
analyze the genealogies laid out in the Catalogue, revealing how every heroine in the
Catalogue is linked to the others. Through the TEI close reading I also demonstrate how
the four man-made objects of the Catalogue, ζώνη (girdle), βρόχοs (noose), ἕδνα (brideprice), and χρυσὸs (gold), reveal the ancient Greek stigma surrounding women, sexuality,
and fidelity. Finally, I use social network analysis to create a network graph through
which I demonstrate that the genealogy of the Catalogue of Heroines isolates and
excludes Thebes, demonstrating an anti-Theban bias and favoring the Theban enemy
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cities of Orchomenos and Athens. Ultimately, by applying these digital humanities
methods, I conclude that the Catalogue of Heroines has three distinct purposes: to warn
its audience about the infidelity and corruptibility of women; to isolate and condemn
Thebes in contrast with other ancient Greek cities; and to elevate Odysseus’ status by
tying him to prominent mythological lineages. In these ways, I am presenting new
pathways that can assist other classicists to center women in ancient texts.

Chapter 1: Introduction
In their pivotal work Data Feminism, Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren F. Klein state,
“Disclosing your subject position(s) is an important feminist strategy for being transparent about
the limits of your - or anyone’s - knowledge claims. Thus, for example, we (the authors)
included statements about our own positionalities in the introduction in order to disclose the
gender, race/ethnicity, class, ability, education, and other subject positions that informed the
writing of this book. Rather than viewing these positionalities as threats or as influences that
might have biased our work, we embraced them as offering a set of valuable perspectives that
could frame our work. This is an approach that we would like to see others embrace as well.
Each person’s intersecting subject positions are unique, and when applied to data science, they
can generate creative and wholly new research questions.”1
My work in this thesis cannot be separated from my positionalities. First, my societal
position as a woman motivates me to incorporate the female experience into my own work. For
as long as I can remember having an awareness of politics, I have considered myself a feminist. I
have pursued this ideology in my academic pursuits, either by taking classes focused on gender
or by choosing to focus on women in my history and classics courses. Due to these academic
interests, I have primarily worked with female professors who have helped me to grow in my
understanding of women throughout and the application of feminism to my studies. I use my
positionality as a woman to ask questions regarding the role of women both historically and
contemporarily. However, I also pursued computer science, a field in which while my professors
treated me like any other students, I felt at times belittled and unfairly disregarded by my male
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classmates who would often talk over me or take me less seriously than their male peers. The
experience of being condescended to and devalued in a class where I had as much coding
experience as any of my classmates rekindled my awareness of my role as a woman and the
unequal respect I would at times receive. I also find it important to note that while I write as a
woman, I am also privileged as a white, straight woman studying at a wealthy university. I
cannot speak for people of color or members of the LGBT community, although I educate myself
and work to be an ally. My unique positionalities shape my work and lead me to incorporate
feminism in the questions I ask and how I aim to resolve them.
My work follows the precedent established by female scholars who have developed the
field of women’s history. Women’s history relies heavily on feminist criticism, which “aims to
view [women] in a different perspective and discover the women’s contribution to the history of
literature.”2 Women’s history began as a field relatively recently, only developing in the United
States in the 1970s and 1980s.3 Because “the knowledge and use of writing was restricted
throughout antiquity, and that the surviving written word is a powerful source from the past,”
women are often excluded from the historical record and thus scholars of women’s history are
limited in their source material and often must rely on less conventional means of historical
inquiry.4 Rather than the written word, women’s historians frequently use objects, art, and other
more physical sources to draw conclusions regarding the lives of ancient women. Within my
work, I combine the relatively recent field of women’s history and women-centered ancient
Mediterranean studies to the equally recent field of the digital humanities. In Data Feminism,
D’Ignazio and Klein establish their aims in feminist DH: 1. Examine power; 2. Challenge power;
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3. Elevate emotion and embodiment; 4. Rethink binaries and hierarchies; 5. Embrace pluralism;
6. Consider context; 7. Make labor visible.5 In my own work, I apply the principles of Data
Feminism, specifically by elevating emotion within my text and rethinking traditional
hierarchies.
In the following thesis, I analyze the Catalogue of Heroines (Odyssey 11.225-330) using
digital humanities tools and methods in order to determine the ways in which the relationships
between women, place, and objects in the text lead to an overarching purpose. I center on the
heroines that make up the Catalogue and therefore present an interpretation of the Odyssey and
ancient Greek mythology that focuses on the connections between women. I also examine the
ways in which digital humanities tools and methods can help shed light on underrepresented
groups in ancient history.
In order to accomplish this analysis, in Chapter 2 I investigate past digital humanities
projects to see the ways classicists have applied DH methods in the past and how women’s
history and DH have been used in tandem. From this base, I select the specific DH methods I
consider best suited for my investigation: a TEI close reading of the text and a network graph of
the characters, places, and objects directly appearing and implied within the Catalogue. In
Chapter 3, I scaffold my future TEI with my own translation of the Catalogue of Heroines in
order to address my own needs for a thorough and detailed translation of the text. In Chapter 4, I
explain my methodology behind my TEI close reading to clarify my choices. In Chapter 5, I
document my conclusions via TEI. I demonstrate the significance of human-made objects within
the Catalogue in regards to the discussion of the role of women in ancient Greece. I also provide
family trees to depict the interconnectedness of the Catalogue of Heroines through genealogy. In
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Chapter 6, I discuss the application and purpose of network graphs and ego networks, and then
create a network graph from the Catalogue of Heroines. I use this network visualization to draw
conclusions regarding the place-centered biases within the Catalogue of Heroines, concluding
that the text contains underlying anti-Theban biases that have not been previously noted. Lastly, I
conclude in Chapter 7 with an analysis of the narratives regarding women in the text and how
they serve as exempla for women in the audience of the Catalogue and connect to an overarching
dichotomy between Penelope and Clytemnestra as the ultimate positive and negative portrayals
of ancient women.
Through my investigation, I keep in mind the principles of data feminism and remedy the
ways in which women have been excluded from past historical inquiry. I hope the work I have
done with the Catalogue of Heroines inspires other ancient Mediterranean scholars to utilize
digital humanities methods when examining ancient texts in order to bring ancient women to the
forefront of their explorations.

5

Chapter 2: The History of Classics and the Digital Humanities
This chapter presents a brief history of the ways in which classicists have participated in
the development and expansion of digital humanities (DH) methods, tools, and projects. I first
define the digital humanities as a field, outlining its goals and exploring important theories. My
definition of the digital humanities leads into an explanation of significant DH milestones and
practices such as text encoding and analysis (TEI - Text Encoding Initiative), as well as spatial
and network visualizations (ArcGIS, Recogito, Gephi). I then delve into the application of DH to
the analysis of the classical world, explaining relevant terms and tools along the way and citing
groundbreaking classics-based projects that use these tools to serve as a foundation for my
exploration in later chapters of this work.

The Digital Humanities
The digital humanities as a field constantly expands as more humanists adopt its
practices, applying to any “work that has some digital inflection, whether through the use of
technology as a tool or research challenges that somehow significantly incorporate both a digital
or technological dimension and a human and cultural one.”6 I define DH as the application of
computing technology to the multitude of humanities-based fields and recognize that the digital
humanities encompasses projects ranging from text-based analysis and annotation to 3D
recreations of archaeological sites. Furthermore, digital humanists are often as interested by the
methodology and development of tools as they are by the humanistic side of their research.
Within the field, overarching problems include: the longevity and preservation of web-based
projects; the furthering of unifying standards that allow projects to share information with one
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another; and the learning curve involved with certain tools that make the field less accessible to
curious humanists without formal DH training.
While there are different views on the true origin of DH, one of the earliest cited DHleaning projects involved digital compilation of classical language. Roberto Busa's Index
Thomisticus began in the 1940s and used IBM to create an index verborum of the works of
Thomas Aquinas in Latin.7 Throughout the mid-20th century, scholars continued to use
technology to automate processes such as sorting texts. However, it was not until the 1980s that
the digital humanities as they exist today began to take form. In 1987, a group of humanities
scholars held a conference at Vassar College to discuss “the need for common practice but also
on a set of basic principles to guide the development of guidelines for the encoding and exchange
of literary and linguistic data.”8 The set of guidelines, known as the Poughkeepsie Principles,
formed the foundation for the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI), a consortium that first published
their standards for digital text annotation in 1994. TEI generally provides a guideline for proper
practices in text annotation that digital humanists regard as an important standard for their work.
Rather than rigid structure and requirements, TEI serves as more of a framework in order
to preserve “the intellectual autonomy of researchers who encode texts electronically”9 TEI
guides digital humanists in their use of XML (Extensible Markup Language). The TEI
Consortium defines markup and encoding synonymously as “any means of making explicit an
interpretation of a text.”10 Default TEI contains modules which define XML elements and
classes. The default modules are: tei, which defines classes and datatypes for all modules; core,
which declares elements and attributes; header, which declares the metadata elements present in
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the TEI header; and textstructure, which includes the necessary elements to encode a book-like
structure.11 The TEI guidelines provide separate annotation methods based on text type; for
example, performance texts, speech transcriptions, and dictionaries all have their own
recommendations. However, TEI is also very customizable through the use of an ODD, “from
which an appropriate processor can generate both human-readable documentation, and a schema
expressed in a language such as RELAX NG or DTD.”12 Through customization, a user can add
elements and attributes not included in the default modules, thus adapting TEI for their own
purposes.
TEI offers the encoder ways to structure a document, such as describing paragraphs and
punctuation through code. Additionally a TEI file stores document metadata, such as
bibliographic information and encoding decisions, in the header. Finally, TEI has a semantic
application, in that mark-up can be used to identify elements such as <placeName> and
<persName>. These semantic objects can be identified more specifically through attributes such
as type or references to external URIs. A code editor for TEI annotation (such as Oxygen XML13,
which is used in this project) allows users to search and sort by elements from within the
software program and upload and alter ODD schemas. TEI standards assist in the close reading
of texts and can be customized to fit the needs of research projects. In my own work, I rely on
TEI for its semantic applications, but I also use the TEI header to store a prosopography, a highly
structured database of individuals based on texts.14 The flexibility and versatility provided by the
TEI guidelines make them an irreplaceable element of DH.
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The digital humanities expand beyond text analysis to the field of GIS (Geospatial
Information Systems). GIS, which although “originally developed for environmental sciences,
facilitates the tying of cultural and environmental information directly to locations on the surface
of the earth, recorded as X and Y coordinates.”15 GIS ties location data to descriptive
information, allowing for analysis through the lens of place. Humanistic users of GIS must
distinguish between quantitative and qualitative GIS. Quantitative GIS aligns more closely with
the original science-centered purpose and intent of GIS, as it involves the mapping of large sets
of data. Qualitative GIS, on the other hand, uses descriptive sources “to extract place-names with
the abilities of gazetteers to georeference place-names quickly and easily has the potential to
allow unstructured texts to be converted into GIS databases.”16 The company ESRI developed
ArcGIS, a commonly used software suite that allows for the analysis and mapping of geographic
data. ArcGIS allows for the so-called geo-rectification of historical maps, a process of distortion
to align a map with the modern satellite imagery that bears great value for digital humanists
wishing to study questions involving the names and categories given to space and how to address
a space with a changing name and purpose.
Both GIS and TEI combine in the Map of Early Modern London (MOEML) “to plot
people, historical documents, literary works, and recent critical research onto topography and the
built environment.”17 MOEML uses the 1561 Agas Map georectified against a satellite map of
modern-day London, linking expressions of place on a map to mentions of said places in
marked-up texts. The project also contains a gazetteer of locations, a personography of relevant
Londoners, an orgography (a database of organizations such as guilds), a bibliography of
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sources, and a mapography of early modern maps beyond the Agas Map. MOEML reveals the
potential of GIS in tandem with TEI to create rich databases of information tying text to place.
Beyond TEI and GIS related projects, DH also encompasses data visualization through
social network analysis. In a network, entities represented by nodes connect via edges, showing
their relationships and interconnectedness. Like many other DH methods, network analysis
serves as a tool to uncover deeper meanings. Social network analysis (SNA) allows digital
humanists to determine patterns via “people, or groups of people, linked together through social
interaction.”18 Social networks are frequently ego-centered, meaning they begin with a key
individual and show their connections to other individuals. A direct connection qualifies as one
degree of separation, and a network will expand to show more distantly separated individuals,
such as in Carnegie Mellon University’s Six Degrees of Francis Bacon, “a digital reconstruction
of the early modern social network” surrounding English philosopher and statesman Francis
Bacon.19 Social networks allow for the visualization and presentation of complex and
interconnected actors.
The digital humanities have a rich variety of tools and methods that lend their utility to
new analyses. Digital humanists consistently find new ways to apply text encoding, GIS, or
network analysis to humanities-based fields. Next, I narrow my focus to the application and
development of digital humanities tools and standards in ancient Mediterranean studies.

The Intersection of Digital Humanities and Classics
Scholars of the ancient Mediterranean have been at the forefront of the digital humanities,
which “can partly be ascribed to a long history of using such resources in a way that has been
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close to the development of the discipline... and a strong dependency on a comparatively small
and limited array of material.”20 Classicists and archeologists work with incomplete sources such
as inscriptions or text fragments, as well as translations and archaeological material that require
footnotes and explanation. The field of classics also combats the stigma of being traditional,
inaccessible, and privileged. Therefore, it is unsurprising that classicists have gravitated towards
the digital humanities, a field that allows ancient material to be studied in new, innovative ways
as well as to become more publicly available.
Among classicists and archaeologists, a need to digitize lengthy volumes and project data
emerged, both for the sake of convenience and for accessibility. The Perseus Project began
planning in 1985, and sought to create “an evolving digital library of resources for the study of
the humanities.”21 Originally envisioned as a site to host digital copies of ancient texts, Perseus
expanded to include “TEI-compliant XML source files for all of its primary sources and
accompanying translations in March 2006.”22 The Perseus Digital Library remains free to access,
thus aligning with the DH goal of accessibility of material. Users can view texts in the original
Greek or Latin as well as translations, footnotes, commentaries, additional classics resources, and
even related images. Perseus also uses Linked Open Data (LOD) to connect its texts to the
greater internet and make its library machine-readable.
At the same time that Perseus revolutionized both accessibility and the ways in which
scholars and students alike worked with ancient texts, the Classical Atlas Project at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill digitized the Barrington Atlas of the Greek and
Roman World. This project similarly transformed spatial understandings of the ancient world
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through its new enriched digital resource. In 2000, efforts began to transfer the maps contained
in the volumes to the internet. This was done through the use of “modern GIS [Geographic
Information System] systems and...aimed to provide the first comprehensive coverage of Ancient
Mediterranean geography.”23 The Barrington Atlas project led to the creation of the Pleiades
Gazetteer, a tool to represent and update the dataset of spatial points that make up the Barrington
Atlas.24 All of the places in the Pleiades Gazetteer carry unique URIs that allow them to be
linked and identified throughout other projects. Because of the identifying URIs, Pleiades is
available “not just for individual human users, but also for search engines and for the widening
array of computational research and visualization tools that support humanities teaching and
research.”25 In addition to URIs, the places in Pleiades are accompanied by coordinates, alternate
spellings of names, temporal estimates, and levels of certainty regarding the accuracy of location.
The work done by the Pleiades Gazetteer is foundational for many other classical mapping
projects.
The Pleiades Gazetteer, through its use of Linked Open Data and coordinates, forms a
foundation for many other spatial projects in the classics. For instance, the Stanford ORBIS
project “investigated the concrete conditions of travel in the Roman world, creating an online
environment, which can be queried applying various parameters (such as period of the year and
mode of transport), in order to retrieve travel routes and costs between nodal points based on the
road network of the second-century Roman Empire.”26 The coordinates that make up the
locations of the Roman world are derived from the Pleiades Gazetteer. The Pleiades Gazetteer is
also used in Pelagios, which I will also discuss more in the next section.
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Within the field of GIS, ancient Mediterranean scholars push for the involvement of 4D
visualization through the addition of height and time. While “GIS and landscape theory have
always placed space in the prime position, often neglecting temporal change,” as the field
expand, so does the need for more sophisticated, multidimensional GIS projects.27 The expansion
of the notion of place, “better understood in its full complexity as lived experience, rather than as
abstract topography” or coordinate points, accompanies temporal additions to GIS.28 However,
this process is more applicable to early modern or modern projects than projects in the classics,
where few maps are preserved or alignable.
Another foundational early project situated at the intersection of classics and digital
humanities is the Stoa Consortium for Electronic Publication in the Humanities, a website that
cataloged other digital projects done by classicists.29 The example of the Stoa Consortium,
however, raises an important question within the digital humanities regarding the permanency of
works that exist in a digital space. The Stoa Consortium began in 2000, and in the two following
decades, the website has gone through many changes. Many of the links lead to projects that are
no longer available online, because they have either been deleted or moved. Digital humanists
must contend with the fact that “while manuscripts, papyri and print books can survive for
hundreds or even thousands of years, electronic output is often fragile and ephemeral.”30
However, the Stoa Consortium is still the host for the Pleiades project and maintains a blog that
details other projects in the digital classics.
Classicists have also utilized the digital humanities by adapting tools and standards for
more specific purposes. For example, EpiDoc standards, “a curated subset of TEI guidelines
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designed for epigraphic markup, and the papyrologists,” are used to annotate inscriptions.31 The
project Inscriptions of Aphrodisias originated in 2007 and uses EpiDoc “to present all the
inscriptions found, on the site of Aphrodisias in Caria, or in its civic territory, up to the end of
1994.”32 The text of the inscriptions are accompanied by description, translation, commentary,
photographs, and history. Similar to other digital humanities projects, all of the annotated
inscriptions are available for download with the EpiDoc annotations. Inscriptions of Aphrodisias
presents a rich collection of all of the information gathered through epigraphy at the site and
makes the inscriptions and their supplementary information searchable, viewable, and
downloadable. Innumerable archaeological sites exist that could be analyzed using the same
EpiDoc standards, meaning that the potential for the digitization of archaeological sites remains
vast. In the field of classics and ancient Mediterranean studies, the customized TEI has been used
to create tools such as EpiDoc, for annotating inscriptions, or Euporia, a tool for “the digital
annotation of ritual facts in Greek tragedy.”33
Ancient Mediterranean scholars also utilize social network mapping to visualize the
relationship clusters surrounding prominent ancient figures. For instance, Cline applies SNA to
the Athenian general Pericles using the names mentioned in Plutarch’s Life of Pericles. Her end
result visualized the critical role of women “who appear to serve important intermediary roles by
weaving and holding the network together.”34 While the assertion that ancient women connected
families through marriage could hardly be considered groundbreaking, social network analysis
provides the ability to directly visualize this role of women through networks of historical
figures. Cline also uses Heckel’s prosopography, Who’s Who in the Age of Alexander the Great,
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to create a visualization of the network surrounding Alexander the Great.35 In this analysis, she
includes ethnicity to then visualize the interrelatedness of Macedonians to the populations they
conquered. Cline’s work in network visualization reveals the potential for a progression from
TEI-driven mark-up resulting in a prosopography to social network analysis.
Classicists also perceived the potential for an intersection between TEI annotation and
GIS-based map analysis, leading to the development of Recogito. Using Recogito, “users can tag
and geo-reference instances of place references by working directly on the sources.”36 Pelagios,
“a community-driven initiative that facilitates better linkage between online resources
documenting the past, based on the places that they refer to,” provides guidelines in Recogito for
how to link references to places mentioned in ancient sources, relying on the URIs provided in
gazetteers such as the Pleiades Gazetteer.37 Recogito provides gazetteers beyond Pleiades, such
as the Digital Atlas of the Roman Empire (DARE), Map of Early Modern London (MOEML)
and GeoNames, giving users the ability to refer to coordinate based places by the temporal label
most relevant to the period they are working in.
Recogito allows for the tagging of people, places, and events, with a focus on places.
Users can switch between text view and map view, which allows for the visualization of a text
via the named places. According to Rainer Simon, the technical lead for Recogito:

“Our general workflow in Recogito starts with a plain text document. In cases where the
text is an English translation, we also perform automatic geo-parsing using an opensource Named Entity Recognition engine. To each toponym identified we assign an
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initial gazetteer match (based on string similarity and basic geographical disambiguation
rules such as distance to the previous identified toponym in the document).”38

Recogito can be viewed as a result of the efforts in classical and DH GIS, with roots in
the Pleiades Gazetteer and the Barrington Atlas, and represents the ways in which classicists are
at the forefront of developing new tools for the digital humanities. However, while I intended to
use Recogito in my own analysis, I quickly discovered its limitations. While Recogito allows
users to tie text encoding to map representations of place, it lacks the customizability provided
by the TEI or software like ArcGIS.

DH, Classics, and Women
While the previously discussed digital humanities and classics projects either center on
men or avoid discussions of gender entirely, in recent years, digital classicists have made
advances in the recentering of female bodies and narratives. Female-centered projects, such as
Diotima, launched in 1995, which presented a “wide representation of Latin texts by and about
women dating from the earliest periods through the fourth century CE”, have existed since the
beginning of the application of DH to ancient Mediterranean studies.39 However, womencentered projects such as Diotima only represent a small fraction of the entirety of classics and
DH. Part of the gender inequality in digital humanities classics projects could result from the
gendering of sources. The ancient Greek and Roman worlds were patriarchal, and written
sources by men are far more prevalent than sources by women. Additionally, Svensson claims
“the digital humanities has not richly and consistently incorporated gender, ethnic, queer, or
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environmental perspectives into its operation and agenda,” pointing to a larger issue within the
field itself outside classics.40
Scholars of the ancient Mediterranean actively work to fill the gendered gap in digital
humanities and classics projects. For instance, the Eurykleia project gathers “data about ancient
women whose name appear in Greek and Latin documentation.”41 Other organizations such as
the Women’s Classical Committee focus on the representation of modern female classicists,
holding “editathons” to remedy the systemic gender bias in Wikipedia articles about ancient
Mediterranean scholars.42 Similarly, the project Women of Ancient History (WOAH) displays
women or non-binary people who engage in ancient history.43 WOAH aims “to combat the
prevalence in classics of conference panels and lecture series made entirely of men.”44 Both the
WCC and WOAH address modern problems surrounding gender in the classics through digital
means. The presence and necessity of these projects reveal a gap in the field of classics and
digital humanities that requires further effort and exploration to remedy so that both fields
become truly inclusive of women, both as scholars and as subjects.

Conclusion
These examples comprise only a microcosm of the work that has been done over the past
few decades by scholars of the ancient Mediterranean utilizing DH.45 The work classicists have
done in the digital humanities have been fundamental and groundbreaking, but much remains to
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still be explored. Digital humanities methods and tools allow classicists to dive into subject
matter in new, rich ways.

18

Chapter 3: The Catalogue of Heroines Translated
Catalogue of Heroines Overview

The Catalogue of Heroines sits at the center of the Odyssey and the story of Odysseus’
return home following the Trojan War. The Catalogue belongs to Book 11 of the Odyssey and is
also known as the νέκυια. Here, Odysseus converses with the ghosts of famous mythological
characters in Hades. Book 11 belongs to the Apologoi, the section of the Odyssey from Books 912 which stands out from the rest of the epic poem due to Odysseus narrating in first-person as
he recounts his journeys to the Phaeacians.46 In the νέκυια, Odysseus summons the dead in order
to speak to the famous prophet Tiresias and learn more about how he will return home. In
addition to Tiresias, Odysseus speaks also to a number of other deceased persons of importance
in his life: his crewmate Elpenor, his own mother Anticleia, the Greek general Agamemnon, and
the heroes Achilles, Ajax, and Heracles. The Catalogue of Heroines appears in the center of these
conversations, when “some women / approached, stirred up by noble Persephone.”47 The
Catalogue presents each of these famous mythological women as they relay their stories to
Odysseus. Odysseus includes fourteen women in the Catalogue of Heroines, sharing their stories
in various lengths. These heroines, in order, are Tyro, Antiope, Alcmene, Megara, Epicaste,
Chloris, Leda, Iphimedeia, Phaedra, Procris, Ariadne, Maera, Clymene, and Eriphyle. The
Catalogue allots the longest story portion to Tyro, the Catalogue’s first heroine, while heroines
towards the end of the Catalogue such as Phaedra, Procris, Maera, and Clymene are mentioned
only in name.
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Despite taking up around only one hundred lines of the Odyssey, scholars have dedicated
much attention to the Catalogue of Heroines and its many nuances. The Catalogue of Heroines
has been analyzed in terms of internal and external audiences, the potential presence of
interpolation, its parallels to other female-centered catalogues (such as Hesiod’s Ehoiai), and the
Catalogue’s messages regarding women. As the myths told in the Catalogue of Heroines
frequently differ from the versions presented in other ancient texts, much scholarly attention has
also been devoted to determining why and to explaining this Catalogue’s place at the heart of the
Odyssey.
An important scholarly perspective to consider when studying the Catalogue of Heroines
is that of audience, both within the text of the Odyssey and in the context of the Odyssey as an
orally-performed poem in ancient Greece. Doherty argues that the Catalogue of Heroines,
through its focus on courtship and romance between mortal women and gods in disguise,
indicates a distinct “women’s tradition” that reveals the likely presence of women in the
audience of the Odyssey.48 In fact, the focus on women and the implied female audience in the
Odyssey led scholars of the past, such as Samuel Butler in 1898, to claim the entire poem was the
work of a woman.49 While Doherty dismisses this claim, she still considers the Odyssey,
especially the νέκυια and the Catalogue of Heroines, to indicate consideration by male oral
performers of female perspective and female traditions. Doherty and other scholars also view the
Catalogue of Heroines within the context of Odysseus as a performer and the Phaeacians as his
internal audience. Odysseus recites the Catalogue of Heroines, along with the rest of the
Apologoi, to the Phaeacian king Alcinous, the male Phaeacian aristocrats, and the Phaeacian
queen Arete as part of his recounting of his adventures up to this point. Doherty notes that, “it is
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also possible to see the account of famous women as an implicit compliment to [Arete],” as
Athena tells Odysseus that pleasing the respected Phaeacian queen is essential to his return
home.50 In this interpretation of the Catalogue of Heroines, the Catalogue serves as an attempt by
Odysseus to flatter Queen Arete and also to flatter the women in his audience. Larson looks to an
external audience in relationship to the places mentioned within the Catalogue, concluding that
“the geographical associations of the Odyssey’s catalogue thus suggest that a positive political
and cultural relationship between Boeotia, especially Thebes, Thessaly, and Athens, marked the
period of the catalogue’s final composition.”51 Within this interpretation, the inclusion of
heroines tied to specific ancient places demonstrates a desire by the performer of the Odyssey to
flatter audience members based on regional pride and association.
Another scholarly perspective on the Catalogue of Heroines pits it against the notably
similar Hesiodic Ehoiai, another ancient catalogue that centers mythology around the lives of
famous women. Due to these similarities, “Page (1955) and Merkelbach (1951, rpt. 1969) insist
that Odyssey 11.235-327 is simply lifted, or roughly adapted, from another source, either the
Hesiodic Catalogue or a related work from the Boeotian tradition.”52 Other scholars view the
Catalogue not as a stolen reproduction of the Ehoiai, but as an effort by the Homeric tradition to
juxtapose its heroine, Penelope, with the heroines of Hesiod, thus advocating for the supremacy
of the Odyssey over other ancient texts. Nelson claims that “just as Penelope surpasses these
women of the past, so too does the Odyssey trump the Hesiodic tradition of female catalogues.”53
However, this view of the Catalogue of Heroines as proof of enmity between the Hesiodic
catalogue tradition and the Homeric epics clashes with the view outlined by Frame, in which the
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Catalogue of Heroines was altered by an interpolator who drew from Hesiod for material to add
to the initial Catalogue.54 Frame also notes that the Catalogue of Heroines shares phrases with
other ancient source material, such as “Διὸς δ' ἐτελείετο βουλή” (“The will of Zeus was done”)
in line 11.297, a phrase directly from the Iliad.55 This phrase is significant as it concludes the
proem to the Iliad, meaning that its repetition reminds audiences of the entire tradition of the
Iliad.56 While the similarities between the Catalogue of Heroines and other contemporary
mythological texts have been interpreted in different ways, scholars agree that Hesiod’s
Catalogue of Women plays an essential role in the understanding of the Catalogue of Heroines.
Scholars also analyze the Catalogue of Heroines in terms of its ideology surrounding
women. Gazis highlights the nature of poetry set in the Underworld and the way that the women,
by telling their own stories to Odysseus, incorporate a personal point of view into their
narrative.57 In this interpretation, the differences between the mythological versions present
within the Catalogue of Heroines and other texts can be explained by the heroines incorporating
their personal biases as they retell their stories. Doherty notes a similar bias in the stories of the
heroines and instead attributes it to Odysseus’ desire to flatter Arete and to avoid including
misogynistic details in his Catalogue meant to compliment her.58 However, other scholars do not
read the Catalogue as wholly positive in regards to women. Wohl, for instance, views the
Catalogue of Heroines and the rest of Odyssey 11 as “an ideological attempt, through positive
and negative exempla, to regulate female creativity in a socially productive way so that women
will give birth to heroes, rather than murder kings.”59 Immediately following the Catalogue in
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Book 11, in fact, Clytemnestra, who murdered her husband Agamemnon upon his return from
the Trojan War, is upheld as the archetypal evil woman in contrast to Odysseus’ own wife
Penelope. In fact, by positioning Agamemnon’s scathing retelling of his murder by Clytemnestra
immediately after the Catalogue, the epic portrays Clytemnestra as a final addition to the
Catalogue. Through the heroines of the Catalogue and Penelope “the narrator implicitly
characterizes his ideal female listener as intelligent, chaste (i.e., faithful to a husband), and allied
with the hero of the poem.”60 On the other hand, Wohl notes that Odysseus condemns Eriphyle,
the final heroine, revealing that “the great women of myth are those who submit, not those who
rebel.”61 Agamemnon also condemns Clytemnestra for her own rebellion against the
expectations for a loyal ancient Greek wife. Whether the Catalogue of Heroines reflects a
positive or negative ideology regarding women, or instead falls somewhere in the middle by
providing exempla for both “good” and “bad” women, the role of women in the Catalogue of
Heroines warrants more scholarly attention.

Emily Wilson’s Odyssey

When I set about translating the Catalogue of Heroines, I attempted to remedy the gaps I
had found in Emily Wilson’s already excellent new translation. Wilson’s Odyssey is stylistic and
modern, as well as groundbreaking (Wilson is the first woman to have ever published a full
English translation of the Odyssey). She succeeds in the ambitious task of matching the original
Greek line-for-line, switching out its dactylic hexameter for the iambic pentameter, “the
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conventional meter for regular English narrative verse.”62 Her translation flows easily, and
modern readers, particularly those inexperienced with the text and ancient Greece, find it
accessible. Wilson put a great deal of care in her word choice, considering the roles colonialism,
slavery, and sexism play in the text and making an effort not to disguise these topics or represent
them anachronistically. Emily Wilson interprets the Odyssey as a text about “the duties and
dangers involved in welcoming foreigners into one’s home.”63 While this theme applies to the
entire text, I do not consider it a primary theme of the Catalogue of Heroines. Further, Wilson
utilizes a fast-paced, rhythmic style, which lends itself to easy comprehension but sacrifices
some of the rich details present in the original Greek. Wilson’s thematic focus and stylistic aims
cause her translation to inadequately represent the Catalogue of Heroines, at least for my
purposes.
In order to better demonstrate why I opted not to rely on Wilson’s translation and instead
offer my own, I provide specific examples. Wilson’s translation occasionally excludes references
to characters that exist in the Greek (most likely to maintain the meter). For instance, she
translates line 260 as “And after her I saw Antiope, who said she slept”. The original Greek
reads, “τὴν δὲ μετ᾽ Ἀντιόπην ἴδον, Ἀσωποῖο θύγατρα.” I translated this as, “After her, I saw
Antiope, River Asopos’ daughter.” The detail provided in “Ἀσωποῖο θύγατρα”, that Antiope is
the daughter of Asopos, appears small but contains significance. The River Asopos is a real river
and ties Antiope to the region of Boeotia. Additionally, two separate versions of Antiope the
mother of Amphion and Zethus exist in mythology, one in which her father is River Asopos and
the other in which her father is Nykteus, a descendant of Atlas.64 The text’s inclusion of
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Antiope’s parentage provides necessary information to identify Antiope, her genealogy, and her
relationship with place, all focal points of my investigation, and I thus chose to include this detail
and others that Wilson elided in her translation.
While Wilson leaves some names unsaid, equally notable are the names she adds to the
text. Line 391 tells of “μάντις ἀμύμων,” a “blameless seer,” who remains unnamed in the ancient
Greek. Wilson correctly identifies this seer as Melampus, based on the included story
surrounding Pyro, daughter of Chloris and Neleus. However, while the average modern reader
most likely lacks familiarity with the mythology surrounding Melampus and Wilson’s inclusion
of his name exists to give context to audiences, the exclusion of Melampus’ name in the original
text speaks to the popularity of his myths at the time of the Odyssey’s formation. Even famous
heroes such as Heracles and Oedipus are named in the text and for most mentioned characters the
Catalogue provides a name, familial relations, and an epithet. The thorough identifiers reinforce
Melampus has only one of these identifiers, the epithet “ἀμύμων,” which speaks to his
importance. That just the epithet and occupation (“seer”) would inform an audience listening to
the Odyssey in its early oral form proves the prominence of Melampus. I chose to translate this
section as “the blameless seer Melampus,” maintaining the original epithet but also including his
name.
Wilson also claims to make the choice “to avoid importing contemporary types of sexism
into this ancient poem, instead shining a clear light on the particular forms of sexism and
patriarchy that do exist in the text.”65 However, I think her translation of the Catalogue of
Heroines (perhaps unintentionally) avoids shining a clear light on the violent sexual interaction
between Tyro and Poseidon. Her line 245-246 reads “There he loosed her belt and made her
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sleep. The god made love to her.”66 I disagree with this translation, which I believe softens the
meaning of the original Greek. First, Wilson translates the verb λῦσε as loosed. However, the
verb λυώ has multiple meanings. While it can mean to loose, it can also mean to weaken or to
destroy.67 Additionally, Wilson shortens παρθενίην ζώνην to belt. Παρθενίην is the accusative of
παρθένιος, meaning of a maiden or virgin.68 ζώνην is the lower girdle worn by women above the
hips, and connotes marriage and childbirth.69 So while “he loosed her belt” certainly fits the
Greek, a proper and more accurate translation could just as easily be “he destroyed her girdle of
virginity.” This example serves to illustrate an additional way in which I have translated the text
more accurately than Wilson.
Additionally, the rest of the story of Tyro and Poseidon corresponds with the violence
communicated in my translation of this line and therefore supports my approach to translating
the Catalogue in general. In the larger story of Tyro, Poseidon is modified by the participle
εἰσάμενος, a middle participle of εἵδομαι meaning to make oneself like, the River Enipeus whom
Tyro loves and repeatedly visits. Following the removal or destruction of Tyro’s belt, Poseidon
also is described as κατὰ δ᾽ ὕπνον ἔχευεν, literally meaning he poured down sleep. Finally,
Wilson translates line 246, ἐπεί ῥ᾽ ἐτέλεσσε θεὸς φιλοτήσια ἔργα, as “the god made love to her.”
However, φιλοτήσια ἔργα means works of love, and ἐτέλεσσε, the verb of the clause, comes from
τελέω meaning to complete or to finish. Wilson’s English expression “made love to her” is
romantic and implicates Tyro as a willing participant. The original Greek instead removes Tyro
from the action, and should be translated as “the god completed his work of love.” Paired with
the previous line in which Tyro is made to sleep, Poseidon’s act of love in which Tyro is
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unconscious has far more sinister implications than just “making love.” She is stripped of her
virginity and her autonomy by a god who disguises himself as a trusted figure in her life in order
to get close to her. Furthermore, Poseidon has sex with Tyro after making her unconscious, fully
removing what little control she would have had in their sexual encounter. Tyro’s experience
with Poseidon mirrors that of young ancient Greek women upon their marriage. In a catalogue
centered on women, I consider it a disservice to gloss over or romanticize the traumatic
experiences of these women.
I offer some additional remarks on the experiences of young Greek women at the age of
marriage. The average recently married woman, “after continuing to disrobe by undoing her
girdle, …underwent a painful defloration (an act which required ritual purification), often at the
hands of a total stranger.”70 Tyro’s experience of losing her virginity to a stranger, down to the
detail of the removal or destruction of her girdle, represents the trauma that girls undergoing the
rite of passage of marriage would have had to endure in ancient Greece. Further, “unsanctioned
removal of the ζώνη presents a disturbing image of pollution and social danger.”71 Including the
full, violent details of Tyro’s sexual encounter in my translation is thus crucial to portraying the
lived experience of women.
Furthermore, while many other women in the Catalogue have affairs with either Poseidon
or Zeus, Tyro’s is the only interaction described in terms of deceit, force, and secrecy. Antiope
receives the verb εὔχετ’, meaning to profess loudly or to boast, about her affair with Zeus.72
Iphimideia similarly φάσκε, meaning to assert with a notion of alleging, her affair with
Poseidon.73 Furthermore, the σκε ending to the verb emphasizes a repeated quality to the action
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(iterative), meaning Iphimedeia boasted continually. Both of these women take pride in their
sexual encounters with gods, further setting apart the story of Tyro, who lacks both pride and
agency in her sexual encounter with Poseidon. Emily Wilson’s translation of Tyro’s story
obfuscates the darker meanings in the original Greek, and while I respect her aim to keep modern
forms of sexism, such as derogatory terms regarding women’s sexuality, out of her text, I believe
ancient patriarchal notions regarding women’s sexuality influence the Catalogue of Heroines and
it is thus important to demonstrate the power dynamics and absence of consent in the portrayed
relationships.

Translating Catalogue Poetry

The Catalogue of Heroines, by virtue of its genre (epic), possesses certain attributes.
Firstly, a repetitive structure helps to organize the listed heroines. The introduction of each
woman (or group of women) is punctuated by ἴδον, the epic first person aorist meaning “I saw.”
The text occasionally diverts from the epic shortened aorist to the elongated εἶδον with an
identical meaning. Once, the text opts to substitute the unaugmented form, εἴσιδον. However,
these three forms have identical meanings, and the difference likely results from needs of the
dactylic hexameter meter of epic poetry.
Regardless, this repeated verb frames the Catalogue, emphasizing the eyewitness nature
of the text. Through the first-person quality of this verb, Odysseus himself presents his journey
into the Underworld as observed via his own eyes. The aoristic element also establishes the onetime, unique quality of Odysseus’s conversations with the dead. The beginning of the Catalogue
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uses the adjective προμνηστῖναι to describe the one-by-one nature in which the heroines
approach Odysseus to share their stories and therefore makes each woman’s story more personal.
The Catalogue also begins with Odysseus’ assertion that “ἐγὼ δ᾽ ἐρέεινον ἁπάσας.”74 In
ancient Greek, subject pronouns such as ἐγὼ, meaning “I”, are not necessary and instead provide
emphasis. Therefore, Odysseus emphasizes his own role in speaking to the heroines, unlike in
other catalogues such as the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women, which invokes the Muses as its
source. The verb of the clause, ἐρέεινον, stemming from ἐρέω meaning “to ask,” is a first-person
imperfect verb, implying the repetitive nature of Odysseus’ questioning of the women who
approach him. Rather than translate ἐρέεινον as “I was questioning,” I chose the more modern
verb “interview,” as Odysseus speaks to a variety of famous women to garner details on their
lives and families. Significantly, this verb reveals that Odysseus conveys to his audience the
stories told directly by heroines about themselves and their descendants. Gazis attributes the
inconsistencies between the myths as told in the Catalogue of Heroines and the myths in the
standard canon to this element of personal bias.75 Finally, ἁπάσας, meaning “all,” presents a
collective pool of famous women from whom Odysseus must choose which stories to share.
The issue of audience adds another dimension to the Catalogue. Firstly, Odysseus plays a
role as an audience to the heroines in Hades, and the accounts that he receives must be read
through the lens of self-representation, as the shades of the women are permitted to tell their own
stories as they wish for them to be told to the living world. Therefore, the poem has given the
dead women their own voices and agency to share their stories through the figure of Odysseus.
Secondly, Odysseus performs to an internal audience of Phaeacians, who are a necessary
resource in Odysseus’ journey home. Therefore, the Catalogue and the women whose stories
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Odysseus chooses to share help him both to impress and flatter his audience. Doherty attributes
the Catalogue’s avoidance of overly misogynistic tropes to Odysseus’ goal of flattering Arete,
the queen of the Phaeacians.76 Other scholars, such as Gaertner, view the Catalogue as an attempt
on Odysseus’ part to point to his own genealogy and connection with great figures of mythology
in order to demonstrate his own status.77 Larson argues that Odysseus is aware of the Phaeacians’
descent from Poseidon, and thus caters his Catalogue around descendants of Poseidon in order to
flatter his hosts.78 Lastly, however, there exists the external audience of the Odyssey itself, the
real ancient Greeks who would have witnessed oral performances of the text. Thus, the inclusion
of localized heroes and stories would have been a point of collective pride for audience members
with ties to those characters. The Catalogue of Heroines becomes very complicated when all
three possible audiences and speakers are considered. Gaertner also claims that “catalogues can
be used to at least four different ends: (1) to describe characters of the plot, (2) to intensify the
presentation of the events, (3) to foreshadow future events and create suspense, (4) and to
provoke or increase the reader's emotional involvement in the narrative.”79 The Odyssey’s
Catalogue of Heroines, regardless of the audience we have in mind when analyzing it, fits under
the fourth category. The heroines themselves present biased, personal accounts of their lives,
Odysseus attempts to gain support from the Phaeacians, and the oral performer captures the real
audience’s attention through appeals to specific localities.
In order to balance the motives of the Catalogue’s speakers, then, the best translation is
one that contains every possible detail from the original Greek. Even something small, such as
the name of a heroine’s grandfather or the name of a population that a character rules over, has
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significance in someone’s narrative, be it heroine, Odysseus, or poet. Furthermore, the
connotation of every word reveals the character of the heroines and the way Odysseus wants his
audience to perceive them. When Antiope εὔχετ᾽ about her affair with Zeus, her actions are not
merely telling Odysseus about the relationship but bragging vainly.80 Through this word choice,
we learn about Antiope’s personal feelings regarding her sexual encounter with Zeus, but we
also learn that Odysseus perceives her as prideful and wishes to portray this message to his
listeners. Additionally, the Catalogue’s word choice makes the lack of autonomy and use of
violence in Tyro’s rape by Poseidon abundantly clear. The best translation of the Catalogue of
Heroines therefore does not shy away from the violent implications of the original Greek, but
rather clearly states how Poseidon violates Tyro.

Waves and Pregnancy

While working on my translation of the Catalogue, I also became aware of how the
original ancient Greek in Tyro and Poseidon’s story uses water imagery to create a connection
between Tyro’s rape and the birth of her children. Tyro shares her role as a mother with most of
the other heroines. Usually, the Catalogue describes the birth as ἔτεκεν, a vague verb meaning
“to bring forth” or “to bring into the world.” The verb can also refer to the breeding of animals.81
Tyro, Antiope, Chloris, and Iphimedeia all bring forth children using the verb ἔτεκεν.82 Alcmene
and Leda γείνατο, an even more vague verb from γίγνομαι, meaning “to bring forth” or “to be
born.”83 Out of all the women who bear children, only Tyro receives the descriptor of
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ὑποκυσαμένη in 11.254, a participle meaning “becoming pregnant.”84 Frame notes that within
the ancient Greek corpus, “there are twelve such occurrences of ὑποκυσαμένη (including two of
κυσαμένη) in addition to the example in Odyssey 11: two in the Iliad, four in Hesiod’s
Theogony, four in Hesiodic fragments, and two in the Homeric Hymns.”85 Previously in the text
during the seduction scene between Poseidon and Tyro, Poseidon creates a κῦμα, a wave, to
conceal himself.86 However, κῦμα can also refer to “anything swollen (as if pregnant)” or “the
foetus in the womb”, coming from the same stem as ὑποκυσαμένη.87 The κυ- stem appears in
other words such as κύω (“to conceive”). The text also features Poseidon diving into the
κυμαίνοντα, the swell of the waves.88 The Catalogue thus utilizes an existing semantic
association between the sea and fertility.
The seduction of other heroines by gods occurs in nondescript locations. Antiope and
Alcmene’s sexual encounters with Zeus both occur ἐν ἀγκοίνῃσιν, in his bent arms.89 However,
Tyro and Poseidon meet along the banks of the River Enipeus, a physical location that allows for
Poseidon to create a κῦμα. Poseidon is frequently associated with fertility, such as through his
epithet phytalmios, which “means ‘procreative’ in a double sense, of crops and of human
offspring.”90 Within mythology, Poseidon as a seducer is frequently depicted in regards to
springs and rivers and “his women typically succumb while bathing or drawing water.”91 The
association between Poseidon, waves, and fertility as encompassed by ὑποκυσαμένη also ties to
Tyro’s role within the genealogy of the Catalogue of Heroines. Tyro is an ancestress for
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countless mythological heroes, and the encounter between Tyro and Poseidon “can be evaluated
historically as Poseidon's entry into Thessalian genealogies.”92 The specific usage of
ὑποκυσαμένη makes Tyro’s story stand out and lends extra significance to her relationship with
Poseidon as the head of a prominent family lineage.

Ancient Greek Text and My Translation
In this section I present my translation of the whole Catalogue. In my work, I focus on
detail and authenticity to the original ancient Greek text.
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Chapter 4: TEI Close Reading Methodology
I began my TEI process with basic semantic tagging, following the standard TEI schema
to encode the 2017 translation of the Odyssey by Emily Wilson. For context, within the TEI
community, tagging refers to the assigning of metadata identifiers to words and phrases in a text.
Tagging is used as a verb, but tag is also a noun. In this first simple pass through, I focused on
tagging people and places. The screenshot below shows my initial methodology.

Figure #1: Initial TEI Methodology

Characters are tagged with <persName>, such as “Neleus” and “Zeus.” I differentiated between
mortals and gods through the type=“deity” attribute within <persName>. I also tagged epithets
using the <name> tag, as epithets are an important element to epic poetry and correspond with
the names of people and places. In addition to people and places, I also tagged objects,
occupations, and words that signified relationships, such as wife or daughter.
After my first reading, I reflected on the flaws and inadequacies of my initial TEI. I first
took issue with the way I had tagged epithets. The <name> tag lacks specificity and serves better
as a temporary stand-in until I found a stronger substitute, which would end up being the
<addName> tag. <addName>, short for “additional name,” denotes nicknames, epithets, and
aliases. TEI allows for a high level of user customization in order to adapt its existing elements
and attributes for different purposes. Because the analysis I intended to undertake required a
nuanced approach to close reading, I worked in the TEI schema to create my own more specific
attribute for <addName> tag, type=“epithet”. Through this, I was able to identify the epithets
that referred to each person and place and tie the epithet to the <persName> or <placeName>.
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For example, in line 235, the character Tyro (who I will use as an example throughout this
chapter) is mentioned, along with the epithet “well-born.”93 In the customized schema, “wellborn Tyro” is tagged as:
“<persName> <addName type="epithet">well-born</addName> Tyro</persName>”
Both the epithet and the name Tyro are contained within the <persName> tag, and the
<addName type="epithet"> tag frames the epithet. By nesting these tags, it shows that the
epithet is a part of Tyro’s identifier and belongs to her specifically.
In my custom schema I also created more specific object types to modify the existing
<objectName> tag. For instance, type=“human-made” refers to objects such as “sword” in line
231 or “belt” in line 244. The tag type=“animal” applies to “sheep” in line 258 and “cattle” in
line 291. I chose to group animals within the object category because in the Catalogue of
Heroines, animals are only referred to as property and livestock, not as characters. I created the
tag type=“corporal” to identify objects coming from the human body. This could be a body part,
such as “hand” in line 246, or something deriving from the body, such as “blood” in line 232.
The final object type is type=“otherworldly”, for objects that are related to or created by the
gods. This includes “the gates of Hades” in line 278.
I also created a personography, a database of the people who appear in the text. TEI
standards allow for the tag <particDesc> within the TEI header to denote a list of participants in
the text, and I used this tag to create my personography. I created custom values within the type
attribute of the <persName> tag to designate the type of person the tag referred to. From the
start, I knew I needed to differentiate between gods and human characters. I developed
type=“deity” for gods such as “Persephone” in line 227 or “Poseidon” in line 240. My initial
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idea was to create a second type, type=“mortal”, to classify the remaining characters. However,
I wanted to be able to distinguish between the fourteen primary women whose stories are told in
the catalogue and other mortal characters. I developed the attribute type=“heroine” to describe
the primary women in the story with a term that emphasized their gender and importance. For the
remaining characters, I divided them between type=“mortal”and type=“hero”. Characters in the
“hero” category were either children of gods and mortals or just figures with mythological
significance. For instance, I categorized Pelias and Neleus, the sons of Poseidon and the heroine
Tyro, as heroes. I also gave Oedipus, the infamous king of Thebes, the label of “hero.”
For each person in the personography, I created a unique identifier (known as an XML
ID) XML ID that I could use to link mentions of the person in the text back to their description in
the personography. Tyro’s ID, for instance, is “#TYR”. The IDs of heroine characters are made
up of the first three letters of their name in all-caps. For deity characters, their IDs are the first
three letters of their name with only the first letter capitalized (i.e. “#Pos” for Poseidon). For
mortal and hero characters, their ID is in all lowercase (i.e. “#aeo” for Aeolus). The IDs link
mentions of the characters within the text to the entity in the personography through the ref
attribute within the <persName> tag.
My personography also utilizes linked open data: [something describing LOD] by which
different projects produce and share authority lists of people, places, concepts, etc. to create
broader connections across the Semantic web.. For each character, I included their unique
identifier from their Wikidata page, thus tying them to other mentions on the internet. Tyro’s
identifier is “Q1126715,” and searching this identifier will bring users directly to her Wikidata
page.
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The above attributes of XML ID, person type, and linking reference, in addition to gender
as expressed by <sex value="M"/> or <sex value="F"/>, make up the personography entity for
the characters who are not one of the fourteen heroines. A completed entry looks like:

Figure #2: Completed Personography Entry

For the fourteen primary heroines in the text, I added more detail to their personography
entries involving place and relationship. Firstly, I adapted the <residence> tag to describe not
only places that the heroines themselves lived in, but also places they are tied to through
relatives. For example, while Tyro is tied to the Enipeus River and Iolcos directly, she is tied to
Pylos through its king, her son Neleus. The places that these women interacted with create
regional identity and reveal places that are thematically important to the catalogue. Each
mentioned place also has a reference to an XML ID, which I explain in further detail when I
discuss the placeography.
I also added relationships between the heroines and other people mentioned in the text.
The <relation> tag in TEI did not achieve what I needed it to achieve. This tag delineates
relationships as either being “mutual” or having an “active” and “passive” participant. In this
structure, in the relationship between an employer and employee, the employer is active and the
employee is passive. Meanwhile, a mutual relationship is one in which the participants are equal,
such as friends or, according to the TEI guidelines, husband and wife.94 This left me dissatisfied,
as no ancient Greek relationship between a woman and her husband could truly be described as
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mutual, and the active and passive attributes shifted too much focus away from the heroines, who
I wanted to centralize. Furthermore, interactions between a mortal woman and a god do not have
a succinct relationship title, as “husband” implies an official, long-term relationship and “lover”
implies mutuality and consent that often does not exist. I instead decided to center the women
and focus solely on their relationships with mortal characters. “Affairs with gods,” as Poseidon
himself states in this catalogue, “always result in offspring.”95 Therefore, I developed an attribute
within the <relation> tag, “by.” This attribute describes a paternal relationship, i.e. Neleus is the
son of Tyro by Poseidon, while Aeson is the son of Tyro by Cretheus. This phrasing gives
women a central role in familial relationships by tying the children more closely to the mother
rather than the father.
A completed heroine personography entry, with places and relationships included, looks
like the following:

Figure #3: Completed personography entry with residence and relations
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While it would be possible to create thorough, rich personography entries for every
character in the catalogue, I decided that this would be both redundant and counter to my intent.
If Pelias is already linked to Tyro as her son, it would be repetitive to link Tyro to Pelias as his
mother in a separate place. Furthermore, the Catalogue of Heroines is unique in that it tells the
stories of women, and shares the stories of men through their connections to said women. My
intent is to highlight the central role of these women in my TEI work.
As a result of the creation of the “by” attribute, I started thinking more about the
relationships between heroines in the catalogue and gods. I had been working with Emily
Wilson’s Odyssey translation, which is considered groundbreaking for many reasons. However,
as I discuss in more detail in Chapter 3, Wilson’s translation does not fully represent the nuance
and details presented in the original Greek text. This led me to incorporate the original Greek
text from the Perseus Digital Library.96 The Emily Wilson translation, original Greek, and my
own translation can be found in the appendix. I also tagged the Greek text and incorporated it
into my TEI work.
One of the primary revelations of the Greek text was the inclusion of characters that were
excluded in the translation I had been working with. These new characters had to be added to my
personography, and also opened new questions about people and places implied but not
explicitly mentioned in the text. In order to create a full personography, I consulted other sources
regarding mythology, trying to stay within the same time period as the Odyssey. I relied on
Hesiod, who has his own Catalogue of Women, as well as Timothy Gantz’s Early Greek Myth.
These sources allowed me to identify characters and family connections left unstated in the
catalogue of heroines.
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The final addition to my TEI mark-up of the Odyssey’s Catalogue of Heroines was a
placeography. Similar to the personography, I collected the places mentioned (or implied) in the
text and created XML IDs for each. I also provided references to the place entities in the Pleiades
gazetteer, which also provides coordinates (see Chapter 2 for an explanation of Pleiades and the
application of spatial humanities, and Chapter 6 for my own application of place in the Catalogue
of Heroines).97 Placeography entities are linked in the personography of heroines they are
relevant to and lead me to further exploration of place within the context of the Catalogue of
Heroines. By highlighting each place through the lens of its relevance to each woman, I not only
center the heroines of the catalogue, but also begin to draw connections between them. The city
of Thebes links Antiope, Alcmene, Megara, Epicaste, and Eriphyle, the majority of whom are
not directly connected within the explicit text. A completed placeography entity is simple, and
looks like:

Figure #4: Completed placeography entry

My completed TEI markup of the Catalogue of Heroines includes tagging of the text in
English and in Greek, in addition to a personography and placeography. This work allowed for a
word-for-word reading of the text and led me to new findings and new questions. Doing this
work has caused me to extract further information in the text and apply it to other data contexts.
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Chapter 5: Revealed Through TEI
Through my TEI close reading and mark-up of the Catalogue of Heroines in both English
and Greek, I have come to a deeper and more nuanced understanding of the text. In this chapter I
focus on what was revealed to me about objects related to women, and then at more length about
familial connections – sometimes realized through the objects themselves.

Notes on Format:
In this chapter, a number placed in parentheses besides the name of a heroine indicates
their position in the Catalogue. For instance, Tyro (1) shows that Tyro occurs first in the
Catalogue.
In the family tree diagrams included in the chapter, a character’s name being colored blue
signifies they are one of the fourteen heroines from the Catalogue. Otherwise, their name is in
purple.

The Significance of Objects to the Role of Women

Within the Catalogue of Heroines, very few human-made objects appear. The text implies
some of these objects through references to geographical locations, such as the seven gates of
Thebes. The text implies other objects in epithets, such as how Amythaon “loved war chariots.”98
Other human-made objects such as ships or a sword feature in Odysseus’ framing of the
catalogue rather than in the stories of the women in the catalogue. Removing these exceptions,
which consist not of physical objects within the stories but descriptors or framing devices, the
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Catalogue of Heroines includes four human-made objects: ζώνη, βρόχοs, ἕδνα, and χρυσὸs. The
ζώνη refers to a chastity belt, βρόχος indicates a noose, ἕδνα refers to the “bride-price” paid in
exchange for a woman’s hand in marriage, and χρυσὸs means gold and refers to the well-known
mythological necklace of Harmonia. These objects clearly allude to negative perceptions of
women in ancient Greek society and contribute to themes throughout the Odyssey of women’s
fidelity, sexuality, and corruptibility. Through these four objects, the Catalogue of Heroines
reminds its audience of Odysseus’ concerns regarding the faithfulness of his wife Penelope.
I begin with ζώνη, a girdle-belt traditionally worn by a virgin prior to her wedding and
defloration, which appears in the story of the Catalogue’s first heroine, Tyro. Notably, while
immortal women such as Hera, Calypso, and Circe are depicted wearing ζώνη in the Homeric
epics, the story of Tyro contains the only mention in these poems of a mortal’s παρθενίην ζώνην,
a belt specifically worn by a human virgin.99 Typically a bride “began to undress when she first
unveiled herself to the groom. After continuing to disrobe by undoing her girdle, she underwent
a painful defloration (an act which required ritual purification), often at the hands of a total
stranger, in a bedroom guarded on the outside by the groom’s friends.”100 The description in the
Catalogue of Heroines, then, of Poseidon removing Tyro’s παρθενίη ζώνη would have reminded
ancient audiences of the ritual surrounding marriage and a woman’s passage into married
adulthood. Although the Catalogue describes Tyro as the wife of Cretheus, the description of
Tyro’s belt as a virginal belt (παρθενίη ζώνη) establishes her encounter with Poseidon as
occurring prior to her real, mortal marriage. The inclusion of specific ritual details surrounding
Tyro’s loss of virginity gives greater cultural context to her story and the treatment of women in
ancient Greece.
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Additionally, the ζώνη, particularly the παρθενίη ζώνη or the “virginal belt,” indicates
both youth and desirability, making it an object with strong connotations of sexuality. Tyro’s
ζώνη implies her young age, as “the act of tying on a ζώνη signified a girl’s readiness for
marriage.”101 Through the mention of her ζώνη, Tyro “projects an aura of chastity, propriety,
cleanliness, submissiveness, and safety, which was both reassuring to the fears of men and
sexually attractive.”102 The ζώνη at times bears positive connotations, such as in the epithet
εὔζωνος, meaning “well-girdled” and used to praise women.103 However, the ζώνη also alludes
to male fears of female sexuality and the role of women as deceitful seductresses. Circe in Od.
10.544 and Calypso in Od. 5.231 wear ζώνη while sending Odysseus away from their islands,
the descriptions of which emphasize the attractiveness of the two goddesses. Hera in Iliad 14.181
adorns a ζώνη to seduce Zeus and lull him to sleep in order that the gods can aid the Greeks. In
this same Iliad excerpt, Aphrodite gives Hera a ἱμάς, a similar belt-like garment that “is
thematically reminiscent of the ζώνη” although due to its belonging to Aphrodite, it contains
even more seductive power.104 All of these female Homeric characters use their sexuality in
conjunction with the ζώνη to control and manipulate men. Therefore, while the παρθενίην ζώνην
of Tyro alludes to her attractiveness and innocence, the ζώνη itself represents female sexuality
and deceit, a theme that persists throughout the other human-made objects of the catalogue.
The second object of significance in the Catalogue also reveals aspects of the ancient
views on women. Epicaste, the Catalogue’s fifth heroine, uses the βρόχος, or noose, to commit
suicide. Suicide by hanging was considered by both the Greeks and Romans to be “a feminine
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death, unworthy of a man.”105 Women hanging themselves frequently appear in mythology
regarding “reasons associated with erotic love and marital norms that remained unfulfilled or
were betrayed.”106 In what follows I provide some examples from 6th and 5th-century sources.
For example, in Odyssey 22.462-77, when Odysseus kills his traitorous slave women,
Telemachus insists that death by sword is too clean for these deceptive women and that instead
they deserve death by hanging.107 Phaedra, the 9th heroine of the Catalogue, who dishonored
herself and her entire family by having an affair with her stepson, hanged herself.108
Ritualistically, death by hanging appears in myths of rites of passage involving swings, where
“in a relationship of complementary opposition between myth and ritual that takes the form of a
ludic activity, the maiden swings to simulate death by hanging, yet, unlike her mythical model,
she will manage to cross to the next life-stage and will be reborn as a bride.”109 Through the
stories of Phaedra, Odysseus’ maidservants, and Epicaste, the sources create a clear nexus of
meaning surrounding the βρόχος and dishonorable women. While the Catalogue of Heroines still
describes Epicaste in flattering terms (her epithet is καλὴν, meaning noble or beautiful), it
condemns her actions and her gender by mentioning the instrument used in her suicide by
hanging.
Further, the Catalogue also informs the audience of the implied weakness regarding
punishment for women. While in Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex and Oedipus at Colonus Oedipus
blinds himself and becomes exiled after the atrocities between him and Epicaste are revealed, in
the Catalogue of Heroines, Oedipus “ruled the Cadmeans in Thebes despite his pains.”110 In
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either version, Oedipus continues to live following the atrocities unknowingly committed by him
and his mother while Epicaste has no choice but to hang herself. The harsh expectation of suicide
ties to the weakness of women, who lack the strength to suffer as Oedipus does. This expectation
was not unique to ancient Greece. As told by the Roman historian Livy, the rape of Lucretia and
her subsequent suicide reflects similar ancient Mediterranean attitudes towards women, who
would be expected to commit suicide when dishonored. Epicaste’s death by hanging
“provides…a resolution to the unbearable pain of living” that male characters are not privy to.111
Last, I note that according to ancient Greek culture, death by hanging specifically punishes
women by separating them from the earth with which they are connected.112 The association
between women and the earth appears when the gods created Pandora, the first woman in Greek
mythology, from the earth, creating a precedent that linked women to the material world and
earthly fertility.113 Further, according to the Homeric Hymn to Gaia, the Earth is “the mother of
all…the oldest deity.”114 Between the first human woman Pandora being made of earth and the
Earth itself being a feminine figure, there exists a definitive link between women and the earth
that death by hanging severs.
The ζώνη and βρόχος also intersect in mythic stories of young women attested in mid-toearly fifth-century sources. For instance, “Aeschylus’ Suppliant Maidens threaten suicide by
hanging themselves with their zonai as nooses, rather than submit to unwanted marriage.”115
Additionally, in Sophocles’ Antigone, “Antigone takes control over her life and her sexuality in
her suicide through hanging herself with her girdle.”116 In both of these cases, the suicide by
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hanging contributes to a feminine death, while the addition of the ζώνη in the role of the βρόχος
contributes to suicide as a death suitable for unmarried women. I contrast the suicide of
unmarried virgins with Epicaste’s suicide by hanging. While a direct result of the breaking of
marital norms because of her marriage to her own son, Oedipus, Epicaste’s suicide contrasts with
the suicide of these virgins and more closely aligns with that of Phaedra, above. As a mature
woman with a grown son, Epicaste does not fit into the category of a disgraced maiden or a
young woman attempting to assert control over her future marriage or honor. However, like
Phaedra, Epicaste engaged in taboo behavior with a younger member of her family. Both women
resort to suicide by hanging, unable to live with the shame of their actions and leaving their
husbands to live dishonored. Thus, the βρόχος represents the drastic measures mythic heroines
resort to in futile attempts to gain autonomy or control over their lives and reputations.
The third human-made objects of the Catalogue are the ἕδνα, or bride-prices, given by
Neleus to woo Chloris, the sixth heroine. In contrast to the dowry, wealth brought by the bride to
her new husband and household, in the Homeric and Hesiodic traditions the father of the bride
receives the bride-price in exchange for his daughter. While the tradition of dowry and of ἕδνα
exist in Homer, the historical record lacks evidence for the bride-price as a real practice.117 In
both Homer and Hesiod, ἕδνα takes on a competitive element (such as during the wooing of
Helen in the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women, where the greatest Greek heroes are described
flaunting their wealth in order to receive Helen’s hand in marriage)118. Ormand attributes ἕδνα’s
absence from the historical record to its existence as a closed, aristocratic practice.119 Regardless
of the historical reality of the practice, in literary representations such as these, the bride-price,
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rather than representing an equivalent exchange, demonstrates the wealth of noble families and
forges ties between these families based on their elite status. The presence of ἕδνα in the
Catalogue of Heroines thus elevates the status of women such as Chloris, who are not just
average women, but noble women, the wives and mothers of the greatest heroes of antiquity.
Neleus’ ability to win Chloris demonstrates the wealth and importance of his family. His
descendants include Nestor, a pivotal character of both the Iliad and the Odyssey, as well as
Polycaste, Odysseus’ daughter-in-law. The wealth Neleus pours forth in order to marry Chloris
shows his own status but also the value of Chloris’ beauty. The practice of ἕδνα indicates the
commodification of women and the importance of marrying women who meet the necessary
requirements to become mothers to heroes.
The final human-made object, χρυσὸν, refers to the material (gold) used to make the
necklace that Polyneikes gives to bribe the fourteenth and final heroine, Eriphyle, into betraying
her husband, Amphiaurus. While the Catalogue does not specify what form the χρυσὸν takes,
scholia on the Odyssey clarify that the Catalogue refers to the necklace of Harmonia, passed
down through the significant women in the line of Cadmus. Originally owned by Harmonia, the
wife of Cadmus, the necklace belonged in turn to Semele, Epicaste, Argeia, and Eriphyle.120 The
necklace forges a connection between two heroines of the Catalogue, Epicaste (5) and Eriphyle
(14), who both have connections to Thebes and Boeotia. The inclusion of the necklace of
Harmonia therefore emphasizes Thebes as the central geographical focus to the catalogue.
Gifts of gold also bring to mind ancient anxieties regarding the fidelity of women. The
ancient Greek division of labor categorized the production of textiles as feminine while coding
metalworking as masculine.121 While women (both faithful and unfaithful) work with textiles in
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the Odyssey (such as Penelope, wife of Odysseus, who weaves, and Helen, who gifts
Telemachus, son of Odysseus, handmade robes), the acceptance by women of a metal gift from a
man implies infidelity. When women such as Eriphyle accept gifts of jewelry from men outside
of their family, they transgress their roles as wives and mothers and participate in a dangerous
exchange. Gifts of jewelry accompany adultery, such as in one version of the story of Procris, the
tenth heroine of the Catalogue, who was bribed with a golden crown to enter the bed of a
stranger.122 While Eriphyle’s story lacks an adulterous affair, her betrayal of her husband for
χρυσὸν “suggests lingering anxiety about women as participants in exchange.”123 This fear is
made manifest in Book 18, when a disguised Odysseus watches suitors give his wife a series of
metal gifts, including a robe with gold brooches, a gold necklace, and earrings.124 While
Penelope remains faithful, Eriphyle’s exchange of χρυσὸν establishes the way in which metal
gifts can turn women into traitors. For Odysseus, an encounter with Eriphyle and her story serves
as a potential warning regarding his future if Penelope fails to stay loyal and succumbs to gifts of
jewelry or anything else given from her rapacious suitors. Both the ζώνη and the necklace of
Harmonia fall under the category of jewelry. Thus, the Catalogue opens with one example of
jewelry tied to a woman’s sexuality and desirability and concludes with another. These two
objects frame the Catalogue, showing how women’s sexuality should be guarded through the
virgin’s ζώνη and how a woman’s sexuality can be corrupted through gifts of χρυσὸν.
In my close encoding of the Catalogue through TEI, I created a schema: tagging
categories of the text, to determine new thematic groups. In the Catalogue of Heroines, the four
human-made objects form a group of individual words and symbols that interact with one
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another and build a nexus of meaning regarding the Catalogue’s negative ideology surrounding
women, an ideology which reflects ancient Greek society as a whole. Without a close reading
through TEI, I would not have discovered the complexities of the categories shared by individual
words, or seen the Catalogue through the lens of its objects. The human-made objects of the
Catalogue of Heroines speak directly to the rituals and roles of ancient women. The objects also
forge connections between the heroines of the Catalogue and other mythological texts. Each
object, ζώνη, βρόχος, ἕδνα, χρυσὸν, hold significance in different mythological texts also
surrounding the place and trustworthiness of women in ancient Greek society. The category of
human-made objects reveals the negative stereotypes surrounding ancient women: deceitful,
lustful, deserving of weak deaths, but hidden behind sexuality, desirability and beauty. The
Catalogue further reminds us of the stakes facing Odysseus, who has no way of knowing whether
his wife, Penelope, has remained faithful during his absence or has succumbed to the evils of her
gender.

Aiolid Family Tree
While the previous work detailing the role of objects emerged strictly from TEI markup,
the process of creating a personography for the Catalogue led to further research into the implied
characters of the Catalogue of Heroines.125 Through my effort to discover the families and
relevance of each Catalogue heroine to create a rich personography, I not only determined that
familial connections exist between all of the heroines, but that they were surprisingly strong. All
fourteen women (Tyro, Antiope, Alcmene, Megara, Epicaste, Chloris, Leda, Iphimedeia,
Phaedra, Procris, Ariadne, Maera, Clymene, and Eriphyle) connect to one another and the Aiolid
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family (see further below) through marriage and blood. While modern readers likely miss the
complex genealogy of these mythological women, I believe ancient Greek panhellenic
audiences, comprised of people having grown up with exposure to the traditions of their society,
would easily have understood the mythical connections in the text and the central role played by
the Aiolids in the Catalogue. To demonstrate how my text analysis has led me to make
connections amongst the women of the Catalogue, I first discuss the heroines whom the
Catalogue directly ties to Aiolos, followed by the heroines whose Aiolid lineage, although not
explicitly stated in the text, still directly connects them to the family. Next, I discuss the women
whose connections are more distant, and the other significant figures that these connections tie
into the Aiolid narrative of the Catalogue. Last, I discuss Antiope’s distant connection to the
Aiolids and how her presence in the text solidifies the Theban influence expressed in the
Catalogue.

Direct Descendants of Aiolos

The Catalogue introduces Aiolos in its first tale, the story of Tyro, who is “the wife of
Cretheus, son of Aiolos.”126 Aiolos’ father, Hellen, is the son of Deucalion, the first man created
by the titan Prometheus, according to Hesiod’s Ehoiai.127 Therefore, the line of Aiolos contains
some of the earliest ancient heroes and carries a reputation as a noble family descended from
divinity. The Aiolid family also links heavily to the ancient Greek region of Boeotia, and by
centering the Aiolids, the Catalogue also centers Boeotia. According to Gantz, Aiolos has seven
sons and five daughters. Of these offspring, the following six pertain to the Catalogue of
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Heroines:

Figure #5: Aiolos and his immediate descendants

Cretheus, Salmoneus, Minyas, Deion, and Sisyphus are all sons, while Kanake is the only
daughter of Aiolos with ties to the Catalogue of Heroines. Some debate surrounds the inclusion
of Minyas as an Aiolid. While Apollodorus supplements “Magnes” in the Hesiodic papyrus gap,
Gantz argues that “Magnes” is not the correct emendation for this line, since Magnes appears
elsewhere in the Ehoiai as a son of Zeus and Thuia, daughter of Deukalion. On the other hand,
while Minyas appears within the Ehoiai, his parentage remains unexplained. Further, his
daughter Clymene (13) marries the son of Deion, another Aiolid. The mythological trend of
interfamilial marriage in addition to Minyas’ missing parentage serve as strong evidence for his
presence among the children of Aiolos, so I accept his placement in the Aiolid line.128
The first woman in the Catalogue, Tyro, is the daughter of Salmoneus and the wife of
Cretheus, placing her directly in the Aiolid line. Tyro’s numerous children include Neleus, the
husband of the sixth heroine in the Catalogue, Chloris. Chloris additionally descends from the
Minyan line of Aiolids. Her father, Amphion, “ruled over the Minyans in Orchomenos.” Sources
differ on whether there is a direct tie between Amphion and the Aiolid Minyas. Because
Amphion was king of the Minyans (a population whose name is derived from Minyas), and ruled
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over the geographical location Orchomenos (named after, in some versions, the son of Minyas), I
find it probable that Amphion belongs to a Minyan dynasty and therefore that there is a familial
connection between the Aiolid Minyas and Chloris, daughter of Amphion.129 However, even if
Minyas is not an Aiolid, or has no connection to Chloris through Amphion, through her marriage
to Neleus she concretely becomes an Aiolid. The line of Aiolids centering around Tyro is shown
below:

Figure #6: The descendants of Tyro (1)

The Tyro (1) and Chloris (6) lineage holds significance for a few reasons. First, Chloris’
son Amythaeon is the father of the seer Melampus (referred to in the Catalogue as “the blameless
prophet”).130 Melampus and his brother Bias, who weds Pyro, the daughter of Chloris and
Neleus, both have mythologically important lineages. Melampus’ line is one of prophets, and his
story is told more extensively in Odyssey 15.221-261 and the lost epic the Melampodia. His
descendant Amphiaraus possesses prophetic ability, has a significant role in Theban mythology,
and ties to the stories of the house of Thebes and Eriphyle, the fourteenth heroine. Another one
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of Melampus’ descendants, Theoklymenos, encounters Odysseus’ son Telemachus in Odyssey 15
and relays both his genealogy from Melampus and a more detailed version of the Melampus
myth in the Catalogue of Heroines. Theoklymenos’ family story includes Melampus, Neleus, and
Amphiaraus, the husband of Eriphyle (14). When Theoklymenos traces his origins from the
earliest figures of the Catalogue to the time of the Odyssey, he centers the male figures of the
story. Pyro becomes referred to only as Νηλῆος κούρης, the daughter of Neleus, and her mother
Chloris disappears entirely.131 Eriphyle becomes γυναίων, a nondescript woman.132 The narrative
of the Catalogue of Heroines contrasts sharply with Theoklymenos’ own telling of his genealogy
through the lens of only men. However, due to the placement of the Catalogue of Heroines prior
to Theoklymenos’ own story in Odyssey 15, these women still have a presence within the
lineage, and perhaps give more significance to the mentioned men.
Tyro’s lineage also connects to several famous Greek heroes. Her son Aeson fathers the
Argonaut Jason. Chloris (6), Tyro’s daughter-in-law (through her son Neleus), is the mother of
Nestor, the king of Pylos and close friend to Odysseus. Interestingly, through Nestor, the Aiolid
line also connects to Odysseus himself, since in Hesiod’s Ehoiai, Nestor’s daughter, Polykaste,
marries Odysseus’ son Telemachus.133 This involvement makes the women of the Catalogue of
Heroines directly relevant to Odysseus and frames the Catalogue as a means for Odysseus to
boast of his own lineage and familial connections. The Catalogue concludes with the assertion
that Odysseus “cannot name each famous wife and daughter [he] saw there,” implying that
Odysseus selected the women whose stories he retold from a larger pool of famous women.134
His choice to highlight a family lineage that ties to his own, sharing the stories of his ancestors,
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renders Odysseus’ place in mythology more impressive. Furthermore, the ideology of the
Catalogue which centers around women’s fidelity and sexuality becomes more potent when the
women sharing their stories are Odysseus’ ancestors. The connection between Odysseus and the
Aiolid family reshapes the Catalogue as a warning from women of the past regarding women in
Odysseus’ life, specifically his wife Penelope. The lineage from Tyro (1) to Odysseus also ties
the heroines and the stories of the oldest events in mythology to the Trojan War and its heroes.
The mythology and genealogy of the Catalogue of Heroines link the earliest Greek heroes such
as Jason and Heracles across generations of imagined mythic time to Trojan War heroes such as
Odysseus and Nestor.
The Aiolid family tree frames the Catalogue via ring-composition, or “any series of
motifs or single motif (even a word) found repeated in some form at the beginning and end of a
narrative digression.”135 While Tyro’s story begins the Catalogue, her family can be traced neatly
to Eriphyle (14), whose brief entry ends the Catalogue and creates the connection between the
Aiolids and the ill-fated House of Thebes. According to the Ehoiai, Pyro (daughter of Chloris
(6)) and Bias (grandson of Tyro (1)) have a son, Talaos.136 This same Talaos is the father of
Eriphyle (14) as well as Adrastos. The family tree originating with Chloris and extending to
Eriphyle and Odysseus is shown here:
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Figure #7: The Descendants of Chloris (6) to Odysseus

The House of Thebes

Eriphyle’s brief story in the Catalogue of Heroines reads “loathsome Eriphyle,
who accepted precious gold for the life of her beloved husband.”137 Eriphyle (14) is the wife of
the seer Amphiaraus, the previously mentioned descendant of Melampus. The gold referred to in
this excerpt is the well-known necklace of Harmonia, with which Polyneikes bribed Eriphyle in
order that she convinces her husband to join the expedition against Thebes, despite him
prophesying about the impending doom of the expedition.138 The necklace of Harmonia, passed
down from Harmonia, the first woman of Thebes, to Eriphyle, the final woman of the Catalogue,
serves to connect women as well as to center the city of Thebes in the Catalogue. Antiope (2),
Alcmene (3), Megara (4), Epicaste (5), and Eriphyle (14) all connect to Thebes either through
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themselves or their families, revealing a strong focus on Thebes in the Catalogue as a
whole.139The above section entitled Objects contains more information on the necklace of
Harmonia and the significance of the exchange of metal gifts in womens’ fidelity. Polyneikes is
the son of Oedipus in most versions; in other versions Polyneikes is the son of Oedipus and his
mother Epicaste (5). While the story of Polyneikes, Eriphyle, and the necklace links the two
characters, the daughter of Adrastos, Argeia, also marries Polyneikes. Thus, through Tyro’s
lineage, the Aiolid family tree connects with the Theban ruling family.

Figure #8: The link between Eriphyle (14) and Epicaste (5)

Epicaste, the fifth heroine in the Catalogue and the ill-fated mother and wife of Oedipus,
has a brother named Kreon, known from various fragments of early myth and the plays of
Sophocles.140 However, in the Catalogue of Heroines Kreon does not play a role in the story of
Epicaste. Rather, he appears in the brief story of Megara (4), the wife of Heracles. There, Megara
is introduced as “high-minded Kreon’s daughter.”141 While neither the Catalogue of Heroines
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nor the Sophoclean works surrounding the family of Oedipus explicitly link Megara (4) and
Epicaste (5), there is good reason to believe that these Kreons are the same mythological figure.
First, both Kreon and Megara reside in the city of Thebes. Kreon assumes power in Thebes
following the death of Oedipus, according to Sophocles.142 According to the poet Pindar, Megara
is Theban.143 Pindar is an especially reliable source for the Theban nature of Megara due to him
being a prominent source from Thebes. Gantz speculates that Kreon, the father of Megara, is the
son of Menoeceus, father of Epicaste.144 Further, both the Kreon in Epicaste’s story and the
Kreon in Megara’s story are tied to Thebes. They two thus appear to be the same character.
Further, the Catalogue contains a second instance in which two separate characters have the
same name: Amphion. Both the son of Antiope (2) and the father of Chloris (6) are named
Amphion. The Catalogue takes great pains to differentiate between the two, with the first
Amphion explicitly occupying “the seat of seven-gated Thebes” while the second Amphion
“mightily ruled over the Minyans in Orchomenos.”145 In contrast, “high-minded Kreon” is not
tied to any place within the text of the Catalogue and does not signify that this Kreon and
Epicaste’s brother differ.
Assuming the two Kreons are actually the same Theban character, then, the house of
Thebes connects to Megara (4), Heracles, and to his mother Alcmene (3) in the Catalogue, thus
forming a distinct connection between the Aiolid family and Heracles, one of the most important
heroes of Greek mythology who developed a panhellenic cult following in early Greek religion
despite his birth in Thebes.
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Figure #9: The link between the House of Thebes and Heracles

Although the Aiolid family tree exists primarily in the ancient Greek regions of Thessaly
and Boeotia, it still connects to the seventh heroine of the Catalogue, the Spartan Leda. Through
the Aiolid figure of Melampus, the Catalogue evokes Oikles, the son of Antiphates and grandson
of Melampus. Oikles marries Hypermestra, daughter of Thestios and sister of Leda, the seventh
heroine of the Catalogue.146 Leda is the mother of Castor, Polydeuces, Clytemnestra, and Helen.
Her involvement provides yet another connection between the Catalogue and the characters of
the Trojan War. Furthermore, in Odyssey 11.381-465, Odysseus talks to Agamemnon in the
Underworld, the Greek head general who had been murdered by his wife Clytemnestra upon his
return home from war. By including Leda, the Catalogue foreshadows these disastrous later
events of the Odyssey brought about by her unmentioned children. The nexus of meaning in
Leda’s story through her children and their behavior also serve as a warning for Odysseus upon
his return home. Agamemnon shares Clytemnestra’s betrayal as a cautionary tale for Odysseus,
who may encounter the same fate. Doherty suggests that Odysseus’ choice to retell
Agamemnon’s story “suggests that Agamemnon is a convenient smoke screen for his own
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mistrust of Penelope.”147 Leda’s other daughter, Helen, the mythic catalyst for the Trojan War,
echoes behind this scene as well and also emphasizes the untrustworthy nature of women,
particularly since her whole myth revolves around her broken fidelity to her husband. While the
Aiolids are centered around Boeotia and Thessaly, Leda’s presence also links the Catalogue and
therefore the Aiolids to Sparta.

Figure #10: The link between Melampus and Leda (7)

While Leda (7) and Megara (4) connect to the Aiolid line through the descendants of
Tyro, other heroines in the Catalogue connect through other descendants of Aiolos. For instance,
while much of the story of Maera, the twelfth heroine, has been lost, both Pausanias and later
scholia on the Odyssey trace her lineage from the Aiolid Sisyphus, whose son Thersandros’ son
Proitos fathers Maera.148 While we lack information on Maera contemporary to the Odyssey and
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the Catalogue of Heroines, based on the patterns of Aiolid heroines, it makes sense to accept her
descent from Sisyphus here.

Figure #11: The Aiolid Sisyphus to Maera (12)

Aiolos is also the father of Kanake, who had two sons with Poseidon: Aloeus and
Triopas.149 Triopas is the father of Iphimedeia, the eighth heroine of the Catalogue, making her
Aiolos’ granddaughter. Iphimedeia also marries her uncle, Aloeus, although the Catalogue
attributes the parentage of her famous sons Otus and Ephialtes to Poseidon.150 Iphimedeia once
again then directly descends from the Aiolids, although the Catalogue of Heroines does not need
to explicitly state this lineage.
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Figure #12: Kanake to Iphimedeia (8)

The penultimate heroine of the Catalogue, Clymene, is the daughter of Minyas.151 Minyas
belongs in the Aiolid family tree, as I have argued above152, making Clymene is a direct Aiolid.
According to Hesiod’s Ehoiai, Clymene “married Phylacus, the son of Deion.”153 As Deion is
one of the sons of Aiolos, Clymene’s marriage also solidifies her presence in the Aiolid line.
Even in Pausanias, a second-century source, Clymene marries Cephalus, another son of Deion.154
Therefore, regardless of whether one includes Minyas on the list of Aiolos’ children or not,
Clymene fits in the Aiolid family tree via marriage.

Athenian Heroines
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Through Clymene (13) and the sons of Deion, the Catalogue shifts its focus from Theban
and Central Greek families to Athens. The ninth, tenth, and eleventh heroines, Phaedra, Procris,
and Ariadne, are often considered to be an Athenian interpolation inserted as propaganda to
connect Athens to a Catalogue that otherwise excludes them.155 In what follows, however, I
argue that, interpolation or not, these three women form their own connections between the
Aiolid family and Athens, thereby also connecting Theseus, the great Athenian hero, to the
heroes of the Aiolid line.
Procris (10), daughter of the Athenian king Erechtheus, marries Cephalus, the same son
of Deion who, in some sources, marries Clymene.156 The connection between Athenian royalty
through Erechtheus and also Aiolos through his grandson Cephalus, helps the Catalogue
establish the importance of Athens within the stories of great Greek heroes and heroines included
in the Catalogue.

Figure #13: Clymene (13) to Procris (10)

Procris’ tie to Athenian royalty produces a connection between the Aiolids and the other
Athenian heroines of the Catalogue. Tracing the line of Athenian kings down a few generations
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from Erechtheus, father to Procris, the family tree leads to Kekrops II, Pandion II, and Aigeus,
father to Theseus.157 Theseus connects the Catalogue to the sisters Phaedra (9) and Ariadne (11),
daughters of the Cretan Minos. While the Catalogue links Ariadne and Theseus, it is the ill-fated
(and well known) Phaedra who would later marry Theseus.158

Figure #14: Procris (10) to Phaedra (9) and Ariadne (11)

Antiope and the Contrasting Theban Foundation Myths

The last heroine to be discussed, Antiope (2) descends from the river Asopos. The
Asopos, because of the relevance of Thebes to Antiope’s story, likely refers to the river that
“marked the border between the cities of Thebes and Plataea,” rather than the Corinthian Asopos
or the Thessalian Asopos.159 However, later mythographers such as Apollodorus and Pausanias,
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as well as the tragedian Euripides, instead cite Antiope’s father as Nykteus, a Theban king.160
Other peculiarities exist in Antiope’s story. Although the Catalogue refers to her sons Amphion
and Zethus “who first populated the seat of seven-gated Thebes,” this story clashes with the other
founding Theban myth of Kadmos and the Spartoi.161 The line of Kadmos famously continued to
rule Thebes in myth and certainly existed within the tradition of the Catalogue of Heroines.
Epicaste’s original husband, Laius, directly descended from Cadmus, and the Catalogue itself
refers to the Thebans as the “Cadmeans.”162 Furthermore, as discussed earlier, the “precious
gold” of Eriphyle’s story refers to the Necklace of Harmonia, the Theban heirloom named after
the wife of Kadmos and passed down through generations of famous women.163
Ancient mythographers struggle to make sense of these two separate Theban
mythologies. Some, such as Pausanias and Apollodorus, place Amphion and Zethus after
Cadmus as a second founding in which they refortified the city, likely between the mythic reigns
of Pentheus and Laios. Others, such as the mythographer-historian Pherekydes, place the
founding of Thebes by Amphion and Zethus far before Kadmos, who then is responsible for
resettling the city.164 Scholars solve this dilemma of clashing Theban origin stories with the
assertion that “the two foundations probably existed from an early date in parallel versions, not
hierarchized chronologically or genealogically at all, representing two distinct and independent
narratives.”165 By including both stories, the Catalogue of Heroines caters to Thebes as a central
location whose mythology deserves prioritization within the text. Rather than choosing one
Theban foundation myth, the text includes both and so remains as inclusive as possible.
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Larson cites the Theban and general Boeotian focus of the Catalogue of Heroines in
addition to the inclusion of the Athenian heroines to determine the crystallization and final
textualization of the Odyssey to be around the mid-6th century BCE.166 Due to the combination
of Theban foundations, in addition to the inclusion of other Boeotian cities such as Orchomenos,
the Catalogue clearly emphasizes and likely originates from the region of Boeotia. However, the
Athenian characters imply a later Athenian involvement with the text prior to final
crystallization.
Amphion and Zethus also have their own mythologies separate from the founding of
Thebes. According to Achilles in Iliad 24.602-17, Amphion marries Niobe, the ill-fated daughter
of Tantalos whose children are slain by Apollo and Artemis after comparing herself to their
mother, Leto. Niobe’s story naturally reminds the audience of the story in the Catalogue
involving killing those who attempt to usurp the gods: Apollo killing the children of Iphimedeia,
Otus and Ephialtes. The lineage of Tantalos through Niobe also leads the external audience of
the epic to his other famed descendants, including Atreus, the father of Menelaus and
Agamemnon, the husbands of Helen and Clytemnestra, Leda’s twin daughters.167 Helen and
Clytemnestra in their marriages to the descendants of Tantalos both speak to the Greek
perception of women as untrustworthy and corruptible. Helen’s infidelity towards Menelaus
incites the Trojan War, while Clytemnestra not only has an affair but also kills Agamemnon
upon his return.
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Figure #15: Antiope (2) to Leda (7)

Antiope thus connects the city of Thebes to Tantalus via her son and his marriage and
also returns the Catalogue to prominent characters in the Trojan War. Agamemnon appears later
in Book 11 of the Odyssey to recount his death at Clytemnestra’s hands, solidifying a connection
between Sparta and Mycenae and also emphasizing the overall ancient Greek mistrust of women.
In sum, Antiope, although distant in her genealogical connection to the Aiolids, connects to the
overarching place-centric narrative geographically through the Asopos River and her sons who
founded Thebes (discussed further in Chapter 6).

Odyssey 11, Holistically

My close TEI reading of the Catalogue of Heroines and thorough research of
mythological genealogy has also led me to new revelations regarding the ways in which the
extensive family tree of heroines connects to the other figures Odysseus encounters in the
Underworld in Odyssey 11. The relevance of the Catalogue of Heroines to other mythic figures
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that Odysseus interacts with furthers the importance of the catalogue, the Aiolid family, and
Boeotia.
I have already touched upon the significance of Agamemnon’s appearance in Odyssey 11.
Agamemnon, in discussing how his wife, Clytemnestra, had an affair while he left home to fight
in the Trojan War and murdered him upon his return, attempts to warn Odysseus about the
potential danger in returning home. As a character, Agamemnon himself connects to the central
Aiolid family through his descent from Tantalos, the father-in-law of Amphion, son of Antiope
(2). Clytemnestra also links to the catalogue through her mother, Leda (7). Agamemnon’s
discussion of Clytemnestra and women overall serves as a fundamental thematic element to the
Odyssey in its entirety. His assertion that Clytemnestra “has such an evil mind that she has
poured down shame on her own head and on all other women, even good ones” leads audiences
to reflect on the women of the catalogue, whether they can be categorized as “good” women, or
whether a “good” woman even exists.168
Some of the other male characters briefly mentioned in Odyssey 11 connect to the Aiolid
family tree. For instance, the character Tantalos appears in Odyssey 11, “in water to his chin, so
parched, no way to drink. When that old man bent down towards the water, it was gone.”169
Tantalos is the head of the House of Atreus, and his transgressions against the gods bring
punishment both to himself and to his descendants, such as Agamemnon. The presence of
Tantalos reasserts the Catalogue’s theme of genealogy. Similarly, Sisyphus appears in the
Underworld, “in torment, pushing a giant rock with both hands.”170 Sisyphus returns focus to the
Aiolid tree as a direct son of Aiolus and the grandfather of Maera (12). Last, Minos, father to
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Ariadne (11) and Phaedra (9), “who holds the golden scepter and sits in judgment on the dead”
appears to Odysseus in the Underworld.171 All three men thus strongly connect to various women
of the Catalogue, emphasizing its centrality to the primary figures of Greek mythology. In this
way, the Catalogue of Heroines represents “a survey of practically the entire Greek mythic
corpus, reorganized around women.”172 When these famous male figures appear after a catalogue
of their female descendants, their mention serves as a reminder of the previously mentioned
women. The Catalogue of Heroines appears in the middle of both Odyssey 11 and the entire
Odyssey, and its central position establishes the centrality of its heroines to panhellenic
mythology. This centrality manifests in the presence of relatives of the heroines in Odyssey 11 as
well as characters such as Theoklymenos in Odyssey 15, who recounts the story of Melampus
and Pyro. The Catalogue of Heroines even ties to Odysseus and his own family both in
genealogical terms, as Odysseus’ son marries an Aiolid descendant, and in thematic terms when
the Catalogue invokes the loyalty and corruptibility of women to remind Odysseus of his own
wife.

Conclusion

My close reading of the Catalogue of Heroines using TEI revealed new meanings through
categorizing objects and the genealogical network formed between the heroines. TEI enabled me
to identify the four human-made objects of the Catalogue and analyze the meaning formed by the
objects when viewed as a category. TEI markup also led me to develop the Aiolid family tree
used by the Catalogue of Heroines to create specific connections between famous families of
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heroes within Greek tradition. Similar to the manner in which the objects of the Catalogue reflect
the anxieties and rituals surrounding ancient women, the familial ties reveal the ability of ancient
women in marriage to connect families and bring an external influence into the homes of men.
While rendered relatively powerless by patriarchy in most ancient Greek mythic settings, in
marriage “it is the woman who is the mobile social element, whose movement creates the link
among different family groups, whereas the male remains tied to his own hearth and home.”173
By revealing the connections between the mythological women of the catalogue, as well as the
way their relationship with human-made objects serves as commentary on women’s duplicitous
nature, I find that the Catalogue of Heroines aligns with an extensive patriarchal tradition.
Bennett claims, “Since marriage in Greek society was patrilocal, women… were unstable and
potentially destabilizing elements within the oikos.”174 The Catalogue of Heroines paints a
picture of the families of mythology, stretching from the first man Deucalion to the Odyssey’s
own protagonist, all linked by the marriages and children of fourteen women. Genealogy acts as
a tool to tie local heroes to more well-known, established heroes, as well as to center the families
and traditions of an area in the panhellenic text of this important poem. The Aiolid family tree at
the heart of the Catalogue of Heroines emphasizes Thebes and the region of Boeotia while
linking to Sparta through Leda and Athens through Phaedra, Procris, and Ariadne. Overall, after
analyzing the Catalogue through TEI markup, both through objects and through the connections
between women, the Catalogue of Heroines speaks to the ancient Greek anxieties regarding
women and sexuality. When viewed in tandem, both elements I highlighted through TEI
contribute to the Catalogue’s primary purpose: to warn Odysseus of the potential dangers
awaiting him upon his return home if his wife Penelope fails to be faithful.
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Chapter 6: Network Graphs Methodology and Findings
While my interpretation of the Catalogue of Heroines via TEI and family trees led me to
new conclusions regarding the interconnectedness of the text, both through objects and through
people, the Catalogue also contains further interconnections between people and place. I decided
to study these connections by creating digital network graphs through the software Gephi.

Using ArcGIS to Visualize Place

When approaching the Catalogue of Heroines through the lens of place, my instinct and
prior experience in the digital humanities led me to ArcGIS, a software I had used in the past that
allows for the visualization of spatial data (for more on ArcGIS and Geographic Information
Systems (GIS), see Chapter 2). After I determined the ancient places most relevant to each
heroine, relying directly on the Odyssey text and contemporary sources, such as Hesiod’s Ehoiai,
I turned to the Pleiades Gazetteer: “a community-built gazetteer [that] publishes authoritative
information about ancient places and spaces.”175 I used the coordinates provided through
Pleiades to input each relevant place as a data point in ArcGIS, as shown below.
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Figure #16: The Catalogue of Heroines in ArcGIS

Each point on the map of Greece represents an ancient place connected to a woman from
the Catalogue. For instance, the furthest southern point is the island of Crete, the mythological
birthplace of the sisters Ariadne and Phaedra. The color of each dot corresponds to the woman
who inhabited or connected to each place.
The limitations of this map reveal themselves swiftly. First, while multiple women in the
Catalogue reside in Crete, on the map the location appears as only a single dot. This reduction
minimizes the relevance of a place solely to its existence on a map, rather than displaying the full
richness of heroines connected to the location. The same problem with aggregation occurs for
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other locations. For instance, the blue-green dot to the north of Athens is Thebes, and while the
Catalogue contains four separate heroines from this community, the static map presents Thebes
as a single data point. Rather than a dynamic visualization of the relationship between
mythological women and place, this map merely attaches a list of places to their coordinates. A
possible option for further exploration via ArcGIS would be to give each point a weight based on
the number of data points they contain. In the resulting graph, the points representing Thebes, or
the points representing cities such as Iolcos and Pylos that tie to the Aiolid family, would
outweigh other points. This graph would be informative, but not revelatory. The argument that
the Catalogue of Heroines focuses on mythological figures from the regions of Boeotia and
Thessaly has been made before, and while ArcGIS provides a tool to visualize this focus, it does
not allow for a representation of the interconnectedness between the heroines and place that sits
at the heart of the Catalogue nor does ArcGIS provide any new ways of approaching the
evidence.
Humanists use mapping in both quantitative and qualitative ways. Quantitative GIS
focuses on applying large sets of data to maps, frequently using methods such as weighted data
or heat maps. Qualitative GIS presents spatial information more descriptively, and digital
humanists use qualitative GIS to convert texts into spatial databases. The Catalogue of Heroines,
despite being rich with references to place, does not lend itself to GIS analysis, either
quantitatively or qualitatively. Because the dataset of the Catalogue of Heroines is not large, nor
is it statistical or numeric, quantitative GIS is not applicable. In addition, the qualitative analysis
displayed on the example map above shows the limits of GIS for a text such as the Catalogue of
Heroines, which consists of various seemingly unconnected points. Qualitative GIS has a richer
application when demonstrating the path traversed by an actor through space, or the way place
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changes with time. Geographical place within the Catalogue of Heroines takes on a more static
role in GIS, but becomes more dynamic and connected when presenting place through its
relationships with people. One of the flaws of GIS is that it “delineates space as a set of
Cartesian coordinates with attributes attached to the identified location, a cartographic concept,
rather than as relational space that maps interdependencies, a social concept.”176 My previous
TEI work assisted me in viewing the Catalogue as interconnected via its characters and stories,
but GIS proved inadequate for advancing my critical reading of the Catalogue’s connections
through the lens of space.

Networks

Instead of GIS, I instead turned to network visualization, specifically the method known
as Social Network Analysis (SNA). In a network graph, “the system to be analyzed consists of
elements that stand in pairwise relations.”177 These pairwise relations become depicted as edges
(or lines) drawn between two nodes (also known as vertices or data points). Edges can be
qualitative, simply demonstrating that such a relationship exists. However, edges can also be
directed, showing that the relationship exists from node A to node B but not from node B to node
A. Lastly, edges can be quantitative and contain a numeric strength or weight. While social
networks originated in the social sciences, digital humanists frequently use networks to represent
social connections present in literary or historical texts.
The flexibility in the visualization of a network graph provides both advantages and
disadvantages in humanistic work. Through SNA, digital humanists can display data in ways that
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they consider most conducive to their message without the fixed backdrop of a map that GIS
forces scholars to use. In a network graph, the layout of nodes and edges can be altered to change
the structure of the graph without actually altering the nodes and edges themselves. For example,
the figure below shows two network graphs with identical nodes and edges, but with different
structures.

A
A

B

B
C

C

D

D

Figure #17: A demonstration of how structure affects network graphs

Despite presenting the same information about the connections between nodes, the
spacing of these graphs conveys very different ideas about the data presented. In the graph on the
left, the nodes all appear equally interconnected, while the graph on the right sets Node D apart,
conveying a message that the relationships between A, B, anc C are stronger and D is an outlier.
Other visualization factors, such as color, can further alter the presentation of data in a network
graph, even as the data itself stays the same. The available customization of the representation of
connections between entities therefore offers scholars more to work with than GIS.
For these reasons, data visualization cannot be separated from the perspective of its
creator. Data scientists frequently view data visualization through the lens of distance, also
referred to as “the god trick of seeing everything from nowhere,” and strive to present
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visualizations as neutrally as possible, avoiding color or visualization that can be misconstrued as
persuasive rhetoric.178 However, the emphasis on the god trick and neutrality in data
visualization also directly and unfortunately involves the gendered binary between emotion and
reason. Feminist data visualization argues that “leveraging, rather than resisting, emotion in data
visualization” actually helps to communicate with data.179 I consider the flexibility of networks
and the ability to insert my own scholarly perspective a benefit when centering the relationships
between mythological women and place in the Catalogue of Heroines. If choices in data
visualization are made intentionally and transparently, perspective and rhetoric no longer pose a
problem in the presentation of data but instead enrich the data visualization and argument of the
scholar.

Gephi
In order to create my network graph of the Catalogue of Heroines, I used the software
Gephi. Gephi is an open-source network visualization platform “created with the idea to be the
Photoshop of network visualization.”180 Gephi allows users to play with data visualization
without the use of command lines or other technical elements that may limit its accessibility to
users. Users can upload data in a spreadsheet or manually input data points in Gephi. Users can
also input edges to connect the data points. Nodes and edges are stored in two separate tables
where they can be revisited and edited. Nodes and edges can be labeled, have their colors or size
changed, or be given weights.
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Once nodes and edges are inputted, Gephi displays these nodes and edges randomly.
Users are able to drag and move nodes, which will stretch their corresponding edges. However, if
users want to alter the appearance of their graph more drastically, Gephi by default provides
several options for layouts that adjust the placement of nodes and edges. While some of these
layouts exist only to improve the visibility of the graph, others are based on algorithms that
group the points of the graph in order to present greater meaning. Layouts for visibility (also
referred to as graphic adjustment) include Label Adjust, Noverlap, Expansion, and Contraction.
These layouts are self-explanatory, with Label Adjust adjusting the labels on nodes so that they
become more legible, Noverlap moving nodes away from each other to reduce overlap,
Expansion moving the nodes further apart and Contraction bringing the nodes closer together.
The algorithm-based layouts can be categorized into four groups based on their function: to
emphasize divisions, to emphasize complementarities, to emphasize ranking, and to emphasize
geographic repartition. Beyond layouts, users can also apply filters and queries to affect the way
Gephi displays their nodes and edges. These filters include ego networks (discussed in more
detail later in this chapter) as well as edge and node type.
Gephi categorizes projects done using its software based on the application.181 These
applications include social networks, Twitter networks, biological networks, and semantic
networks. Gephi will frequently be used to visualize social media interactions, but digital
humanists also apply it to historical texts. For instance, Stanford’s Republic of Letters project
visualizes the networks surrounding the correspondences of key 17th and 18th century
intellectual figures.182 I chose to use Gephi first because of its open-source nature. The software
is free to download and use, meaning not only that I can access it, but that I can publish my data
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files and allow for others to import and explore my network. Gephi also allows for a high-level
of customization, which I consider crucial for data visualization. Being able to change color,
manually move points, choose between and experiment with a variety of layouts, and filter data
enables users to fully explore their data and choose to present it in a manner most conducive to
the conclusions they have drawn.
However, Gephi also presents challenges as a platform. Gephi’s interface can be
confusing to navigate, and the zoom functionality makes it difficult to view a network graph in
its entirety while still being able to view labels. Humorously enough, in my own use of Gephi, I
frequently found myself losing my network graph within the interface. While the Gephi
documentation provides tutorials for its features, these tutorials applied better to larger datasets,
or the importation of pre-existing datasets, rather than the creation of a small dataset within
Gephi.

My network visualization

In creating a network of the Catalogue of Heroines in Gephi, I had to choose my data
points as well as the kinds of edges between these points. My final network has 105 data points,
representing the heroines, the other mythological characters that connect these women, the places
inhabited by these women and their families, and the four human-made objects of the text. These
points are connected by edges representing direct familial or spousal relationships between two
people, residence between a person and a place, and ownership between a person and an object.
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My final network appears here:

Figure #18: The Complete Network of the Catalogue of Heroines

Some stylistic elements of the graph require explanation. First, the color of each data
point relates to the point’s categorization. The fourteen heroines are represented through
lavender vertices. Aiolos and his children are salmon-colored. Places are green, and objects are
yellow. Odysseus, as the protagonist of the text and the narrator of the Catalogue, stands out as
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the sole dark turquoise point. The remaining points, which represent mythological characters that
are neither the fourteen heroines nor the Aiolids, remain gray, the default color provided in
Gephi. The use of these color categorizations reveal patterns and clusters that I discuss further
later in this chapter.
The ForceAtlas layout determines the layout of my network graph. Developed by
Mathieu Jacomy in 2007, ForceAtlas “is made to spatialize Small-World / Scale-free networks. It
is focused on quality (meaning ‘being useful to explore real data’) to allow a rigorous
interpretation of the graph (e.g. in SNA) with the fewest biases possible, and a good readability
even if it is slow.”183 Force-directed algorithms like ForceAtlas apply spring-like physical forces
to nodes in order to create uniform vertex distribution, uniform edge length, and a visually
pleasing graph. ForceAtlas minimizes the crossing of edges and the overlap of nodes, leading to
a more legible graph. I opted for ForceAtlas because in comparison with the potentially massive
graphs that can be rendered through Gephi, my 105 data points are relatively small. Furthermore,
ForceAtlas pushes my data points into clusters, which ends up dividing the network based on
similarities in place. ForceAtlas allowed for a visually digestible presentation of the nodes and
edges of the Catalogue of Heroines. After applying ForceAtlas, I applied Noverlap to further
space out clusters of nodes and increase legibility. In my end result, several loops are formed in
addition to clusters around prominent nodes (such as the cities of Thebes or Sparta), and all
nodes are positioned in order that they can be viewed easily alongside their edge connections.
The edges in my network are qualitative and undirected. The edges as they exist within
my dataset are labeled with edge types describing the relationship they represent. While these
edges lack direction, in order to guide the data as much as possible toward a female-centered
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network graph, I used language that positioned the women as the agents within the connection.
For example, Cretheus and Tyro are connected through an edge labeled “father”. In this instance,
Cretheus’ relevance to the network stems from his connection to Tyro, rather than the other way
around. I chose to only present relationships between people with one generation of separation,
so for instance, Tyro and Cretheus connect through “father,” but Tyro and Aiolos do not connect
through “grandfather.” Tyro and Aiolos link through two edges, thus meaning they have a
connection of two degrees. For relationships between a person and a place, I used the label
“residence,” which encapsulates the different relationships a person could have with a place on
which mythological sources may differ. While labels such as “birthplace” are more specific,
many mythological characters do not have specific birthplaces as much as they have places that
they are associated with. Lastly, for relationships between people and objects, I used the label
“owner.” These edge labels do not appear on the final graph for the sake of simplicity and
clarity, but still exist within the dataset.
Due to the involvement of separate categories of nodes (people, places, and objects), my
network stands out from other digital humanities SNA projects. Projects that I discussed in
Chapter 2 such as Six Degrees of Francis Bacon focus exclusively on interpersonal connections.
A network that visualizes the connections between people, place, and objects strays from the
conventions of SNA. However, I believe that all three of these components are essential for the
understanding of the Catalogue of Heroines. For instance, Epicaste (5) and Eriphyle (14) have a
six degree connection when viewed solely through the lens of people. When presenting their
relationship through the lens of objects, their connection becomes only two degrees of separation
through the Necklace of Harmonia. Similarly, Antiope (2) and Epicaste (5) have a connection of
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21 degrees of separation when viewed only through interpersonal relationships. This degree
decreases to two after incorporating place, as both women have direct ties to Thebes.

What is an ego network?

An ego network is a special type of network graph that centers around one point known
as the ego. Any point in a graph can serve as the ego. An ego network can then be curated to
extend to a certain degree. Gephi allows for users to filter their networks in order to display an
ego network surrounding a specific node, as well as to specify the depth of said ego network.
SNA projects involving ego networks frequently use the principle of six degrees of separation,
the idea that all people are six or fewer social connections away from one another. For instance,
Six Degrees of Francis Bacon highlights all of the famous early modern figures who are within
six degrees of Francis Bacon’s social network. The principle of six degrees of separation does
not apply to my network graph of the Catalogue of Heroines, because the interpersonal
connections are only familial and spousal, while six degree relationships refer to social
interactions. The Catalogue of Heroines discusses its heroines and characters solely in terms of
family relationships, rather than friendships. Therefore, an ego network such as Six Degrees of
Tyro, while interesting, would not encompass the entirety of the Catalogue.
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Figure #19: Three Degrees of Tyro

However, the network graph of the Catalogue of Heroines is a complete graph, meaning
there is a path from any one point to any other. An ego network of Tyro with the maximum depth
would just be the graph itself. Due to this nature of my final graph, I determined that peoplecentric ego networks would not be as meaningful as place-centric ego networks. Discussions of
place arose in my initial TEI work through my creation of a placeography, and for many of the
heroines, their stories are inextricable from the ancient locations they mythologically occupied.
Thus, I decided to incorporate and to center place when analyzing my final network in Gephi.

The Duality of Thebes
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My interrogation of my network graph corroborated conclusions I had already drawn via
my TEI exploration of the Catalogue of Heroines. For example, the duality of the city of Thebes
with regard to the presence of two separate Theban foundation myths also becomes evident in an
ego network of Thebes.

Figure #20: Three Degrees of Thebes

Here, the ego network of Thebes appears divided into two concise, non-connecting
sections. To the upper left in Figure #5, Antiope (2) and her descendants connect to Thebes
through the foundation myth of Amphion and Zethus. The remainder of the immediate Theban
network consists of figures belonging to the House of Thebes, the rulers of Thebes tied to the
Theban founder Cadmus. The most important detail made apparent through the Theban ego
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network is the lack of interconnection between the two separate foundation myths. Despite all
residing in Thebes within mythology, Antiope has no interpersonal relationship with either
Alcmene (3), Megara (4), or Epicaste (5). Instead, Antiope and her descendants represent an
entirely distinct Theban foundation myth, connected to other Theban characters solely through
place.
In the previous chapter regarding my findings from TEI (Chapter 5), I explained the role
of both foundational myths to Thebes, but in what follows I explore these myths in more detail.
The text of the Catalogue of Heroines directly states that the sons of Antiope, Amphion and
Zethus, were “the first settlers of Thebes.”184 Geographically, Antiope has local ties to the area
surrounding Thebes as well, as her father (according to the Catalogue) is the River Asopos, a
Boeotian river close to Thebes. This establishes her sons, “the twins Amphion and Zethus…[as]
local heroes [who] set walls around Thebes to fortify it against attackers, thus creating the
characteristic feature associated with the city for centuries.”185 The descendants of Amphion and
Zethus cease to play a role within the mythology of Thebes following the foundation myth, as
represented in the network graph through the path from Amphion through his wife Niobe to
Tantalos, who then connects Amphion to the House of Atreus in Mycenae. Thus, while Theban
in origin and directly responsible for the foundation of Thebes, Antiope and her descendants
serve to forge a connection between Thebes and other prominent ancient cities, rather than
connecting to other Theban figures.
On the other hand, the remaining characters within the three-degree Theban ego network
are all interconnected as Theban royalty descending from Cadmus, the other (and rival)
mythological Theban founder. Epicaste’s son Oedipus, “ruled over the Cadmeans in Thebes,” a
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reference which constitutes the Catalogue’s only direct acknowledgment of this second
foundational myth.186 Cadmus mythologically originates in Phoenicia and travels to Boeotia to
found Thebes following the abduction of his sister Europa.187 This means that the ruling family
of Thebes that descended from Cadmus and includes Epicaste (5) and Megara (4) are technically
immigrants from the near east, rather than local heroes like Antiope (2) and her sons Amphion
and Zethus. While Amphion connects to the prominent Bronze Age center of Mycenae through
his marriage to Niobe, thus lending a Panhellenic narrative to his foundation myth, the Cadmeoi
(descendants of Cadmus) have an isolated role within the Catalogue. The only non-Theban
women closely connected to the Cadmeoi within the Theban ego network generated from my
network graph are Phaedra (9) and Eriphyle (14), who both connect to Epicaste. However,
Phaedra and Epicaste also share a two-degree connection not through people or place, but
through the shared role of the βρόχος in their stories (discussed further below). Eriphyle and
Epicaste link through their shared ownership of the Necklace of Harmonia, and Eriphyle also
connects to the Cadmeoi interpersonally through her involvement in the Seven Against Thebes.
Therefore, although Eriphyle did not explicitly reside in Thebes, her story centers on Thebes.
The Cadmeoi’s role within the Catalogue of Heroines only serves to represent Thebes, not to
forge connections between Thebes and the rest of Greece. Even Heracles, who, while born in
Thebes, served as a Panhellenic hero, only appears within the Catalogue of Heroines through his
relation to Alcmene and Megara, two Theban women.
The ego network created through my network graph thus depicts a Thebes that, although
richly represented within the Catalogue, remains isolated from the rest of the Catalogue’s
contents. If we ignore connections formed through objects, the Theban ego network would not
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connect to non-Theban heroines. Further, while other Catalogue heroines demonstrate some
spatial mobility, such as Chloris (6) whose father rules over the city of Orchomenos but marries
Neleus and moves to his city of Pylos, the Theban heroines are only referenced through their
connection to Thebes. Alcmene (3), for instance, originated in Tiryns, but journeyed with her
husband Amphitryon to Thebes.188 Notably, the Catalogue excludes this spatially-driven
narrative by only defining Alcmene through her famous son Heracles, always associated with his
birthplace Thebes despite his panhellenic status. Even the implied connections, such as
Alcmene’s connection to Tiryns, do not tie the Theban women to other Catalogue heroines.
Within the narrative presented by the Catalogue of Heroines, then, Thebes as ruled over by the
Cadmeans exists as its own entity, separate from the rest of the ancient Greek world. The
separation of Thebes within the Catalogue of Heroines aligns with the frequent ancient practice
in tragedy of “defining the space of Thebes on the Athenian stage as a place of extreme
‘Otherness,’ a place where identities are confounded and confused.”189 While Thebes’ otherness
within Athenian tragedy has been thoroughly explored, my network graph indicates this same
otherness manifesting within the Catalogue of Heroines and thus epic tradition. Overall, Thebes,
disconnected from the remainder of the Catalogue of Heroines, has two conflicting foundation
myths, one which the Catalogue explicitly states, the other which it only implies. Despite
Thebes’ prominence within the Catalogue, its origin still remains muddled and disjointed, as
depicted in the two separate Theban sections of my network graph, and its characters remain
isolated from the greater panhellenic narrative.

Aiolid Centrality and Theban Exclusion
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Another relevant ego network pulled from my network graph is the ego network of
Aiolos to the third degree. This network captures the closest connections to the Aiolid family:

Figure #21: Three Degrees of Aiolos

Aiolos connects to several heroines through his immediate descendants, all with links to
different ancient places. The first heroine of the Catalogue, Tyro, belongs to Aiolos’ lineage, as
does her daughter-in-law Chloris (6). Clymene (13), Iphimedia (8), and Procris (10) also appear
in Aiolos’ ego network. In Chapter 5, I discussed the centrality of the Aiolid family to the
Catalogue of Heroines as shown through TEI and family trees. The network graph of the
Catalogue of Heroines also displays and therefore corroborates this centrality. Figure #3, the
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entire network graph, has a clearly visible cluster of salmon-colored nodes representing Aiolos
and his sons and daughter. Due to this Aiolid centrality, the ego network of Aiolos, even when
only to the third degree, contains rich detail. Previously, I analyzed an ego network of a place.
Now, I want to view the Aiolid ego network through the lens of place to determine what places
are central to the Catalogue, assuming the previously demonstrated Aiolid centrality.
Six places (designated by green nodes) appear within the Aiolid ego network. Of these
six places: one, Pylos, belongs to the Peloponnese region; Orchomenos alone represents the
region of Boeotia; and the remaining four places (Phylace, Iolcos, Alus, and the Enipeus River)
are in Thessaly. The Aiolids, the central family of the Catalogue of Heroines, clearly originate in
and closely tie to Thessaly, while also showing no close connections to Thebes. The absence of
close connections between Thebes and the Aiolids furthers the anti-Theban nature of the
Catalogue by distancing Thebes from the primary characters of the Catalogue. When expanding
the Aiolid ego network from the third to the fourth degree, new places are included such as
Mount Ossa and Mount Pelion from the Thessaly region through Iphimedeia (8) and Athens (of
the Attic region) through Procris (10). The shortest path between Aiolos and Thebes is eight
degrees long, showing significant distance between the Aiolid family and the city of Thebes as
represented by the heroines included in the Catalogue. Earlier in this chapter, I discussed the
ways in which the Catalogue isolates Thebes and its characters, and the distances between
Thebes and this central family of the Catalogue further emphasizes and solidifies this point. In
contrast to the distance between the Theban heroines and the remainder of the Catalogue, the
Aiolids connect easily to Orchomenos and Athens, mythological (and historical) enemies to
Thebes. Therefore, the Catalogue sides both with Orchomenos and Athens in their conflicts
against Thebes.
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In order to illustrate this point, I analyze the conflict between Thebes and Orchomenos
and the role of Orchomenos within the Catalogue in more depth. The Boeotian city of
Orchomenos connects to the Aiolids through the heroines Chloris (6) and Clymene (13).
Mythologically, Orchomenos and Thebes are enemy cities. Erginos, the king of Orchomenos,
and Heracles, representing Thebes, famously battled, after which Heracles “carried the war back
to the Orchomenians, flooding their land, taking and destroying the city, and forcing them to pay
tribute to the Thebans.”190 Schachter argues that this mythological conflict in which Heracles, the
most prominent Theban hero, defeated and destroyed Orchomenos mirrors a real historical
conflict between the two Boeotian cities which “resulted in an extension of Theban influence in
the west of the region, and an overall diminution in the power of Orchomenos.”191 Heracles
appears in the Catalogue of Heroines as a part of the isolated network of the Cadmeians in
Thebes. Orchomenos, however, has a far more interconnected role within the Catalogue.
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Figure #22: Ego network of Orchomenos with path between Orchomenos and Nestor highlighted

In the above third-degree ego network of Orchomenos, the shortest possible path between
Orchomenos and the hero Nestor appears highlighted in red. The connection between
Orchomenos and Nestor only takes two degrees, passing through the heroine Chloris (6),
Nestor’s mother, born in Orchomenos. Within the plot of the Odyssey and prior to the events of
the Odyssey during the Trojan War, Nestor plays a significant role and has a personal
relationship to Odysseus. In fact, a third-degree ego network of Odysseus within the network
graph of the Catalogue of Heroines reveals that Odysseus is connected to the heroines of the
Catalogue through his familial link to Nestor.
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Figure #23: Three Degrees of Odysseus

The ego network of Odysseus, when viewed to the third degree, only depicts a path
between Odysseus and Nestor through their children, Polycaste and Telemachus, who marry
after the events of the Odyssey. However, regardless of the familial and spousal link between
Odysseus and Nestor, the two characters also have a personal friendship that links their stories.
Through Nestor, then, Odysseus connects to the Aiolids and the Catalogue of Heroines in its
entirety. Nestor, and therefore Odysseus, closely connect to Orchomenos while not closely
connecting to Thebes. When viewing Odysseus’s place within the network graph, he takes on a
central role due to his tie to the Aiolid family. While Odysseus’ immediate family does not
appear within the Catalogue of Heroines, the ties that still exist between him and the Aiolids
affirm his own importance to the stories he shares. In a similar manner, the connection to
Odysseus, protagonist of the entire epic, affirms the importance of the characters of the
Catalogue of Heroines. The two additional main points I have derived from this network study
involve the geographic strengths of various places emphasized and clarified through this method.
The Aiolids, as the family closest to Odysseus in the network graph, have a privileged position
within his telling of the Catalogue. Odysseus’ connection to Nestor and therefore to Orchomenos
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also raises Orchomenos as a primary Boeotian city over Thebes. The privileging of Orchomenos
in this section further calls to mind the Catalogue’s interest in separating Thebes from the rest of
the people and places in the Catalogue, since Orchomenos and Thebes were mythic and historic
rivals.
In addition to placing Orchomenos over Thebes, the Aiolid centrality of the Catalogue
also privileges Athens over Thebes. As previously mentioned, expanding the Aiolid ego network
from three degrees to four includes Athens through Procris (10), wife of Cephalus, the son of the
Aiolid Deion. Scholars regard the passage of the Catalogue of Heroines containing Phaedra,
Procris, and Ariadne to be an Athenian interpolation, as “in general, the Homeric poems do not
make use of Attic mythology.”192 When viewing the inclusion of these three heroines as
Athenian propaganda, the choice to include a heroine who ties Athens to the Aiolid family
further highlights the centrality of the Aiolids and an Athenian desire to align themselves with
ancient Greek locations other than Thebes. Both Athens and Orchomenos unite within the
Catalogue of Heroines as locations relevant to the descendants of Aiolos, yet Thebes is excluded.
Frame, in his discussion of the Athenian interpolation hypothesis, argues that the Athenian
dictator at the time of the crystallization of the Odyssey, Peisistratus, claimed descent from
Nestor and the Aiolids, which becomes evident both in the Aiolid centrality and the inclusion of
Procris as an Athenian heroine tied to the Aiolids.193 Assuming the Catalogue at least partially
results from an Athenian interpolation during the 6th century, the exclusion and isolation of
Thebes within the Catalogue can be partially explained by the war between Athens and Thebes at
this time.
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The Athenian-Theban Connection

Despite the distance between Thebes and Athens evidenced through interpersonal
relationships in the Catalogue, the final element represented in the nodes of my network graph,
objects, closes the distance between these two locations. One heroine whose mythology includes
suicide by hanging (encapsulated via a node labelled “βρόχος,” the ancient Greek word for
noose) comes from both Athens and Thebes. The ego network of the βρόχος connects both to
Epicaste (5) and Phaedra (9), thereby linking their respective cities.

Figure #24: Three Degrees of βρόχος
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These two cities in the Catalogue of Heroines, then, connect not through the movement of
illustrious mythological families but through the actions of dishonorable women. Phaedra as the
wife to the Athenian hero Theseus and Epicaste as the wife (and mother) to the Theban king
Oedipus both resort to suicide by hanging following their sexual transgressions. Phaedra, after
attempting to engage in an adulterous affair with her stepson Hippolytus, accuses him of rape,
leading her husband Theseus to call upon Poseidon to destroy his son. When Phaedra’s slander is
discovered, she hangs herself.194 Epicaste unknowingly marries her son Oedipus, has four
children by him, and when the truth is revealed about his identity, she also commits suicide by
hanging.195 When viewing the Catalogue of Heroines as a warning to Odysseus about the ways
women can betray or dishonor the men in their lives in regards to his wife Penelope, having the
dangerous nature of women affect significant heroes of both Athens and Thebes further
emphasizes the gravity of the warning. Untrustworthy and sexually corrupted women can exist
anywhere: Athens, Thebes, or even Odysseus’ homeland of Ithaca.
While both Phaedra and Epicaste dishonor themselves and resort to death by the βρόχος,
key differences exist in their stories which may still reflect a possible anti-Theban bias within the
Catalogue of Heroines, however. Phaedra commits her sexual transgression knowingly and
deceives her husband Theseus. However, since Phaedra is an immigrant to Athens from Crete
rather than an Athenian by birth, her crime may reflect upon the corruptibility of women rather
than any negative traits of Athens. On the other hand, although Epicaste breaks sexual taboo
unknowingly, Oedipus is equally culpable in their transgressions, and ancient sources such as
Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex frequently depict Oedipus as hubristic and therefore partially
responsible for his reprehensible actions with Epicaste. While Phaedra’s story reflects negatively
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on the sexual appetites of women, Epicaste shows the moral failings of Thebes as well as the
negative fates that women can suffer. Thus, while the βρόχος reveals gender anxieties that
underlie the entirety of the Catalogue of Heroines, this object as used in the story of Epicaste also
still upholds the anti-Theban rhetoric of the Catalogue.

Conclusion

Network graphs provide a valuable way to visualize and analyze the connections inherent
in a text. Ego networks divide the Catalogue of Heroines into an isolated Theban segment and a
broader Aiolid-centered segment that includes the Theban enemy city-states of Orchomenos and
Athens, as well as Odysseus. When analyzing the Catalogue of Heroines through
interconnections between place and characters in such networks, then, a clear bias emerges
within the text against Thebes, despite the Boeotian and Thessalian focus of many of its
narratives. Overall, network graphs allow for the presentation of connections between people and
places that can be viewed more dynamically than a mere static map. The centrality of the Aiolids
and their connection to Odysseus through Nestor also serves as a primary visual feature of the
Catalogue when presented as a network graph.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion

The heroines included in the Catalogue of Heroines fall into several categories that speak
to the roles and perceptions of ancient Greek women. While some women provide exclusively
positive examples, other women represent the negative repercussions of men trusting women too
much. There is a preoccupation in the Catalogue with the place of women within a family
lineage. Further, even when the poem does not state the stories of the heroines in full, ancient
audiences would certainly have known and would have recalled the full story that connected to
each name.

From Tyro to Eriphyle: Positive and Negative Examples of Women
First and foremost, the Catalogue considers its heroines worthy of praise due to their role
as mothers and predecessors to great ancient heroes, a role which the Catalogue considers
essential. Within the misogynistic ancient Greek milieu, the ability of women to be loyal wives
and produce heroic offspring merits the most praise. By uplifting and featuring women who are
defined by their famous offspring, the Catalogue emphasizes its expectations for not only
Penelope within the Odyssey but also for its female listeners.
Out of all fourteen heroines, Tyro, the first heroine, receives the most lines in the
Catalogue (11.235-259), and Tyro is held up as the ideal woman within the text. While the
majority of Tyro’s story revolves around her sexual encounter with Poseidon, her story
concludes by documenting her sons, their localities, and their talents. We learn about Pelias and
Neleus, her sons by Poseidon who settle in Iolcos and Pylos respectively, in addition to her
mortal sons: Aeson, Pheres, and Amythaeon. Tyro’s sons go on to have their own significance in
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mythology, especially Aeson, the father of the hero Jason; and Neleus, the father of Nestor.
Tyro’s role becomes clear by the end of her Catalogue entry: she is a mother whose descendents
include a multitude of prominent heroes. Furthermore, Tyro demonstrates humility and respect
for the gods. When Poseidon tells Tyro to “go home and restrain yourself from naming me,” it
seems as though she obeys, only revealing the true parentage of her sons to Odysseus in the
Underworld.196 Hesiod’s Ehoiai also demonstrates Tyro’s piety. When her father, Salmoneus,
imitates Zeus and Zeus punishes him by killing him and all of his people, Tyro “was left
behind…because she would rebuke and contend with Salmoneus continually and would not
permit [a mortal] to contend with gods.”197 Therefore, beyond the details included within the
Catalogue of Heroines, Tyro has a reputation in mythology for being pious and respectful of the
gods, in addition to being beautiful and a mother to heroes. The epic introduces Tyro’s role as a
positive example for women in Odyssey 2 when Antinous, one of Penelope’s suitors, compares
Penelope to “the braided girls of ancient Greece, / Tyro, Alcmene, garlanded Mycene.”198
Therefore, when Tyro opens the Catalogue of Heroines as an example of an ideal woman by
ancient Greek standards, the precedent of her use as a positive exemplum for women has already
been established by her use by Antinous as a mythological comparison for Penelope.
Tyro’s role in the Catalogue as the ideal ancient woman contrasts with the stories of other
women in this section, some subtle and others outright negative examples. Tyro is not the only
mother to great heroes within the Catalogue of Heroines, for example. She is accompanied by
Antiope (2), Alcmene (3), Epicaste (5), Chloris (6), Leda (7), and Iphimedeia (8). However,
Tyro’s discretion sets her apart from the other heroines who are mothers to heroes by gods. For
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instance, Antiope boasts (εὔχετ᾽) about her affair with Zeus that results in her sons Amphion and
Zethus, the founders of Thebes.199 Similarly, Iphimedeia repeatedly alleged (φάσκε) that she had
an affair with Poseidon.200 Unlike Tyro, then, these two women brag about their relationships
with gods, a trait that negatively reflects upon them. Tyro allows her husband to assume
paternity of Poseidon’s children, thus being able to preserve his family lineage and honor, while
the other women make it clear through their boasting that their children are not their husbands’.
Contrary to Tyro’s respect for the gods, the Catalogue depicts Iphimedeia (8) and her
sons by Poseidon, Otus and Ephialtes, as negative exempla. Otus and Ephialtes “were
threatening the immortals in Olympus / Making the furious battlecries of war.”201 Iphimedeia’s
sons are killed by Apollo at a young age because of their attempt to usurp the gods, showing that
simply having strong children by a god does not make a woman good: rather, a woman such as
Iphimedeia who boasts and observes a less respectful relationship with the gods will model a
similar brashness for her children and thus can be considered a poor mother. Otus and Ephialtes
are punished by death without honor, unlike Leda’s (7) twin sons Castor and Polydeuces, whom
the Catalogue depicts as having “obtained honor equal to the gods” following their deaths.202 The
two sequential Catalogue entries for Leda and Iphimedeia, then, both of which tell the stories of
the deaths of twin sons, emphasize the difference between a praiseworthy mother whose sons
receive honor from the gods and a condemnable mother whose sons attempt to challenge the
power of the gods. This juxtaposition reveals the importance of an ancient Greek mother to be
respectful of the gods and carry herself with humility, as her negative behavior transfers to her
children and thus her entire family lineage.
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A more multivalent exemplum in the Catalogue of Heroines is Epicaste (5), mother to
Oedipus. Epicaste, mother of Oedipus, receives the epithet of noble (καλὴν) and the Catalogue
describes her infamous myth in which she unknowingly marries her own son as Epicaste making
“a great error through her ignorance.”203 Despite her mistakes, however, I believe that the
Catalogue of Heroines still presents Epicaste as a positive example for women. The instant
Epicaste becomes aware of the atrocity she has committed, she kills herself by “fastening a noose
and hanging straight down from the high ceiling.”204 In Chapter 5, I discussed the relationship in
ancient Greek literature and tradition between women and hanging, and Epicaste’s suicide
represents an instance in which death by hanging allows a woman to reclaim some of her honor
and reputation. As a result of her drastic reaction to finding out about her marriage to her son, the
Catalogue does not condemn Epicaste and instead refers to her positively and emphasizes her
lack of awareness in committing her mistake.
In lines 11.321-325, the Catalogue turns its attention to three Athenian heroines who
serve as negative exempla. These women, Phaedra (9), Procris (10), and Ariadne (11), all
represent the ways in which women can be corrupted by lust. While their stories are not
explicitly stated in the Catalogue of Heroines (Ariadne, who receives the longest of the three
portions of the Catalogue, is only allotted four lines, while Phaedra and Procris are mentioned by
name only), hearing their names in brief succession would remind audiences of the parallels in
their stories and the dangers of a woman’s sexuality. Phaedra, the most infamous of these three
Athenian heroines, becomes the wife of the Athenian hero Theseus, and seeks to engage in an
adulterous affair with her young stepson Hippolytus. When Hippolytus rejects her, she accuses
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him of rape to her husband Theseus, resulting in Hippolytus’ death.205 When Phaedra’s lie is
discovered, she hangs herself. In her story, Phaedra’s lust results in her own death as well as the
death of her stepson, showing the way women’s sexuality corrupts and therefore must be
controlled. Procris’ mythology revolves around a similar theme of female sexuality. Her
husband, Cephalus, decides to test her loyalty by staying away from home for eight years and
returning in disguise to seduce her.206 Procris then represents a woman who is unable to stay
faithful to her husband and gives in to lust. Both Procris and Phaedra align with the ancient
Greek notion that women are “markedly more open to erotic emotion than men and sexually
insatiable once aroused.”207 The final Athenian heroine in this section, Ariadne, falls in love with
Theseus and betrays her own father in order to help him.208 Ariadne’s betrayal of her father,
Minos of Knossos, also brings to mind the potential for women to be corrupted and harm their
household. Furthermore, within the myth presented in the Catalogue of Heroines, “Artemis killed
[Ariadne]/In seagirt Día by the testimony of Dionysus.”209 While the meaning of these lines is
vague, contrary to other versions of the myth in which Theseus abandons Ariadne and she
marries the god Dionysus, the Catalogue of Heroines portrays Ariadne as offending the gods and
being punished with death for it. Like Phaedra and Procris, Ariadne’s sexuality leads to the
corruption of her household. The three Athenian heroines are alike both in their sexual
corruption and the punishment which follows, showing that their behavior should be viewed
negatively.
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The final heroine who serves as a negative exemplum is also the only heroine that the
Catalogue explicitly condemns. Eriphyle (14) occupies the final position, resulting in the
Catalogue opening with its most positive exemplum and concluding with its most negative.
Eriphyle receives the epithet loathsome (στυγερήν), and the Catalogue states that she “accepted
precious gold for the life of her beloved husband.”210 While the other negative exempla of the
Catalogue are implied through contemporaneous knowledge of their traditions outside of the
Catalogue, Eriphyle’s betrayal of her husband is stated directly. When the Catalogue concludes,
then, Eriphyle’s story, in which she accepted the Necklace of Harmonia as a bribe from
Polyneikes in exchange for persuading her husband Amphiaurus to join the expedition of the
Seven Against Thebes, resulting in his death, most prominently resonates within the audience’s
memory.211 Following this betrayal, Eriphyle’s own son Alkmaion kills her in order to avenge
his father.212 Therefore, the most explicitly negative depiction of a woman within the Catalogue
of Heroines ends with the heroine meeting an equally negative fate: being killed by her son.
The positive and negative exempla within the Catalogue of Heroines connect concretely
to the positive and negative portrayals of women elsewhere in the Odyssey. As a whole the epic
focuses on the uncertainty of Penelope’s fidelity upon Odysseus’ return to Ithaca, and at the
poem’s conclusion Penelope and Odysseus are reunited after Penelope proves her loyalty.
Penelope’s fidelity stands in stark contrast to the stories of the Catalogue’s heroines. While
Procris succumbs to temptation after her husband’s absence of eight years, Penelope remains
faithful after twenty. While Eriphyle betrays her husband after receiving bribes, Penelope
exploits the gifts of her suitors to enrich her household while still refusing to remarry. Penelope
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even aligns with Epicaste: when mourning the absence of her husband Odysseus and lamenting
the possibility of remarriage, she states, “If only Artemis / would bring me gentle death right
now to end / my misery.”213 Rather than betray her husband through marrying another man,
Penelope considers suicide as a viable option to maintain her honor as a woman and as a wife.
Odyssey 11 also provides a negative exemplum for women through Clytemnestra, whose
own husband Agamemnon recounts her betrayal directly to Odysseus in Odyssey 11.389-464,
around sixty lines after the conclusion of the Catalogue of Heroines. While Penelope aligns with
the best behaviors of the women of the Catalogue, Clytemnestra embodies the worst. In the
Underworld, Agamemnon explains to Odysseus that he was murdered upon his return home from
war by his wife Clytemnestra and her lover Aegisthus.214 Similar to the lustful Athenian heroines
at the end of the Catalogue, then, Clytemnestra betrays her husband and household for her lover.
However, the most striking parallel between Clytemnestra and the negative depictions of women
within the Catalogue of Heroines is the shared theme of matricide between Eriphyle and
Clytemnestra. Both women are killed by their sons in order to avenge their betrayed husbands.
Clytemnestra’s son Orestes and Eriphyle’s son Alkmaion also both suffer from madness
following their murders of their mothers.215 Clytemnestra then mirrors Eriphyle’s story with the
addition of the insatiable sexuality attributed to wicked women in ancient Greek tradition.
Therefore, the stories of the Catalogue of Heroines easily and closely tie into the stories of both
Penelope and Clytemnestra, who are juxtaposed as the two extremes of female behavior, while
emphasizing the punishments faced by women who follow Clytemnestra’s path. Due to
Clytemnestra’s story immediately following the Catalogue within Odysseus’ retelling of his
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journey into the Underworld, Clytemnestra also represents the true final entry to the Catalogue.
The Odyssey concludes with a happy reunion for Penelope and Odysseus, thus rewarding
positive behavior in women and relaying the message to its female audience that Penelope is a
woman to emulate and Clytemnestra is a woman to scorn and avoid.

Final Conclusions
In my exploration of the Catalogue of Heroines, I applied DH methods to reach a deeper
understanding of the relationships between characters and place. Through this exploration, I
drew conclusions about ancient ideologies surrounding women as conveyed through the stories
of the Catalogue, as well as the ancient Greek emphasis placed on family lineage and ties to
locations. I began with an investigation into the history of the application of the digital
humanities to ancient Mediterranean studies. Following this, I developed my own translation of
the Catalogue of Heroines, performed a TEI close reading of the Catalogue, and created a
network graph of the characters, places, and objects of the Catalogue. By applying these DH
methods to the Catalogue of Heroines, I sought to fill the gaps within women-centered classics
and DH projects. Since both the fields of women’s history and of DH are relatively new and
therefore constantly still growing, I contribute to these fields by focusing on the Catalogue of
Heroines and therefore also on the Odyssey’s fixation with women.
The digital humanities, which I have defined as the application of computing technology
to the multitude of humanities-based fields, has close ties to ancient Mediterranean studies.
Classicists have consistently been at the forefront of the expansion of digital humanities, both in
applying existing tools and methods and in developing new tools catered towards their needs.
Digital humanists focusing on the classics have adapted DH methods such as TEI (Text
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Encoding Initiative) for text encoding of epigraphic texts and papyri. Spatial analysis, another
core practice of the digital humanities, has also been applied to the classics through gazetteers,
maps, and recreations of ancient places. Classicists also commonly use network graphs to
visualize relationships between ancient peoples. In exploring the application of the digital
humanities to classics, I noted the attempt to reckon with the imbalance of female-centered
ancient sources, as well as modern biases that sometimes still exist against female classicists. I
offer my analysis of the Catalogue of Heroines as an addition to the field of women-centered
ancient Mediterranean studies explored through DH, both as a project focused on women and as
a project undertaken by a female classicist.
Following my initial exploration of the digital humanities, my first step in my analysis of
the Catalogue of Heroines was to provide my own translation of the text. While I had initially
begun working with Emily Wilson’s 2018 translation of the Odyssey, I found it more accurate
and detailed to directly use the original Greek and develop my own translation. Translating the
text myself revealed to me new aspects about the voice and audience of the Catalogue of
Heroines. I also determined that the story of Tyro and Poseidon, which begins the Catalogue of
Heroines, can be interpreted as far more violent than other translators have previously read it.
Furthermore, I revealed how the original ancient Greek text of the Odyssey develops shared
imagery between Poseidon, water, and pregnancy which emphasizes the association between
Poseidon and fertility. I believe my final translation of the Catalogue of Heroines authentically
represents the text in its full detail, and for the remainder of my discussion of the Catalogue, I
have relied on my own translation.
Following my translation, I performed a close reading through text encoding of the
Catalogue of Heroines, both in English and in the original ancient Greek. From this close
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reading, I determined that the Catalogue contains four human-made objects that all speak to the
perception of women in ancient Greece. These four objects, ζώνη (girdle), βρόχος (noose), ἕδνα
(bride-price), and χρυσὸν (gold) all speak to a negative perception of ancient women as deceitful,
lustful, and easily corrupted through their sexuality. This negative perception of women aligns
with the overall purpose of the Catalogue of Heroines within my work, which is to serve as a
warning to Odysseus regarding his wife Penelope’s faithfulness while he is away from home and
to provide exempla to guide the women in its audience. Through TEI, I also examined the way
the women in the Catalogue connect through marriage and family in order to create an
overarching family tree, thus revealing the way in which ancient Greek women in patrilocal
marriages served to link families and places. Additionally, the Catalogue of Heroines does not
exist in isolation but rather ties to the remainder of the Odyssey. My creation of family trees
following my TEI close reading and resulting prosopography demonstrate and reinforce the point
that Odysseus himself directly links to the Catalogue of Heroines, both through his own family
lineage and through his marriage, the tradition of which serves as a backdrop to all the stories of
women contained within the Catalogue.
Finally, I analyzed the Catalogue of Heroines through the creation of a network graph
using the software Gephi that linked people, places, and objects. Through this visualization, it
became apparent that the Catalogue of Heroines, while including many characters connected to
Thebes, contains an anti-Theban bias that isolates these characters and uses them as negative
examples. The Aiolid family, which makes up the heart of the Catalogue, connects far more
closely to the Theban rival cities of Orchomenos and Athens than it does to Thebes. Even the
presence of two separate Theban foundation myths within the Catalogue emphasizes Thebes as a
confusing, inconsistent location within mythology. Overall, my network graph allowed me to
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view the interactions between the entities which make up the Catalogue of Heroines in a more
dynamic manner.
My final analysis of the Catalogue of Heroines differed greatly from my initial proposal.
Initially, I intended to work exclusively with Emily Wilson’s 2018 translation of the Odyssey. In
regards to digital humanities methods, I planned to use ArcGIS and a tool called Recogito in
addition to TEI. However, I found ArcGIS and Recogito to both be limiting. Both my choice to
produce my own translation of the Catalogue and to use social network analysis emerged as
solutions to problems I found in my investigation. All three components of my final analysis, the
translation, the TEI close reading, and the network graph, build off of each other, leading to and
supporting the same conclusions. My translation set the framework for my analysis by giving me
a detail-rich text to work with, and my TEI close reading and SNA built off of each other in
order to corroborate and reaffirm my conclusions. For instance, while I had explored the
presence of the two foundational myths of Thebes in the Catalogue of Heroines through TEI, my
network graph more distinctly visualized the separation between these two foundational myths as
well as the separation between Thebes and the rest of Greek communities in the Catalogue.
Furthermore, while my TEI reading supported my conclusions regarding the Catalogue’s
ideology surrounding women through the category of human-made objects, my network analysis
expanded on this point. I discovered that not only do human-made objects in the Catalogue
connect to the role of women in ancient Greece, they also serve to connect Athens and Thebes,
cities which otherwise existed as enemies with no interpersonal connections in the network graph
of the Catalogue. My research thus reveals the ways in which digital humanities tools and
methods can expand our understanding of texts and bring new readings to light.
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The Catalogue of Heroines has several purposes that I elucidated through my digital
humanities-driven analysis. First, the Catalogue serves as a warning both to Odysseus and to
audiences about the role of women as wives and whether or not they are trustworthy. The
Catalogue’s collection of objects (ζώνη, βρόχος, ἕδνα, χρυσὸν) show the way women are
sexualized, punishable, commodified, and corruptible. Further, the stories of women in the
Catalogue, including the inclusion of Clytemnestra as a final entry to the Catalogue, reveal both
praise-worthy traits and traits deserving of condemnation of women. Listeners to the Catalogue
would hope for the women in their lives to emulate Tyro in her role as ancestress to famous
heroes, rather than women such as Eriphyle and Clytemnestra, whose greed and sexuality
dishonor and doom their families. Through human-made objects and the stories of mythological
women, the Catalogue thus emphasizes the central plot of the Odyssey: the relationship between
Odysseus and Penelope and whether Penelope has maintained her role as a faithful wife during
Odysseus’ absence. Odysseus raises his own doubt in Penelope’s fidelity through the objects he
includes and the stories he shares in this recounting of his trip to Hades and his observations on
the heroines’ shades.
Besides the Catalogue’s ideology surrounding women, I also demonstrate that the piece
depicts a clear regional bias. The Catalogue features heroines and stories primarily from Boeotia
and Thessaly, and I argue that the connections formed through the Catalogue’s heroines link the
region of Thessaly to the Boeotian center Orchomenos specifically to Athens. Through
interfamilial connections, which I depicted in my TEI close reading, family trees, and network
graph, these cities of ancient Greece join an exclusive mythology as represented by the
Catalogue of Heroines. However, this shared mythology excludes the traditions of Thebes, a
community often hostile to both Orchomenos and Athens throughout the period of the
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crystallization of the Odyssey. By relying on the presence of the Theban foundation myth of
Cadmus versus that of Amphion and Zethus within the Catalogue of Heroines which I depicted
through DH methods, I argue, then, that the Catalogue of Heroines depicts Thebes as separate
and disjointed from the rest of the mythological traditions included in the piece. Furthermore, by
alluding to two foundation myths of Thebes, the Catalogue presents a sense of uncertainty
around Theban foundational traditions and therefore uncertainty about Thebes as a mythic locus.
Even by dedicating far more lines to the tragic atrocity of the Theban rulers Epicaste and
Oedipus than the heroics of Theban-born Heracles, the Catalogue negatively portrays Thebes and
vilifies it as a culturally sick community. My use of digital humanities methods was essential in
drawing these new conclusions about the regional biases that the Catalogue of Heroines
expresses.
Finally, the Catalogue of Heroines aims to link Odysseus to prominent ancient heroes and
thus elevate his status in the eyes of his internal hosts, the Phaecians. Both my family trees and
network graph reveal the way Odysseus connects to the Aiolid family, the core of which sits at
the heart of the Catalogue’s genealogy. By aligning himself with such important mythological
figures in his stories to them, Odysseus impresses his Phaeacian hosts and can better secure his
return home. He has, after all, arrived on the island of Phaeacia with literally nothing, not even
clothes! The genealogy of the Catalogue connects all of the heroines and so many of the
prominent locations in ancient Greece to the Aiolid family and thus also to Odysseus. Although
Odysseus does not literally state his connection to the Catalogue of Heroines, by alluding to
Nestor in his tale, he links himself and his family to the Catalogue and emphasizes his need to
return to these significant relatives.
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Beyond revealing new interpretations and purposes for the Catalogue, my exploration of
the Catalogue of Heroines clearly demonstrates the value of the digital humanities for analyzing
ancient texts. I used both TEI close reading and the creation of social network graphs to elucidate
and clarify patterns in the text. Furthermore, I adapted these methods in order to center the lives
and experiences of women within the text, thus creating a female-centered analysis of the
Catalogue of Heroines that viewed men in relation to the women that they connected to, rather
than the other way around. Through my work with the Catalogue of Heroines, I hope to highlight
the ways in which the digital humanities and classics can work together in order to shed light on
underrepresented groups in ancient Mediterranean studies.
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Appendix
Emily Wilson’s Catalogue of Heroines (Od. 11.225-330)
As we were talking,
some women came, sent by Persephone—
the daughters and the wives of warriors.
They thronged and clustered round the blood. I wanted
to speak to each of them, and made a plan.
I drew my sword and would not let them come
together in a group to drink the blood.
They took turns coming forward, and each told
her history; I questioned each. The first
was well-born Tyro, child of Salmoneus,
and wife of Cretheus, Aeolus’ son.
She fell in love with River Enipeus,
most handsome of all rivers that pour water
over the earth. She often went to visit
his lovely streams. Poseidon took his form,
and at the river mouth he lay with her.
Around them arched a dark-blue wave that stood
high as a mountain, and it hid the god
and mortal woman. There he loosed her belt
and made her sleep. The god made love to her,
and afterwards, he took her hand and spoke.
‘Woman, be glad about this love. You will
bear glorious children in the coming year.
Affairs with gods always result in offspring.
Look after them and raise them. Now go home;
tell no one who I am. But I will tell you.
I am Poseidon, Shaker of the Earth.’
With that he sank beneath the ocean waves.
She brought two sons to term, named Pelias
and Neleus, both sturdy boys who served
almighty Zeus; and Pelias’ home was on the spacious dancing fields of Iolcus,
where sheep are plentiful; his brother lived
in sandy Pylos. And she bore more sons,
to Cretheus: Aeson, Pheres, Amythaeon
who loved war chariots.
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And after her
I saw Antiope, who said she slept
in Zeus’ arms and bore two sons: Amphion
and Zethus, the first settlers of Thebes,
city of seven gates. Strong though they were,
they could not live there on the open plain
without defenses.
Then I saw Alcmene,
wife of Amphitryon, who by great Zeus
conceived the lionhearted Heracles.
And I saw Megara, proud Creon’s child,
the wife of tireless Heracles. I saw
fine Epicaste, Oedipus’ mother,
who did a dreadful thing in ignorance:
she married her own son. He killed his father,
and married her. The gods revealed the truth
to humans; through their deadly plans, he ruled
the Cadmeans in Thebes, despite his pain.
But Epicaste crossed the gates of Hades;
she tied a noose and hung it from the ceiling,
and hanged herself for sorrow, leaving him
the agonies a mother’s Furies bring.
Then I saw Chloris, who was youngest daughter
of Amphion, who ruled the Minyans
in Orchomenus. She was beautiful,
and Neleus paid rich bride-gifts for her.
She was the queen in Pylos, and she bore
Chromius, Nestor, Periclymenus,
and mighty Pyro, who was such a marvel
that all the men desired to marry her.
But Neleus would only let her marry
a man who could drive off the stubborn cattle
of Iphicles from Phylace. The prophet
Melampus was the only one who tried,
but gods restrained him, cursing him; the herdsmen
shackled him. Days and months went by, the seasons
changed as the year went by, until at last
Iphicles set him free as his reward
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for prophecy. The will of Zeus was done.
And then I saw Tyndareus’ wife,
Leda, who bore him two strong sons: the horseman
Castor, and Polydeuces, skillful boxer.
Life-giving earth contains them, still alive.
Zeus honors them even in the underworld.
They live and die alternately, and they
are honored like the gods.
And then I saw
Iphimedeia, wife of Aloeus,
who proudly said Poseidon slept with her.
She had two sons whose lives were both cut short:
Otus and famous Ephialtes, whom
the fertile earth raised up as the tallest heroes
after renowned Orion. At nine years,
they were nine cubits wide, nine fathoms high.
They brought the din of dreadful raging war
to the immortal gods and tried to set
Ossa and Pelion—trees, leaves and all—
on Mount Olympus, high up in the sky.
They might have managed it, if they had reached
full adulthood. Apollo, son of Zeus
by braided Leto, killed them: they were both
dead before down could grow on their young chins,
dead before beards could wreathe their naked faces.
Then I saw Phaedra, Procris, and the lovely
daughter of dangerous Minos, Ariadne.
Theseus tried to bring her back from Crete
to Athens, but could not succeed; the goddess
Artemis killed her on the isle of Día,
when Dionysus spoke against her. Then
came Maera, Clymene and Eriphyle:
accepting golden bribes, she killed her husband.
I cannot name each famous wife and daughter
I saw there;
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Full Ancient Greek Text
νῶι μὲν ὣς ἐπέεσσιν ἀμειβόμεθ᾽, αἱ δὲ γυναῖκες
ἤλυθον, ὤτρυνεν γὰρ ἀγαυὴ Περσεφόνεια,
ὅσσαι ἀριστήων ἄλοχοι ἔσαν ἠδὲ θύγατρες.
αἱ δ᾽ ἀμφ᾽ αἷμα κελαινὸν ἀολλέες ἠγερέθοντο,
αὐτὰρ ἐγὼ βούλευον ὅπως ἐρέοιμι ἑκάστην.
ἥδε δέ μοι κατὰ θυμὸν ἀρίστη φαίνετο βουλή:
σπασσάμενος τανύηκες ἄορ παχέος παρὰ μηροῦ
οὐκ εἴων πίνειν ἅμα πάσας αἷμα κελαινόν.
αἱ δὲ προμνηστῖναι ἐπήισαν, ἠδὲ ἑκάστη
ὃν γόνον ἐξαγόρευεν: ἐγὼ δ᾽ ἐρέεινον ἁπάσας.
ἔνθ᾽ ἦ τοι πρώτην Τυρὼ ἴδον εὐπατέρειαν,
ἣ φάτο Σαλμωνῆος ἀμύμονος ἔκγονος εἶναι,
φῆ δὲ Κρηθῆος γυνὴ ἔμμεναι Αἰολίδαο:
ἣ ποταμοῦ ἠράσσατ᾽ Ἐνιπῆος θείοιο,
ὃς πολὺ κάλλιστος ποταμῶν ἐπὶ γαῖαν ἵησι,
καί ῥ᾽ ἐπ᾽ Ἐνιπῆος πωλέσκετο καλὰ ῥέεθρα.
τῷ δ᾽ ἄρα εἰσάμενος γαιήοχος ἐννοσίγαιος
ἐν προχοῇς ποταμοῦ παρελέξατο δινήεντος:
πορφύρεον δ᾽ ἄρα κῦμα περιστάθη, οὔρεϊ ἶσον,
κυρτωθέν, κρύψεν δὲ θεὸν θνητήν τε γυναῖκα.
λῦσε δὲ παρθενίην ζώνην, κατὰ δ᾽ ὕπνον ἔχευεν.
αὐτὰρ ἐπεί ῥ᾽ ἐτέλεσσε θεὸς φιλοτήσια ἔργα,
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ἔν τ᾽ ἄρα οἱ φῦ χειρί, ἔπος τ᾽ ἔφατ᾽ ἔκ τ᾽ ὀνόμαζε:
χαῖρε, γύναι, φιλότητι: περιπλομένου δ᾽ ἐνιαυτοῦ
τέξεις ἀγλαὰ τέκνα, ἐπεὶ οὐκ ἀποφώλιοι εὐναὶ
ἀθανάτων: σὺ δὲ τοὺς κομέειν ἀτιταλλέμεναί τε.
νῦν δ᾽ ἔρχευ πρὸς δῶμα, καὶ ἴσχεο μηδ᾽ ὀνομήνῃς:
αὐτὰρ ἐγώ τοί εἰμι Ποσειδάων ἐνοσίχθων.
ὣς εἰπὼν ὑπὸ πόντον ἐδύσετο κυμαίνοντα.
ἡ δ᾽ ὑποκυσαμένη Πελίην τέκε καὶ Νηλῆα,
τὼ κρατερὼ θεράποντε Διὸς μεγάλοιο γενέσθην
ἀμφοτέρω: Πελίης μὲν ἐν εὐρυχόρῳ Ἰαωλκῷ
ναῖε πολύρρηνος, ὁ δ᾽ ἄρ᾽ ἐν Πύλῳ ἠμαθόεντι.
τοὺς δ᾽ ἑτέρους Κρηθῆι τέκεν βασίλεια γυναικῶν,
Αἴσονά τ᾽ ἠδὲ Φέρητ᾽ Ἀμυθάονά θ᾽ ἱππιοχάρμην.
τὴν δὲ μετ᾽ Ἀντιόπην ἴδον, Ἀσωποῖο θύγατρα,
ἣ δὴ καὶ Διὸς εὔχετ᾽ ἐν ἀγκοίνῃσιν ἰαῦσαι,
καί ῥ᾽ ἔτεκεν δύο παῖδ᾽, Ἀμφίονά τε Ζῆθόν τε,
οἳ πρῶτοι Θήβης ἕδος ἔκτισαν ἑπταπύλοιο,
πύργωσάν τ᾽, ἐπεὶ οὐ μὲν ἀπύργωτόν γ᾽ ἐδύναντο
ναιέμεν εὐρύχορον Θήβην, κρατερώ περ ἐόντε.
τὴν δὲ μετ᾽ Ἀλκμήνην ἴδον, Ἀμφιτρύωνος ἄκοιτιν,
ἥ ῥ᾽ Ἡρακλῆα θρασυμέμνονα θυμολέοντα
γείνατ᾽ ἐν ἀγκοίνῃσι Διὸς μεγάλοιο μιγεῖσα:
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καὶ Μεγάρην, Κρείοντος ὑπερθύμοιο θύγατρα,
τὴν ἔχεν Ἀμφιτρύωνος υἱὸς μένος αἰὲν ἀτειρής.
μητέρα τ᾽ Οἰδιπόδαο ἴδον, καλὴν Ἐπικάστην,
ἣ μέγα ἔργον ἔρεξεν ἀιδρείῃσι νόοιο
γημαμένη ᾧ υἷι: ὁ δ᾽ ὃν πατέρ᾽ ἐξεναρίξας
γῆμεν: ἄφαρ δ᾽ ἀνάπυστα θεοὶ θέσαν ἀνθρώποισιν.
ἀλλ᾽ ὁ μὲν ἐν Θήβῃ πολυηράτῳ ἄλγεα πάσχων
Καδμείων ἤνασσε θεῶν ὀλοὰς διὰ βουλάς:
ἡ δ᾽ ἔβη εἰς Ἀίδαο πυλάρταο κρατεροῖο,
ἁψαμένη βρόχον αἰπὺν ἀφ᾽ ὑψηλοῖο μελάθρου,
ᾧ ἄχεϊ σχομένη: τῷ δ᾽ ἄλγεα κάλλιπ᾽ ὀπίσσω
πολλὰ μάλ᾽, ὅσσα τε μητρὸς Ἐρινύες ἐκτελέουσιν.
καὶ Χλῶριν εἶδον περικαλλέα, τήν ποτε Νηλεὺς
γῆμεν ἑὸν διὰ κάλλος, ἐπεὶ πόρε μυρία ἕδνα,
ὁπλοτάτην κούρην Ἀμφίονος Ἰασίδαο,
ὅς ποτ᾽ ἐν Ὀρχομενῷ Μινυείῳ ἶφι ἄνασσεν:
ἡ δὲ Πύλου βασίλευε, τέκεν δέ οἱ ἀγλαὰ τέκνα,
Νέστορά τε Χρόνιον τε Περικλύμενόν τ᾽ ἀγέρωχον.
τοῖσι δ᾽ ἐπ᾽ ἰφθίμην Πηρὼ τέκε, θαῦμα βροτοῖσι,
τὴν πάντες μνώοντο περικτίται: οὐδ᾽ ἄρα Νηλεὺς
τῷ ἐδίδου ὃς μὴ ἕλικας βόας εὐρυμετώπους
ἐκ Φυλάκης ἐλάσειε βίης Ἰφικληείης
ἀργαλέας: τὰς δ᾽ οἶος ὑπέσχετο μάντις ἀμύμων
ἐξελάαν: χαλεπὴ δὲ θεοῦ κατὰ μοῖρα πέδησε,
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δεσμοί τ᾽ ἀργαλέοι καὶ βουκόλοι ἀγροιῶται.
ἀλλ᾽ ὅτε δὴ μῆνές τε καὶ ἡμέραι ἐξετελεῦντο
ἂψ περιτελλομένου ἔτεος καὶ ἐπήλυθον ὧραι,
καὶ τότε δή μιν ἔλυσε βίη Ἰφικληείη,
θέσφατα πάντ᾽ εἰπόντα: Διὸς δ᾽ ἐτελείετο βουλή.
καὶ Λήδην εἶδον, τὴν Τυνδαρέου παράκοιτιν,
ἥ ῥ᾽ ὑπὸ Τυνδαρέῳ κρατερόφρονε γείνατο παῖδε,
Κάστορά θ᾽ ἱππόδαμον καὶ πὺξ ἀγαθὸν Πολυδεύκεα,
τοὺς ἄμφω ζωοὺς κατέχει φυσίζοος αἶα:
οἳ καὶ νέρθεν γῆς τιμὴν πρὸς Ζηνὸς ἔχοντες
ἄλλοτε μὲν ζώουσ᾽ ἑτερήμεροι, ἄλλοτε δ᾽ αὖτε
τεθνᾶσιν: τιμὴν δὲ λελόγχασιν ἶσα θεοῖσι.
τὴν δὲ μετ᾽ Ἰφιμέδειαν, Ἀλωῆος παράκοιτιν
εἴσιδον, ἣ δὴ φάσκε Ποσειδάωνι μιγῆναι,
καί ῥ᾽ ἔτεκεν δύο παῖδε, μινυνθαδίω δ᾽ ἐγενέσθην,
Ὦτόν τ᾽ ἀντίθεον τηλεκλειτόν τ᾽ Ἐφιάλτην,
οὓς δὴ μηκίστους θρέψε ζείδωρος ἄρουρα
καὶ πολὺ καλλίστους μετά γε κλυτὸν Ὠρίωνα:
ἐννέωροι γὰρ τοί γε καὶ ἐννεαπήχεες ἦσαν
εὖρος, ἀτὰρ μῆκός γε γενέσθην ἐννεόργυιοι.
οἵ ῥα καὶ ἀθανάτοισιν ἀπειλήτην ἐν Ὀλύμπῳ
φυλόπιδα στήσειν πολυάικος πολέμοιο.
Ὄσσαν ἐπ᾽ Οὐλύμπῳ μέμασαν θέμεν, αὐτὰρ ἐπ᾽ Ὄσσῃ
Πήλιον εἰνοσίφυλλον, ἵν᾽ οὐρανὸς ἀμβατὸς εἴη.
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καί νύ κεν ἐξετέλεσσαν, εἰ ἥβης μέτρον ἵκοντο:
ἀλλ᾽ ὄλεσεν Διὸς υἱός, ὃν ἠύκομος τέκε Λητώ,
ἀμφοτέρω, πρίν σφωιν ὑπὸ κροτάφοισιν ἰούλους
ἀνθῆσαι πυκάσαι τε γένυς ἐυανθέι λάχνῃ.
Φαίδρην τε Πρόκριν τε ἴδον καλήν τ᾽ Ἀριάδνην,
κούρην Μίνωος ὀλοόφρονος, ἥν ποτε Θησεὺς
ἐκ Κρήτης ἐς γουνὸν Ἀθηνάων ἱεράων
ἦγε μέν, οὐδ᾽ ἀπόνητο: πάρος δέ μιν Ἄρτεμις ἔκτα
Δίῃ ἐν ἀμφιρύτῃ Διονύσου μαρτυρίῃσιν.
Μαῖράν τε Κλυμένην τε ἴδον στυγερήν τ᾽ Ἐριφύλην,
ἣ χρυσὸν φίλου ἀνδρὸς ἐδέξατο τιμήεντα.
πάσας δ᾽ οὐκ ἂν ἐγὼ μυθήσομαι οὐδ᾽ ὀνομήνω,
ὅσσας ἡρώων ἀλόχους ἴδον ἠδὲ θύγατρας:
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My Translation

As the two of us were conversing, some women
Approached, stirred up by noble Persephone,
They were wives and daughters of the best kings.
Some of them were gathering in throngs around the dark blood,
But I was planning how to interview each of them,
And the best plan was made clear to me in my mind.
Drawing a thick, long-edged sword from my thigh,
I did not permit them all to drink the dark blood at the same time.
Some of them approached one-by-one, and each
Made their lineage known: I interviewed them all.
There first I saw Tyro, descended from nobility,
Who was saying she was sprung from noble Salmoneus,
And that she was the wife of Cretheus, son of Aeolus.
She was in love with the godly river Enipeus,
The most beautiful of the rivers which hurled upon the earth,
And she was often coming and going to his noble streams.
Then the Earthshaker Poseidon made himself resemble the river.
He lay beside her in the whirling mouth of the river.
Then a dark, gleaming swell stood around them, equal to a mountain
And curved, it hid the god and mortal woman.
He destroyed her belt of virginity and poured down sleep.
But when the god completed his act of love,
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He held her hands, and addressed her:
“Rejoice, woman, in this love. As the year passes,
You will bear splendid children, since the beds of immortals are not barren.
Take care of and cherish your children.
Now go home, and restrain yourself from naming me.
But to you, I am Poseidon the Earth-Shaker.”
Having said this, he plunged into the swelling sea.
She, becoming pregnant, bore Pelias and Neleus.
They both became strong servants of great Zeus.
Pelias dwelled in spacious Iolcos,
Which is rich in sheep. Neleus lived in sandy Pylos.
The queen of women bore other children to Cretheus:
Aeson and Pheres and Amythaeon, who fought from a chariot.
After her I saw Antiope, River Asopos’ daughter,
Who indeed boasted that she slept in the bent arms of Zeus,
And bore two children, Amphion and Zethus,
Who first populated the seat of seven-gated Thebes,
And girded it, since unprotected they were not able to
Abide in spacious Thebes, although they were strong.
Afterwards I saw Alcmene, Amphitryon’s wife,
Who bore bravely steadfast, lion-hearted Heracles,
After mixing in the arms of great Zeus.
And Megara, high-minded Kreon’s daughter,
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Who Amphitryon’s son, unyielding in might, had as a wife.
I saw the mother of Oedipus, noble Epicaste,
Who made a great error through her ignorance.
She married her son. After he killed his father
She married him. Straightaway the gods made this known to men.
Oedipus on one hand in beloved Thebes, suffering greatly,
Was the ruler of the Cadmeans through the destructive will of the gods.
Epicaste, on the other hand, walked into the strong gate of Hades,
Fastening a noose and hanging straight down from the high ceiling,
Overcome by her sorrow. Suffering came to him,
The great pains brought by the Furies of a mother.
And I saw beautiful Chloris, whom Neleus
Married for her beauty, since he offered countless bride-prices.
She was the youngest daughter of Amphion, son of Iasos,
Who mightily ruled over the Minyans in Orchomenos.
She was queen of Pylos, and bore splendid children:
Nestor and Chromius and lordly Periclymenos.
She also bore comely Pyro, a wonder to men,
Who was wooed by all the neighbors. Neleus would
Give her to whoever drove the twisted, broad fronted,
Troublesome cows of Iphicles by force from Phylace.
The blameless prophet Melampus undertook to drive them out.
But according to the harsh fate of the gods, he was shackled
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By the painful bands of cowherds and countrymen.
But then months and days passed,
The year went by and the seasons came along,
And then indeed he was freed by the force of Iphicles,
When he had spoken all his oracles. The will of Zeus was done.
And then I saw Leda, wife of Tyndareus,
Who to Tyndareus bore stout children,
The horse-tamer Castor and fist-fighter Polydeuces,
Both of whom are kept alive under life-producing earth,
And who from beneath the earth are honored by Zeus.
They live on alternating days, other days again
They die. They have obtained honor equal to the gods.
Afterwards I saw Iphimedeia, wife of Aloeus,
Who alleged that she mixed with Poseidon
And bore two children who became short lived,
Godlike Otus and far-famed Ephialtes,
Who the lifegiving earth grew to be the tallest
And most beautiful after glorious Orion.
For in their 9th season, they were 9 cubits wide
And became 9 fathoms long.
They were threatening the immortals in Olympus,
Making the furious battlecries of war.
They yearned to set Ossa on Olympus, then set on Ossa
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Pelion with quivering foliage, in order that they would mount the heavens.
And this they would have accomplished, if they had come to manhood.
But the son of Zeus, bore by lovely-haired Leto, destroyed them
Both before down blossomed below their temples
And their jaws were covered with a beard.
I saw Phaedra and Procris and beautiful Ariadne,
Daughter of shrewd Minos. Theseus attempted to
Lead her from Crete to the sacred hill of Athens,
But didn’t get enjoyment of her, for Artemis killed her
In seagirt Día by the testimony of Dionysus.
And I saw Maera and Clymene and loathsome Eriphyle,
Who accepted precious gold for the life of her beloved husband.
But I could not tell of or name every
Great wife or daughter of heroes that I saw.
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<publicationStmt>
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</person>
<relation name="son" active="#amph" by="#Zeus"/>
<relation name="son" active="#zeth" by="#Zeus"/>
<relation name="father" active="#asop"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="ALC" type="heroine" ref="Q190543">Alcmene</persName>
<residence ref="#theb">Thebes</residence>
<residence ref="#tiry">Tiryns</residence>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
<relation name="husband" active="#amph1"/>
<relation name="son" active="#her" by="#Zeus"/>
<relation name="father" active="#ele"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="MEG" type="heroine" ref="Q929768">Megara</persName>
<residence ref="#theb">Thebes</residence>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
<relation name="father" active="#cre1"/>
<relation name="husband" active="#her"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="EPI" type="heroine" ref="Q131445">Epicaste</persName>
<residence ref="#theb">Thebes</residence>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
<relation name="son" active="#oed"/>
<relation name="husband" active="#lai"/>
<relation name="father" active="#men"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="CHL" type="heroine" ref="Q28122362">Chloris</persName>
<residence ref="#pylo">Pylos</residence>
<residence ref="#orch">Orchomenus</residence>
<residence ref="#iolc">Iolcos</residence>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
<relation name="father" active="#amph2"/>
<relation name="husband" active="#nel"/>
<relation name="son" active="#chr" by="#nel"/>
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<relation name="son" active="#nes" by="#nel"/>
<relation name="son" active="#per" by="#nel"/>
<relation name="daughter" active="#pyr" by="#nel"/>
<relation name="grandfather" active="#ias"/>
<relation name="grandson" active="#tal"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="LED" type="heroine" ref="Q182019">Leda</persName>
<residence ref="#spar">Sparta</residence>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
<relation name="husband" active="#tyn"/>
<relation name="son" active="#cas" by="#tyn"/>
<relation name="son" active="#pol" by="#tyn"/>
<relation name="grandfather" active="#the2"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="IPH" type="heroine" ref="Q1672201">Iphimedeia</persName>
<residence ref="#ossa">Mount Ossa</residence>
<residence ref="#peli">Mount Pelion</residence>
<residence ref="#alus">Alus</residence>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
<relation name="husband" active="#alo"/>
<relation name="son" active="#otu" by="#Pos"/>
<relation name="son" active="#eph" by="#Pos"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="PHA" type="heroine" ref="Q212818">Phaedra</persName>
<residence ref="#athe">Athens</residence>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
<relation name="father" active="#min"/>
<relation name="husband" active="#the"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="PRO" type="heroine" ref="Q1139470">Procris</persName>
<residence ref="#athe">Athens</residence>
</person>
<relation name="father" active="#ere"/>
<relation name="father-in-law" active="#dei"/>
<relation name="husband" active="#cep"/>
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</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="ARI" type="heroine" ref="Q184874">Ariadne</persName>
<residence ref="#athe">Athens</residence>
<residence ref="#cret">Crete</residence>
<residence ref="#dia">Isle of Dia</residence>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
<relation name="father" active="#min"/>
<relation name="husband" active="#the"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="MAE" type="heroine">Maera</persName>
</person>
<relation name="father" active="#pro"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="CLY" type="heroine" ref="Q2980441">Clymene</persName>
<residence ref="#orch">Orchomenos</residence>
<residence ref="#phyl">Phylace</residence>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
<relation name="father" active="#min1"/>
<relation name="father-in-law" active="#dei"/>
<relation name="husband" active="#phy"/>
<relation name="son" active="#iph"/>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="ERI" type="heroine" ref="Q1125040">Eriphyle</persName>
<residence ref="#theb">Thebes</residence>
<residence ref="#argo">Argos</residence>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
<relation name="father" active="#tal"/>
<relation name="husband" active="#amp"/>
</listPerson>
</particDesc>
<particDesc>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="Pos" type="deity" ref="Q41127">Poseidon</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
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</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="ele" type="mortal" ref="Q26296">Electyron</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="lai" type="mortal" ref="Q463898">Laius</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="men" type="mortal" ref="Q1178176">Menoeceus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="the2" type="mortal" ref="Q768822">Thestios</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="tri" type="mortal" ref="Q2632716">Triopas</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="ere" type="mortal" ref="Q301219">Erectheus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="dei" type="mortal" ref="Q1183342">Deion</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
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<persName xml:id="cep" type="mortal" ref="Q643504">Cephalus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="pro" type="mortal" ref="Q644604">Proitus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="amp" type="mortal" ref="Q330584">Amphiaurus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="min1" type="mortal" ref="Q1466343">Minyas</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="phy" type="mortal" ref="Q2629041">Phylacus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="ias" type="mortal" ref="Q1404904">Iasos</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="tal" type="mortal" ref="Q668054">Talaos</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="pel" type="hero" ref="Q182439">Pelias</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
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<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="nel" type="hero" ref="Q637955">Neleus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="sal" type="mortal" ref="Q1131643">Salmoneus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="cre" type="mortal" ref="Q869665">Cretheus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="aeo" type="mortal" ref="Q406388">Aeolus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="Zeus" type="deity" ref="Q34201">Zeus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="aes" type="mortal" ref="Q410082">Aeson</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="phe" type="mortal" ref="Q731181">Pheres</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="amy" type="mortal" ref="Q482134">Amythaeon</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
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</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="amph" type="hero" ref="Q242835">Amphion</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="zet" type="hero" ref="Q196865">Zethus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="amph1" type="mortal"
ref="Q206214">Amphitryon</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="her" type="hero" ref="Q122248">Heracles</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="cre1" type="mortal" ref="Q732066">Creon</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="oed" type="hero" ref="Q130890">Oedipus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="amph2" type="mortal" ref="Q474917">Amphion (of the
Minyans)</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
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<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="chr" type="mortal" ref="Q1087718">Chromius</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="nes" type="hero" ref="Q193267">Nestor</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="per" type="mortal" ref="Q3899862">Periclymenus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="pyr" type="mortal" ref="Q281670">Pyro</persName>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="mel" type="mortal" ref="Q602258">Melampus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="iph" type="mortal" ref="Q1525379">Iphicles</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="tyn" type="mortal" ref="Q192946">Tyndareus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="cas" type="hero" ref="Q11294144">Castor</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
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</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="pol" type="hero" ref="Q12046224">Polydeuces</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="alo" type="mortal" ref="Q1471633">Aloeus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="otu" type="hero" ref="Q18551588">Otus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="eph" type="hero" ref="Q957340">Ephialtes</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="ori" type="hero" ref="Q201261">Orion</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="Apo" type="deity" ref="Q37340">Apollo</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="let" type="deity" ref="Q103107">Leto</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
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<persName xml:id="min" type="mortal" ref="Q23168">Minos</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="the" type="hero" ref="Q1320718">Theseus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="Art" type="deity" ref="Q39503">Artemis</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="Dio" type="deity" ref="Q41680">Dionysus</persName>
<sex value="M"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
<listPerson>
<person>
<persName xml:id="Per" type="deity" ref="Q45967">Persephone</persName>
<sex value="F"/>
</person>
</listPerson>
</particDesc>
<settingDesc>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="enip" ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/540763">River
Enipeus</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="pher"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/541044">Pherae</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="argo"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/570106">Argos</placeName>
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</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="iolc"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/540837">Iolcos</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="alus"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/540804">Alus</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="pylo"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/570640">Pylos</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="asop" ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/579880">Asopos
River</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="hyri"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/540830">Hyria</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="theb"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/541138">Thebes</placeName>
<region>Boeotia</region>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="orch"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/540987">Orchomenus</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
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<place>
<placeName xml:id="phyl"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/541053">Phylace</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="thes"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/1332">Thessaly</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="spar"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/570685">Sparta</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="athe"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/579885">Athens</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="ossa" ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/540993">Mount
Ossa</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="peli" ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/541021">Mount
Pelion</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="cret"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/589748">Crete</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="dia" ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/589755">Isle of
Dia</placeName>
</place>
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</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="boeo"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/540689">Boeotia</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="olym" ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/491677">Mount
Olympus</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
<listPlace>
<place>
<placeName xml:id="tiry"
ref="https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/491677">Tiryns</placeName>
</place>
</listPlace>
</settingDesc>
</profileDesc>
</teiHeader>
<text>
<body>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="1">
<l>As we were talking,</l>
<l>some women came, sent by <persName type="deity"
ref="#Per">Persephone</persName>—</l>
<l>the <name type="relationship">daughters</name> and the <name
type="relationship">wives</name> of <name type="occupation">warriors</name>.</l>
<l>They thronged and clustered round the <objectName
type="corporal">blood</objectName>. I wanted</l>
<l n="230">to speak to each of them, and made a plan.</l>
<l>I drew my <objectName type="human-made">sword</objectName> and would not
let them come</l>
<l>together in a group to drink the <objectName
type="corporal">blood</objectName>.</l>
<l>They took turns coming forward, and each told</l>
<l>her history; I questioned each. </l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="1"><l>νῶι μὲν ὣς ἐπέεσσιν ἀμειβόμεθ᾽, αἱ δὲ γυναῖκες</l>
<l>ἤλυθον, ὤτρυνεν γὰρ ἀγαυὴ <persName
type="deity">Περσεφόνεια</persName>,</l>
<l>ὅσσαι ἀριστήων <name type="relationship">ἄλοχοι</name> ἔσαν ἠδὲ <name
type="relationship">θύγατρες</name>.</l>
<l>αἱ δ᾽ ἀμφ᾽ <objectName type="corporal">αἷμα κελαινὸν</objectName> ἀολλέες
ἠγερέθοντο,</l>
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<l>αὐτὰρ ἐγὼ βούλευον ὅπως ἐρέοιμι ἑκάστην.</l>
<l n="230">ἥδε δέ μοι κατὰ θυμὸν ἀρίστη φαίνετο βουλή:</l>
<l>σπασσάμενος <objectName type="human-made">τανύηκες αορ
παχέος</objectName> παρὰ <objectName type="corporal">μηρου</objectName></l>
<l>οὐκ εἴων πίνειν ἅμα πάσας αἷμα κελαινόν.</l>
<l>αἱ δὲ προμνηστῖναι ἐπήισαν, ἠδὲ ἑκάστη</l>
<l>ὃν γόνον ἐξαγόρευεν: ἐγὼ δ᾽ ἐρέεινον ἁπάσας.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="2"><l> The first</l>
<l n="235">was <persName ref="#TYR" type="mortal"> <addName
type="epithet">well-born</addName> Tyro </persName>, <name
type="relationship">child</name> of <persName ref="#sal"
type="mortal">Salmoneus</persName>,</l>
<l>and <name type="relationship">wife</name> of <persName ref="#cre"
type="mortal">Cretheus</persName>, <persName ref="#aeo"
type="mortal">Aeolus</persName>’ <name type="relationship">son</name>.</l>
<l>She fell in love with <geogName ref="enip">River Enipeus</geogName>,</l>
<l>most handsome of all <geogFeat>rivers</geogFeat> that pour water</l>
<l>over the earth. She often went to visit</l>
<l n="240">his lovely streams. <persName type="deity"
ref="#Pos">Poseidon</persName> took his form, </l>
<l>and at the <geogFeat>river mouth</geogFeat> he lay with her.</l>
<l>Around them arched a <objectName type="natural">dark-blue wave</objectName>
that stood</l>
<l>high as a mountain, and it hid the <persName type="deity"
ref="#Pos">god</persName></l>
<l>and <persName ref="#TYR" type="mortal">mortal woman</persName>. There he
loosed her <objectName type="human-made">belt</objectName></l>
<l n="245">and made her sleep. <persName type="deity" ref="#Pos">The
god</persName> made love to her,</l>
<l>and afterwards, he took her <objectName type="corporal">hand</objectName> and
spoke.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="2"><l n="235">ἔνθ᾽ ἦ τοι πρώτην <persName ref="#TYR"
type="mortal">Τυρὼ</persName> ἴδον <addName type="epithet"
ref="#TYR">εὐπατέρειαν</addName>,</l>
<l>ἣ φάτο <persName ref="#sal" type="mortal">Σαλμωνῆος</persName> <addName
type="epithet" ref="#sal">ἀμύμονος</addName> ἔκγονος εἶναι,</l>
<l>φῆ δὲ <persName ref="#cre" type="mortal">Κρηθῆος</persName> <name
type="relationship">γυνὴ</name> ἔμμεναι <name type="relationship"><persName ref="#aeo"
type="mortal">Αἰολίδαο</persName></name>:</l>
<l>ἣ <geogFeat ref="#enip">ποταμοῦ</geogFeat> ἠράσσατ᾽ <placeName
ref="#enip">Ἐνιπῆος</placeName> <addName type="epithet"
ref="#enip">θείοιο</addName>,</l>
<l>ὃς πολὺ κάλλιστος <geogFeat>ποταμῶν</geogFeat> ἐπὶ γαῖαν ἵησι,</l>
<l n="240">καί ῥ᾽ ἐπ᾽ <geogName ref="#enip">Ἐνιπῆος</geogName> πωλέσκετο καλὰ
<geogFeat>ῥέεθρα</geogFeat>.</l>
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<l>τῷ δ᾽ ἄρα εἰσάμενος <persName type="deity" ref="#Pos"><addName
type="epithet">γαιήοχος</addName> ἐννοσίγαιος</persName></l>
<l>ἐν <geogFeat>προχοῇς ποταμοῦ</geogFeat> παρελέξατο δινήεντος:</l>
<l>πορφύρεον δ᾽ ἄρα <geogFeat>κῦμα</geogFeat> περιστάθη,
<geogFeat>οὔρεϊ</geogFeat> ἶσον,</l>
<l>κυρτωθέν, κρύψεν δὲ <persName ref="#Pos" type="deity">θεὸν</persName>
<persName ref="#TYR" type="mortal">θνητήν τε γυναῖκα</persName>.</l>
<l n="245">λῦσε δὲ <objectName type="human-made">παρθενίην
ζώνην</objectName>, κατὰ δ᾽ ὕπνον ἔχευεν.</l>
<l>αὐτὰρ ἐπεί ῥ᾽ ἐτέλεσσε <persName ref="#Pos" type="deity">θεὸς</persName>
φιλοτήσια ἔργα,</l>
<l>ἔν τ᾽ ἄρα οἱ φῦ <objectName type="corporal">χειρί</objectName>, ἔπος τ᾽ ἔφατ᾽ ἔκ
τ᾽ ὀνόμαζε:</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="3"><l>‘<persName ref="#TYR"
type="mortal">Woman</persName>, be glad about this love. You will</l>
<l>bear glorious children in the coming year.</l>
<l>Affairs with gods always result in offspring.</l>
<l n="250">Look after them and raise them. Now go home; </l>
<l>tell no one who I am. But I will tell you.</l>
<l>I am <persName ref="#Pos" type="deity">Poseidon, <addName
type="epithet">Shaker of the Earth</addName> </persName>.’</l>
<l>With that he sank beneath <objectName type="natural">the ocean
waves</objectName>.</l>
</lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="3"><l>χαῖρε, <persName ref="#TYR"
type="mortal">γύναι</persName>, φιλότητι: περιπλομένου δ᾽ ἐνιαυτοῦ</l>
<l>τέξεις ἀγλαὰ τέκνα, ἐπεὶ οὐκ ἀποφώλιοι <objectName type="humanmade">εὐναὶ</objectName></l>
<l n="250">ἀθανάτων: σὺ δὲ τοὺς κομέειν ἀτιταλλέμεναί τε.</l>
<l>νῦν δ᾽ ἔρχευ πρὸς δῶμα, καὶ ἴσχεο μηδ᾽ ὀνομήνῃς:</l>
<l>αὐτὰρ ἐγώ τοί εἰμι <persName ref="#Pos" type="deity">Ποσειδάων <addName
type="epithet">ἐνοσίχθων</addName></persName>.</l>
</lg>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="4"><l><persName ref="#TYR" type="heroine">She</persName>
brought two <name type="relationship">sons</name> to term, named <persName ref="#pel"
type="hero">Pelias</persName></l>
<l>and <persName ref="#nel" type="hero">Neleus</persName>, both sturdy boys who
served</l>
<l><persName type="deity" ref="#Zeus"><addName
type="epithet">almighty</addName>Zeus</persName>; and <persName ref="#pel"
type="hero">Pelias</persName>’ home</l>
<l>was on the spacious dancing <placeName ref="#iolc"><geogFeat>fields</geogFeat>
of Iolcus</placeName>,</l>
<l>where <objectName type="animal">sheep</objectName> are plentiful; <persName
ref="#nel">his brother</persName> lived</l>
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<l>in <placeName ref="#pylo"><name type="epithet">sandy</name>
Pylos</placeName>. And she bore more sons,</l>
<l n="260">to <persName ref="#cre" type="mortal">Cretheus</persName>: <persName
ref="#aes" type="mortal">Aeson</persName>, <persName ref="#phe"
type="mortal">Pheres</persName>, <persName ref="#amy"
type="mortal">Amythaeon</persName></l>
<l>who loved <objectName type="human-made">war chariots</objectName>.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="4"><l>ὣς εἰπὼν ὑπὸ <geogFeat>πόντον</geogFeat> ἐδύσετο
κυμαίνοντα.</l>
<l>ἡ δ᾽ ὑποκυσαμένη <persName ref="#pel" type="hero">Πελίην</persName> τέκε καὶ
<persName type="hero" ref="#nel">Νηλῆα</persName>,</l>
<l n="255">τὼ κρατερὼ θεράποντε <persName type="deity"
ref="#Zeus">Διὸς</persName> μεγάλοιο γενέσθην</l>
<l>ἀμφοτέρω: <persName type="hero" ref="#pel">Πελίης</persName> μὲν ἐν
<placeName ref="#iolc"><addName type="epithet">εὐρυχόρῳ</addName>
Ἰαωλκῷ</placeName></l>
<l>ναῖε πολύρρηνος, ὁ δ᾽ ἄρ᾽ ἐν <placeName ref="#pylo">Πύλῳ <addName
type="epithet">ἠμαθόεντι</addName></placeName>.</l>
<l>τοὺς δ᾽ ἑτέρους <persName type="mortal" ref="#cre">Κρηθῆι</persName> τέκεν
βασίλεια γυναικῶν,</l>
<l><persName type="mortal" ref="#aes">Αἴσονά</persName> τ᾽ ἠδὲ <persName
type="mortal" ref="#phe">Φέρητ᾽</persName> <persName type="mortal"
ref="#amy">Ἀμυθάονά</persName> θ᾽ <addName ref="#amy"
type="epithet">ἱππιοχάρμην</addName>.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="5"><l>And after her</l>
<l>I saw <persName ref="#ANT" type="heroine">Antiope</persName>, who said she
slept</l>
<l>in <persName type="deity" ref="#Zeus">Zeus</persName>’ <objectName
type="corporal">arms</objectName> and bore two <name type="relationship">sons</name>:
<persName ref="#amph" type="hero">Amphion</persName></l>
<l>and <persName ref="#zet" type="hero">Zethus</persName>, the first settlers of
<placeName ref="#theb">Thebes</placeName>,</l>
<l><name type="epithet">city of seven <objectName type="humanmade">gates</objectName></name>. Strong though they were,</l>
<l>they could not live there on <geogFeat>the open plain</geogFeat> without
defenses.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="5"><l n="260">τὴν δὲ μετ᾽ <persName type="heroine"
ref="#ANT">Ἀντιόπην</persName> ἴδον, <persName>Ἀσωποῖο</persName> <name
type="relationship">θύγατρα</name>,</l>
<l>ἣ δὴ καὶ <persName type="deity" ref="#Zeus">Διὸς</persName> εὔχετ᾽ ἐν
<objectName type="corporal">ἀγκοίνῃσιν</objectName> ἰαῦσαι,</l>
<l>καί ῥ᾽ ἔτεκεν δύο <name type="relationship">παῖδ᾽</name>, <persName type="hero"
ref="#amph">Ἀμφίονά</persName> τε <persName type="hero" ref="#zet">Ζῆθόν</persName>
τε,</l>
<l>οἳ πρῶτοι <placeName ref="#theb">Θήβης</placeName> ἕδος ἔκτισαν <objectName
type="human-made">ἑπταπύλοιο</objectName>,</l>
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<l>πύργωσάν τ᾽, ἐπεὶ οὐ μὲν ἀπύργωτόν γ᾽ ἐδύναντο</l>
<l n="265">ναιέμεν <placeName ref="#theb"><addName
type="epithet">εὐρύχορον</addName> Θήβην</placeName>, κρατερώ περ ἐόντε.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="6"><l>Then I saw <persName ref="#ALC"
type="heroine">Alcmene</persName>,</l>
<l><name type="relationship">wife</name> of <persName ref="#amph1"
type="mortal">Amphitryon</persName>, who by <persName type="deity"
ref="#Zeus"><addName type="epithet">great</addName> Zeus</persName></l>
<l>conceived the <persName ref="#her" type="hero"><name
type="epithet">lionhearted</name> Heracles</persName>.</l>
<l>And I saw <persName ref="#MEG" type="heroine">Megara</persName>,
<persName ref="#cre1" type="mortal"><name type="epithet">proud</name>
Creon</persName>’s <name type="relationship">child</name>, </l>
<l>the <name type="relationship">wife</name> of <persName ref="#her"
type="hero"><name type="epithet">tireless</name> Heracles</persName>. I saw</l>
<l><persName ref="#EPI" type="heroine"><name type="epithet">fine</name>
Epicaste</persName>, <persName ref="#oed" type="hero">Oedipus</persName>’ <name
type="relationship">mother</name>,</l>
<l>who did a dreadful thing in ignorance:</l>
<l>she married <name type="relationship" ana="Oedipus">her own son</name>. He
killed <name type="relationship" ana="Laius">his father</name>,</l>
<l>and married her. The gods revealed the truth</l>
<l>to humans; through their deadly plans, he ruled</l>
<l><orgName>the Cadmeans</orgName> in <placeName
ref="#theb">Thebes</placeName>, despite his pain.</l>
<l>But <persName ref="#EPI" type="heroine">Epicaste</persName> crossed
<objectName type="otherworldly">the gates of Hades</objectName>;</l>
<l>she tied a <objectName type="human-made">noose</objectName> and hung it from
the ceiling,</l>
<l>and hanged herself for sorrow, leaving him </l>
<l>the agonies a mother’s Furies bring.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="6"><l>τὴν δὲ μετ᾽ <persName ref="#ALC"
type="heroine">Ἀλκμήνην</persName> ἴδον, <persName type="mortal"
ref="#amph1">Ἀμφιτρύωνος</persName> <name type="relationship">ἄκοιτιν</name>,</l>
<l>ἥ ῥ᾽ <persName type="hero" ref="#her">Ἡρακλῆα <addName
type="epithet">θρασυμέμνονα</addName> <addName
type="epithet">θυμολέοντα</addName></persName></l>
<l>γείνατ᾽ ἐν <objectName type="corporal">ἀγκοίνῃσι</objectName> <persName
type="deity" ref="#Zeus">Διὸς <addName type="epithet">μεγάλοιο</addName></persName>
μιγεῖσα:</l>
<l>καὶ <persName type="heroine" ref="#MEG">Μεγάρην</persName>, <persName
ref="#cre1">Κρείοντος <addName type="epithet">ὑπερθύμοιο</addName></persName>
<name type="relationship">θύγατρα</name>,</l>
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<l n="270">τὴν ἔχεν <persName type="hero" ref="#her"><persName type="mortal"
ref="#amph1">Ἀμφιτρύωνος</persName> <name
type="relationship">υἱὸς</name></persName> μένος αἰὲν ἀτειρής.</l>
<l><name type="relationship">μητέρα</name> τ᾽ <persName type="hero"
ref="#oed">Οἰδιπόδαο</persName> ἴδον, <persName ref="#EPI" type="heroine"><addName
type="epithet">καλὴν</addName> Ἐπικάστην</persName>,</l>
<l>ἣ μέγα ἔργον ἔρεξεν ἀιδρείῃσι νόοιο</l>
<l>γημαμένη ᾧ <name type="relationship">υἷι</name>: ὁ δ᾽ ὃν <name
type="relationship">πατέρ᾽</name> ἐξεναρίξας</l>
<l>γῆμεν: ἄφαρ δ᾽ ἀνάπυστα θεοὶ θέσαν ἀνθρώποισιν.</l>
<l n="275">ἀλλ᾽ ὁ μὲν ἐν <placeName ref="#theb">Θήβῃ</placeName> πολυηράτῳ
ἄλγεα πάσχων</l>
<l><orgName>Καδμείων</orgName> ἤνασσε θεῶν ὀλοὰς διὰ βουλάς:</l>
<l>ἡ δ᾽ ἔβη εἰς <objectName type="otherworldly"><placeName
type="mythological">Ἀίδαο</placeName> πυλάρταο κρατεροῖο</objectName>,</l>
<l>ἁψαμένη <objectName type="human-made">βρόχον</objectName> αἰπὺν ἀφ᾽
ὑψηλοῖο μελάθρου,</l>
<l>ᾧ ἄχεϊ σχομένη: τῷ δ᾽ ἄλγεα κάλλιπ᾽ ὀπίσσω</l>
<l n="280">πολλὰ μάλ᾽, ὅσσα τε <name type="relationship">μητρὸς</name> <orgName
type="mythological">Ἐρινύες</orgName> ἐκτελέουσιν.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="7"><l>Then I saw <persName ref="#CHL"
type="heroine">Chloris</persName>, who was youngest <name
type="relationship">daughter</name></l>
<l>of <persName ref="#amph2" type="mortal">Amphion</persName>, who ruled the
<orgName>Minyans</orgName></l>
<l>in <placeName ref="#orch">Orchomenus</placeName>. She was beautiful,</l>
<l>and <persName ref="#nel" type="hero">Neleus</persName> paid rich <objectName
type="human-made">bride-gifts</objectName> for her.</l>
<l>She was the <name type="occupation">queen</name> in <placeName
ref="#pylo">Pylos</placeName>, and she bore</l>
<l><persName ref="#chr" type="mortal">Chromius</persName>, <persName
ref="#nes" type="mortal">Nestor</persName>, <persName ref="#per"
type="mortal">Periclymenus</persName>,</l>
<l>and <persName ref="#pyr" type="mortal"><name type="epithet">mighty</name>
Pyro</persName>, who was such a marvel</l>
<l>that all the men desired to marry her.</l>
<l>But <persName ref="#nel" type="hero">Neleus</persName> would only let her
marry </l>
<l>a man who could drive off the stubborn <objectName
type="animal">cattle</objectName></l>
<l>of <persName ref="#iph" type="mortal">Iphicles</persName> from <placeName
ref="#phyl">Phylace</placeName>. The <name type="occupation">prophet</name></l>
<l><persName ref="#mel" type="mortal">Melampus</persName> was the only one who
tried,</l>
<l>but gods restrained him, cursing him; the <name
type="occupation">herdsmen</name></l>
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<l>shackled him. Days and months went by, the seasons</l>
<l>changed as the year went by, until at last</l>
<l><persName ref="#iph" type="mortal">Iphicles</persName> set him free as his
reward</l>
<l>for prophecy. The will of <persName type="deity" ref="#Zeus">Zeus</persName>
was done.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="7"><l>καὶ <persName type="heroine"
ref="#CHL">Χλῶριν</persName> εἶδον <addName type="epithet"
ref="#CHL">περικαλλέα</addName>, τήν ποτε <persName type="hero"
ref="#nel">Νηλεὺς</persName></l>
<l>γῆμεν ἑὸν διὰ κάλλος, ἐπεὶ πόρε μυρία <objectName type="humanmade">ἕδνα</objectName>,</l>
<l>ὁπλοτάτην <name type="relationship">κούρην</name> <persName type="mortal"
ref="#amph2">Ἀμφίονος</persName> <persName type="mortal"
ref="#ias">Ἰασίδαο</persName>,</l>
<l>ὅς ποτ᾽ ἐν <placeName ref="#orch">Ὀρχομενῷ
<orgName>Μινυείῳ</orgName></placeName> ἶφι ἄνασσεν:</l>
<l n="285">ἡ δὲ <placeName ref="#pylo">Πύλου</placeName> βασίλευε, τέκεν δέ οἱ
ἀγλαὰ <name type="relationship">τέκνα</name>,</l>
<l><persName type="mortal" ref="#nes">Νέστορά</persName> τε <persName
ref="#chr" type="mortal">Χρόνιον</persName> τε <persName type="mortal"
ref="#per">Περικλύμενόν</persName> τ᾽ <addName type="epithet"
ref="#per">ἀγέρωχον</addName>.</l>
<l>τοῖσι δ᾽ ἐπ᾽ <persName type="mortal" ref="#pyr"><addName
type="epithet">ἰφθίμην</addName> Πηρὼ</persName> τέκε, θαῦμα βροτοῖσι,</l>
<l>τὴν πάντες μνώοντο περικτίται: οὐδ᾽ ἄρα <persName type="hero"
ref="#nel">Νηλεὺς</persName></l>
<l>τῷ ἐδίδου ὃς μὴ ἕλικας <objectName type="animal">βόας</objectName>
εὐρυμετώπους</l>
<l n="290">ἐκ <placeName ref="#phyl">Φυλάκης</placeName> ἐλάσειε βίης
<persName type="mortal" ref="#iph">Ἰφικληείης</persName></l>
<l>ἀργαλέας: τὰς δ᾽ οἶος ὑπέσχετο <persName ref="#mel" type="mortal"><name
type="occupation">μάντις</name> <addName
type="epithet">ἀμύμων</addName></persName></l>
<l>ἐξελάαν: χαλεπὴ δὲ θεοῦ κατὰ μοῖρα πέδησε,</l>
<l><objectName type="human-made">δεσμοί</objectName> τ᾽ ἀργαλέοι καὶ <name
type="occupation">βουκόλοι ἀγροιῶται</name>.</l>
<l>ἀλλ᾽ ὅτε δὴ μῆνές τε καὶ ἡμέραι ἐξετελεῦντο</l>
<l n="295">ἂψ περιτελλομένου ἔτεος καὶ ἐπήλυθον ὧραι,</l>
<l>καὶ τότε δή μιν ἔλυσε βίη <persName type="mortal"
ref="#iph">Ἰφικληείη</persName>,</l>
<l>θέσφατα πάντ᾽ εἰπόντα: <persName ref="#Zeus" type="deity">Διὸς</persName> δ᾽
ἐτελείετο βουλή.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="8"><l>And then I saw <persName ref="#tyn"
type="mortal">Tyndareus</persName>’ <name type="relationship">wife</name>,</l>
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<l><persName ref="#LED" type="heroine">Leda</persName>, who bore him two
strong <name type="relationship">sons</name>: the <name
type="occupation">horseman</name> </l>
<l><persName ref="#cas" type="hero">Castor</persName>, and <persName ref="#pol"
type="hero">Polydeuces</persName>, skillful <name type="occupation">boxer</name>.</l>
<l>Life-giving earth contains them, still alive.</l>
<l><persName type="deity" ref="#Zeus">Zeus</persName> honors them even in the
underworld.</l>
<l>They live and die alternately, and they</l>
<l>are honored like the gods.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="8"><l>καὶ <persName type="heroine"
ref="#LED">Λήδην</persName> εἶδον, τὴν <persName ref="#tyn">Τυνδαρέου</persName>
<name type="relationship">παράκοιτιν</name>,</l>
<l>ἥ ῥ᾽ ὑπὸ <persName ref="#tyn">Τυνδαρέῳ</persName> κρατερόφρονε γείνατο
<name type="relationship">παῖδε</name>,</l>
<l n="300"><persName type="hero" ref="#cas">Κάστορά</persName> θ᾽ <addName
ref="#cas" type="epithet">ἱππόδαμον</addName> καὶ <persName type="hero"
ref="#pol"><addName type="epithet">πὺξ ἀγαθὸν</addName> Πολυδεύκεα</persName>,</l>
<l>τοὺς ἄμφω ζωοὺς κατέχει φυσίζοος αἶα:</l>
<l>οἳ καὶ νέρθεν γῆς τιμὴν πρὸς <persName type="deity"
ref="#Zeus">Ζηνὸς</persName> ἔχοντες</l>
<l>ἄλλοτε μὲν ζώουσ᾽ ἑτερήμεροι, ἄλλοτε δ᾽ αὖτε</l>
<l>τεθνᾶσιν: τιμὴν δὲ λελόγχασιν ἶσα θεοῖσι.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="9"><l>And then I saw</l>
<l><persName ref="#IPH" type="heroine">Iphimedeia</persName>, <name
type="relationship">wife</name> of <persName ref="#alo"
type="mortal">Aloeus</persName>,</l>
<l>who proudly said <persName type="deity" ref="#Pos">Poseidon</persName> slept
with her.</l>
<l>She had two <name type="relationship">sons</name> whose lives were both cut
short:</l>
<l><persName ref="#otu" type="hero">Otus</persName> and <persName ref="#eph"
type="hero"><name type="epithet">famous</name> Ephialtes</persName>, whom</l>
<l>the fertile earth raised up as the tallest heroes </l>
<l>after <persName ref="#ori" type="hero"><name type="epithet">renowned</name>
Orion</persName>. At nine years,</l>
<l>they were <measure>nine cubits</measure> wide, <measure>nine
fathoms</measure> high.</l>
<l>They brought the din of dreadful raging war</l>
<l>to the immortal gods and tried to set</l>
<l><geogName type="mountain" ref="#ossa">Ossa</geogName> and <geogName
type="mountain" ref="#peli">Pelion</geogName>—trees, leaves and all—</l>
<l>on <placeName ref="#olym">Mount Olympus</placeName>, high up in the sky.</l>
<l>They might have managed it, if they had reached</l>
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<l>full adulthood. <persName type="deity" ref="#Apo">Apollo</persName>, <name
type="relationship">son</name> of <persName type="deity"
ref="#Zeus">Zeus</persName></l>
<l>by <persName ref="#let" type="deity"><name type="epithet">braided</name>
Leto</persName>, killed them: they were both</l>
<l>dead before down could grow on their <objectName type="corporal">young
chins</objectName>, </l>
<l>dead before beards could wreathe their <objectName type="corporal">naked
faces</objectName>.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="9"><l n="305">τὴν δὲ μετ᾽ <persName ref="#IPH"
type="heroine">Ἰφιμέδειαν</persName>, <persName type="mortal"
ref="#alo">Ἀλωῆος</persName> <name type="relationship">παράκοιτιν</name></l>
<l>εἴσιδον, ἣ δὴ φάσκε <persName type="deity" ref="#Pos">Ποσειδάωνι</persName>
μιγῆναι,</l>
<l>καί ῥ᾽ ἔτεκεν δύο <name type="relationship">παῖδε</name>, μινυνθαδίω δ᾽
ἐγενέσθην,</l>
<l><persName type="hero" ref="#otu">Ὦτόν</persName> τ᾽ <addName type="epithet"
ref="#otu">ἀντίθεον</addName> <addName ref="#eph"
type="epithet">τηλεκλειτόν</addName> τ᾽ <persName type="hero"
ref="#eph">Ἐφιάλτην</persName>,</l>
<l>οὓς δὴ μηκίστους θρέψε ζείδωρος ἄρουρα</l>
<l n="310">καὶ πολὺ καλλίστους μετά γε κλυτὸν <persName type="hero"
ref="#ori">Ὠρίωνα</persName>:</l>
<l>ἐννέωροι γὰρ τοί γε καὶ <measure>ἐννεαπήχεες</measure> ἦσαν</l>
<l>εὖρος, ἀτὰρ μῆκός γε γενέσθην <measure>ἐννεόργυιοι</measure>.</l>
<l>οἵ ῥα καὶ ἀθανάτοισιν ἀπειλήτην ἐν <geogName
ref="#olym">Ὀλύμπῳ</geogName></l>
<l>φυλόπιδα στήσειν πολυάικος πολέμοιο.</l>
<l n="315"><geogName ref="#ossa">Ὄσσαν</geogName> ἐπ᾽ <geogName
ref="#olym">Οὐλύμπῳ</geogName> μέμασαν θέμεν, αὐτὰρ ἐπ᾽ <geogName
ref="#ossa">Ὄσσῃ</geogName></l>
<l><geogName ref="#peli">Πήλιον <addName
type="epithet">εἰνοσίφυλλον</addName></geogName>, ἵν᾽ οὐρανὸς ἀμβατὸς εἴη.</l>
<l>καί νύ κεν ἐξετέλεσσαν, εἰ ἥβης μέτρον ἵκοντο:</l>
<l>ἀλλ᾽ ὄλεσεν <persName type="deity" ref="#Apo"><persName type="deity"
ref="#Zeus">Διὸς</persName> <name type="relationship">υἱός</name></persName>, ὃν
<addName ref="#let" type="epithet">ἠύκομος</addName> τέκε <persName type="deity"
ref="#let">Λητώ</persName>,</l>
<l>ἀμφοτέρω, πρίν σφωιν ὑπὸ <objectName
type="corporal">κροτάφοισιν</objectName> ἰούλους</l>
<l n="320">ἀνθῆσαι πυκάσαι τε <objectName type="corporal">γένυς</objectName>
ἐυανθέι λάχνῃ.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="10"><l>Then I saw <persName ref="#PHA"
type="heroine">Phaedra</persName>, <persName ref="#PRO"
type="heroine">Procris</persName>, and the <name type="epithet">lovely</name></l>
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<l><name type="relationship">daughter</name> of <persName ref="#min"
type="mortal"><name type="epithet">dangerous</name> Minos</persName>, <persName
ref="#ARI" type="heroine">Ariadne</persName>.</l>
<l><persName ref="#the" type="hero">Theseus</persName> tried to bring her back
from <placeName ref="#cret">Crete</placeName></l>
<l>to <placeName ref="#athe">Athens</placeName>, but could not succeed; the
goddess</l>
<l><persName type="deity" ref="#Art">Artemis</persName> killed her on the
<placeName ref="#dia">isle of Día</placeName>,</l>
<l>when <persName type="deity" ref="#Dio">Dionysus</persName> spoke against her.
</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="10"><l><persName type="heroine"
ref="#PHA">Φαίδρην</persName> τε <persName ref="#PRO"
type="heroine">Πρόκριν</persName> τε ἴδον <addName ref="#ARI"
type="epithet">καλήν</addName> τ᾽ <persName type="heroine"
ref="#ARI">Ἀριάδνην</persName>,</l>
<l><name type="relationship">κούρην</name> <persName type="mortal"
ref="#min">Μίνωος ὀλοόφρονος</persName>, ἥν ποτε <persName ref="#the"
type="hero">Θησεὺς</persName></l>
<l>ἐκ <placeName ref="#cret">Κρήτης</placeName> ἐς <geogFeat>γουνὸν</geogFeat>
<placeName ref="#athe">Ἀθηνάων <addName
type="epithet">ἱεράων</addName></placeName></l>
<l>ἦγε μέν, οὐδ᾽ ἀπόνητο: πάρος δέ μιν <persName type="deity"
ref="#Art">Ἄρτεμις</persName> ἔκτα</l>
<l n="325"><placeName ref="#dia">Δίῃ</placeName> ἐν <addName type="epithet"
ref="#dia">ἀμφιρύτῃ</addName> <persName type="deity" ref="#Dio">Διονύσου</persName>
μαρτυρίῃσιν.</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="eng" n="11"><l>Then</l>
<l>came <persName ref="#MAE" type="mortal">Maera</persName>, <persName
ref="#CLY" type="mortal">Clymene</persName> and <persName ref="#ERI"
type="mortal">Eriphyle</persName>:</l>
<l>accepting <objectName type="human-made">golden bribes</objectName>, she killed
her <name type="relationship">husband</name>.</l>
<l>I cannot name each famous wife and daughter </l>
<l>I saw there; holy night would pass away</l>
<l>before I finished. I must go to sleep</l>
<l>on board <objectName type="human-made">the ship</objectName> beside
<orgName>my crew</orgName>, or else</l>
<l>right here. I know the gods and you will help</l>
<l>my onward journey.”</l></lg>
<lg xml:lang="grc" n="11"><l><persName type="heroine"
ref="#MAE">Μαῖράν</persName> τε <persName ref="#CLY"
type="heroine">Κλυμένην</persName> τε ἴδον <addName ref="#ERI"
type="epithet">στυγερήν</addName> τ᾽ <persName type="heroine"
ref="#ERI">Ἐριφύλην</persName>,</l>
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<l>ἣ <objectName type="human-made">χρυσὸν</objectName> φίλου ἀνδρὸς ἐδέξατο
τιμήεντα.</l>
<l>πάσας δ᾽ οὐκ ἂν ἐγὼ μυθήσομαι οὐδ᾽ ὀνομήνω,</l>
<l>ὅσσας <name type="occupation">ἡρώων</name> <name
type="relationship">ἀλόχους</name> ἴδον ἠδὲ <name
type="relationship">θύγατρας</name>:</l>
<l n="330">πρὶν γάρ κεν καὶ νὺξ φθῖτ᾽ ἄμβροτος. ἀλλὰ καὶ ὥρη</l>
<l>εὕδειν, ἢ ἐπὶ <objectName type="human-made">νῆα</objectName> θοὴν ἐλθόντ᾽ ἐς
<orgName>ἑταίρους</orgName></l>
<l>ἢ αὐτοῦ: πομπὴ δὲ θεοῖς ὑμῖν τε μελήσει.</l></lg>
</body>
</text>
</TEI>

